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The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County
Selected As A Best All ROund Ket,teky Community Newspaper
Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County
United Press International In Our !1st Year Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, June 3, 1970 104 Per Copy Vol. LX.XXXI No. 131
Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
Pike Ionise from Mrs. Levicie
Zambella who says she and her
husband received the Ledger
and Times while on their Euro-
pean tour of duty with the ar-
my and enjoyed it very much.
Meek you sum.
Peoleaele is Use person who
alre III their bye to ioea.
see will as reserrations. Mani
11181111et lb this for fear of being
kflityliPlied or otherwise tak-
•idelotaipe of.
api lee brat two who eaathis Mad of lore to see
alssitive, thee you bars a rift-
ed heaven of happiness.
°Mee insi your tired, your poor.
Your huddled masses yearning
to breathe free. The wretched
refuse of refuse of your teming
shore". Words carved at the
base of the Statue of Liberty.
Today's cheerful Rate: Ames
0. White, a civilian employee
at McClellan Air Force Rase at
Sacramento, California, decided
his job was a waste of time
and recommended that it ae
abolished. It was, but it was
such a good idea he was award-
ed $1,000 for the suggestion
sad promoted.
Collapsible bumpers are being
(Continued ea wags Sixteen)
Methodist Churches To
Exchange Worship Hours
The Good Shepherd and Mar-
tins Chapel United Methodiiit
Churches will exchange worship
hours starting Sunday, June 7,
according to the pastor of the
churches, Rev. Coy Garrett
Martins Chapel will ha%
morning worship at 010 am.
followed by Sunday School at
11 a.m. Good Shepherd's wor
ship services will be at 11 am.
with Sunday School at nine am
Vacation Bible School
flamed Next Week
At The Manorial Church
Vacation Bible School will be-
gin at the Memorial Baptist
-Cliurc.b Monday, June 8 and COQ-
liinue through June 17, with
1Pereats Night on Wednesday
algid, June 17, at 710. The
time for school is 8:30 to 1110
each morning.
The Superintendents of each
department are: Nursery-Three,
Mrs. Linda Murdock; Beginner
I, Mrs Ruby Bland; Beginner
-II, Mrs. Mary Smith; Primary .,
Mrs. Irene Riley; Primary n.
'Mrs. Mary Ann Carter, Primary
ill, Mrs. Elaine Hale; Junior 1,
Mrs. Andry Perry; Junior II,
Mrs. Betty Compton; Teen-age
Group, Mrs. Connie White.
All boys and girls, ages 3
through 18, are invited to at-
tend. The program will include
Bible Study, mission study, wor-
ship and creative activities. Re-
freshments will be Served daily.
TOP PEELED BACK — The top on this 1114 Volks-
wagen station wagon was almost completely sheared off
when the car ran under the traitor of a tractor-traitor rig
an the oast highway last night. The driver of the car, Bobbie
Jacque Marvin, died of ineurios waived In the accident.
Marvin was the eleventh traffic fatality in Calloway County
this rear.
(Staff Photo ti.s Gene McCutcheon)
Eighth Traffic Fatality
In Calloway Since April
30 Registered Last Night
Bobbie 1. Marvin Killed In
Car-Truck Crash On 94 East
Western Party Changed
At The Calloway Club
The western party at the Cal-
loway County Country Club or-
iginally set for Saturday, June
13, has been changed to Fri-day. June 12.
A barbecue supper will be
served from 7:30 to 8:30 p.m.
Following the sapper The
When? Who? and Why? band
will provide music from nine
p.m. to one a.m. for dancing.
For reservations call Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Hurt 753-7587 or
Mr. and Mrs. Buddy Valentine
753-4981, or any of the com-
mittee members listed in the
club's social calendar.
11,000 Feared Dead In Flood Sgt Bill Zambella
And Earthquake In S. Amelica Assigned To Vietnam:
Recently In EuropeBy MAX JENNINGS
LIMA (UPI)— The Public
Health Ministry said floods
triggered by Peru's devastating
earthquake may have killed
more than 17,000 persons in the
Andes city of Yungay, where
survivors huddled today in a
cemetery awaiting rescue.
"The population practically
has disappeared," said Ministry
spokesman Jose Garaychochea.
1"There are only 2,5000 survi-
I vors in a population estleo
at 20,000 in Yungay."
The presidential Dress offiM
(Continued on Page Sixteerd
FIVE CITED
Five persons were cited for
public drunkenness by the of-
fice of Calloway County Sheriff
Clyde Steele on Tuesday.
B52's Drop 500 Tons Of Bombs
On North Viet Road Builders
By WALTER WHITEHEAD
SAIGON (UPI).- U.S. B52
bombers flying above thick
monsoon clouds dropped 500
bons of tombs today onto a
North Vietnamese road-building
PINED IN PADUCAH
Ronald K. Kinsey of Murray
was fined $313.50 on a charge
of DWI and $38.50 for no oper-
ator's license in McCracken
County Court, according to the
court report in the Paducah
Sun-Democrat.
project two miles from wnere
Allied troops suffered their
(Continued on Pape Sixteen)
New Concord School
Plans Commencement
Commencement exercises will
be held at the New Concord
Elementary School on Thursday,
June 4, at 7:30 p.m.
Quentin Fannin is the vale-
dictorian and Cathey Pigg is
the salutatorian of the eighth
grade graduation class.
Bobby R. Allen is the prin-
cipal of the school.
— Two of the 16 high school seniors awarded
silo, Alumni Assoclati^n the 11/0.71 school
year wept congratwhitions at the annual alumni banquot The graduating seniors aro:
Anita Hawkins of WIIIIeberg. Weetere High School; and Dick West of Murray, Murray
MO Scheel. !hewn wit% thorn Is Glenn Doran of Murray chairman of the association's Con-
/wry Club committee in Call•way Ceorety and s member of the university beard, of regents.
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)
MURRAY ALUMNI
MO scholarships by the
SCHOLARSHIPS
Murree Pats Univer
Dr. EL Roberts Is
Now At Local Cliic
Hugh L. Houston, U. D Pre-
sident of The Houston-McDevitt
Clinic, Inc. and E. D. Roberts,
U. Do, jointly announce that
Dr. Roberts has obtained a dir-
ectorship at the Houston-Me-
Devitt Clinic as of June 1, 1970,
and has moved his office to the
second floor in the center sect-
 ion of the building.
Dr. Roberts has practiced me-
dicine in Murray for two and
one half years and is recognie-
ed as one of the leading family
physicians in our community.
His field of practice is genera
'medicine and he is on the staif
of Murray-Calloway County Hdt
pital.
Princess Contest For
Dairy Will Be Held
In Calloway hi July
Plans are being made for a
Dairy Princess Contest to
held in Calloway County the
later part of June. TVs contest
is open to girls that are at 1
16 years of age and not over
years of age, must be a high
school graduate, must have a
dairy farm back ground -which
means that you must now live
on a dairy farm or have lived
on a dairy farm for five years.
If the family is shipping milk,
they must * a member of the
American Dairy Association.
The winner of the Callon/
County ry Princess Contest
will p ipate in the District
Contea to be held in October.
The D Princess District win-
ner will participate in the State
pageant to be held ip tools-
ville in February, 1971. The
winser of the Kentucky Dairy
Princess pageant will :tpreseht
Kentucky in the American Dairy
Princess Contest in
The judging will be based en
the following points Healthy
appearance, natural ;drachm-
ness, personality and Phle,
lic speaking ability, ind (Pol-
ity of voice
All entries must be in the
Extension Office by Monday,
June 8. All eligible girls that
are interested in entering,
please contact the *tension
Office for an entry !irm The
Dairy Princess Commttee ion-
slats of Mrs Charles B. stark,
Mrs. Paul Blalock, and Mrs.
W. D. McCuiston.
Staff Sergeant Bill Zambella
recently departed for Fort Lew-
is, Washington, for five days'
training before being assigned
to Vietnam.
Zambella and Mrs. lambella
the former Levicie Murphy, ar
rived from Kaiserslautern, Ger-
many, on April 27 to spend
leave time with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Murphy, 1206
Peggy Ann Drive, Murray.
While in Europe the Zam•
belles were president of the
European Teachers and Callers
Association. They were instru-
mental in forming two new
square dance clubs, The Wheel
ers and Dealers of Zweibruck-
en and The Hi-Hoofers of Land-
stuhl. They were regularly fea-
tured in the monthly editio3
of "Chatterbox", a magazine for
square dancers in Europe. 5-
Sgt. Zambella was featured in
"Sets in Order", a national
square dance magazine.
S-Sgt Zambella was featured
many times for exhibitions to
the German population, in pub-
lic appearances, on German and
American TF, and in German
and American newspapers. He
was the main attraction at all
jamborees, conventions, and
festivals throughout Europe.
Mrs. Zsunbella will return to
her position as secretary with
the United States Government
at Ramstein Air Base, Germany, Scott Fitzhugh 3589, LH 0.1.
until November when S-Sgt.' Eggners Ferry 358.8, fall 0.1.
Zambella has RAM in Hawaii Kentucky HIV 358.9, fall 0.1
at ‘.ohich time she will joal him. Kentucky TW 302.5, fluctuate.
Sunset today, 8:00, sunrise
Thursday 5:37.
Local Man In
Training for
State Trooper
Larry G. Smith of Route 1,
Kirksey is currently completing
16 weeks of intensive training
as a trooper cadet at the Ken-
tuckTy State Police Academy
here.
Following his graduation,
scheduled for July 2, Smith will
report to one of 16 State Po-
lice posts where he will serve a
12 month probationary period
before receiving his permanent
appointment as a state trooper
He is a 1963 graduate of Cal-
loway County High School and
has also attended Murray State
University
Prior to joining the State Po-
lice, he served two years with
the Army. His decorations in-
clude the Purple Heart, Combat
Infantry Badge and Army Com-
mendation Medal.
His parents, Kermit and Gra=
cie Smith, live on Route 1, Kirk-
sey, Kentucky.
COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER
Wilson Gantt, dean of admiss-
ions at Murray State University,
will be the speaker at the com-
mencement exercises at %la e
Hickman County High School,
Clinton, on Friday, June 5, at
eight p.m.
WEATHER REPORT
United Ure•• I n le rek at io nal
West Kentucky: Cloudy
through Thursday with chance
of showers or occasional light
rain mainly this afternoon to-
night and early Thursday. High
70s. Lows upper 50s. Highs
Thursday 70s. Winds mostly
west to southwest six to 14
miles per hour.
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
Extended weather outlooir-for
Kentucky Friday through Sun-
day:
Considerable cloudiness and
cool with occasional light rain
and a few thundershowers Fri-
day and Sattrtday ending Sun-
day. Highs Mostly in the 70e.
Lows in the 50s.
Miller Is Speaker At
Kirksey Commencement
William as. Miller, superin-
tendentoolf Calloway County
Schools, will be the speaker at
the Kirksey Elementary School
commencement .program to be
held on Thursday, June 4, at
eight pm. at the school.
Special music will be the
Chorus of the school and Rich-
ard Adams will give the invoca-
tion and the benediction.
U. B. Rogers, principal, will
present awards and Lubie Parr
ish, school board member, will
present the diplomas Mrs
Thyra Crawford will play the
processional and the recession-
al.
Mrs. Faye Stinson Is
Showing Her Paintings
Tne oil paintings of Mrs. Faye
Stinson of 1707 Calloway Ave-
nue, Murray, will be on dis-
play at the Murray Art Guild
for the next week.
Mrs. Stinson is the president
of the Art Guild for this year
KENTUCKY LAKE STAGES
Kentucky Lake elevations as
measured by fiennessee Valley
Authority at 7 a.m. this morn-
ing with predictions to midnight
tonight.
Steve Hamrick
Steve Hamrick
Gets Scholarship
To Georgetown
Steve Hamrick, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Bill Hamrick of 517
Whltnell Ave., has received a
scholarship to Georgetown Uni-
versity of Washington, D. C.
The scholarship was approv-
 ed by the Charles Edison Youth
Fund of Washington and coven
tuition, room, meals, registrat
ion, and health fees for the six
week summer school.
The classes offered will be
comparative political and econo-
mic systems. He will also in-
tern on Capitol Hill for a mem-
ber of the Senate or House of
Representatives.
Hamrick has completed his
sophomore year at Murray State
University. He is a political
science major and has been ac-
tive in politics f6i the last few
years. He is now state chairman
of the Conservative Students of
America, vice chairman of the
Young Republicans at Murray
State, and serves on the elect-
ion committee for Calloway
County. He will leave June 7
for Washington.
Max Beale Has Heart
Attack On Saturday
Max Beale, South 12th Street,
a vice-president of the Bank of
Murray, suffered a heart attack
at the home of his daughter,
Mrs. Neal Sellars of Hopkins-
ville, on Saturday night.
He is now a patient at the
Jennie Stuart Uowital, Hop-.
kinsville. Reports are he was
thought to be a little better this
morning.
Wallace Wins Nomination
For Governor Of Alabama
By RAYMOND M. LAHR
United Press International
George '-Corley Wallace won
the Democratic nomination for
another term as governor of
Alabama Tuesday and gained a
forum for another third party
campaign for the presidency.
"Alabama still keeps her
place in the sun and will be
heard all over the country," he
told a victory celebration,
Wallace, governor from 1963
to 1967 and American indepen-
dent party candidate for the
presidency in 1968, defeated
Gov, Albert P. Brewer in a
runoff primary by exploiting
the white backlash vote in a
ONE CITED
One person was cited for
public drunkenness on Tuesday
by the Murray Police Depart-
ment.
racially sensitive Southern
state.
Competing with Alabama for
toontinued on rage Sixteeni
Calloway Graduates
To Enter Draughon's
Graduates ot catioway county
High School have been accepted
to enter Draughon's Business
College in Paducah.
They are: Debbie Dixon,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James
Dixon, Route 7, Murray; Dottie
Hale, daughter of Mr. and Mrs
Lilbum Hale, Route 1, Almo;
and Kay Barnett, daughter of
Mr and Mrs. Toy Lee Barnett,
Route 3, Box 100, Murray.
These young women are spec-
ialising in secretarial science,
accounting, and electronic IBM
machines at Draughon's.
 Bobbie Jacque Marvin, 46, of
Route Six, Murray, died at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospi-
tal last night at 11:55 of injur-
ies received in an accident on
Highway 94 last night.
Marvin's was the eighth trait
tic fatality in Calloway County
since April 30.
The accident occurred at 10:15
p.m., 2.3 miles east of Murray,
according to State Trooper
Charles Stephenson.
Stephenson said that Jerry
Wayne Windsor, 301 South llth
Street, Murray, was driving a
tractor-trailer rig owned by Pas
chall Truck Lines.
"Windsor was pulling out of
Lindy's Trailer Court to heed
west and Marvin was going east
in a 1968 Volkswagen station
wagon," Stephenson said. "The
Volkswagen went all the way
under the trailer, sheered off
the top and came out the other
side."
Windsor was not injured in
the accident but was treated for
shock at the hospital and re-
leased, according to the State
Trooper.
Marvin is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Juanita Marvin, his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Marvin of Route Six and three
sons, Jacque, of Murray, Rich-
ard of Atlanta and Larry of
Douglaavilla Ga.
Other survivors include two
brothers, Bill Marvin of Mur-
ray and Harold Marvin, Jr., of
Mansfield, Ohio.
Marvin was an employee of
the Tappan Company and sit-
tended Russell's Chapel United
Methodist Church.
The J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home is in charge of arrange-
menu
Funerai services fqr Marna
will be head at 10:30 a. m.
drf at the chapel of J. H. Char
chill Funeral Home with Rey.
A. M. Thomas officiating.
Friends may call at the fu-
nerd home after 8 a m. Thum
day.
Two persons were reportee
injured in a two car accident
on Tuesday at 12:03 p. m. op
Chestnut Street, according to
the report filed by the officers
of the Murray Police Depart-
They were Rutty R. VanDyke
of Murray Route Eight who had
abrasions to the left arm, lett
hand, and both kneee, and Wil-
limn Arthur Morris of 1003
Sharpe Street, Murray, who had
a laceration to the scad,p. They •
were both treated at the emer-
gency room of the Murray-Cal-
loway County Hospital and ma
leased.
Police said Morris, driving a
1963 Chevrolet four door, had
pulled off the IGA parking lot,
headed west on Chestnut Street,
and thee made a left turn onto
North 10th Street in front of
the 1969 Chevrolet four door,
driven by Ruby IL VanDyke,
that was going east on Chest-
n.ut Street.
!Damage to the VanDyke car
was on the front end mid left
aide, and to the Morris car oe
the right front fender, bumper,
and grill. Damage was Moo re '
ported to a stop sign for the
City of Murray.
Tuesday at 3:50 p. m. ano-
ther two oar collision occurred
at the intersection of Maio and
Sixth Streets. No injuries were
reported.
Cars involved were a 1964
Dodge four door driven by Da
yid M. Wright of Murray Route
One, and a 1969 Volkswagen
two door owned by Sue With
ins and driven by Don Robert
Wilkins of Hale's Trailer Court
Murray.
Wilkins, said he was gains
north on 6th Street, attempted
to stop for the rectlight on crel
pavement, but couldn't and col-
lided with the Wright car going'
west on Main Street, according
to the police report
Damage to the Wright car
was co the left front fender and
bumper and to the Wilkins car
on the right side.
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Ten Years Ago Today
'ADGER • TOM .„
Deaths reported are Miry Lisa yd 1t
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hillkt
of Danvill age 4Z, ibrthert1 Or : : ,..
.... l• ,„,
Samuel Whltakertor OC -
was a visitor to in the iiS
.::
Robert Carroll, senior esti& 
i 
• ,,li:- ...Per .
at Calvert City, spoke bait. lit
Industrial Control".
Twelve Calloway County high schoolAtiti11011110ft MI
to study at a summer science and maillitiditir training pito&
this summer at Murray Stste College.
a,.
20 Years Ago Today
LIDO= • TIMIS 111.1
Two tads on repair and construction of city st
reets were opened
last night at the regular meeting of the City 
Council.
Mrs. Allen Wells died suddenly at her borne near 
Elm Grove
this morning.
Mr. and Mrs. Bryan Overcast announce the 
engagement and
approaching marriage of their daughter, Arne 
Gray, to W. A.
Ladd, Jr., of Pls, Tem.
The May meeting of the Radio Center 
Homemakers Club was
held at the home of Mrs. John Shroat.
Bible Thought for Today
The Lord thy God raise tip unto thee a 
Pust from the
midst of thee, of thy brethren, like unto min 
0 ye shall
hitarksi. -Dedar000my 1&15.
Moses prophesied the coming of God's Messiah - the 
Lord
Jesus Christ Are we listening to Him ?
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-TiEMINDERS ON SUMMER JOBS
art making plans fee
temporary suminet
job!. "" .4*.megenber the
rules undet.P illfitills'.410i.ifiten Act as
weft ad Staab Lad/ Lain.
111*11141;. ,
air& ibis Of %aid 17 may work
in any job except those declared haz-
ardous by the Secretary of Labor.
Examples of hazardous jobs having an
18-year minimum age include elevator
Operator, truck driver, or helper, logger,
miner and roofmg worker. ((hild Labor
Bulletin No. 101 can be obtained from
Wage and Hour office covering hazardous
occupations.)
Boys and girls 14 and 15 years of age
may be employed in most jobs that do
not involve manufacturing, mining or
processing.
STATE
No minor under fourteen years of age
shall be employed, permitted or suffered
to work in, or about in connection with
any gainful occupation at anytime,
except for employment in connection
with an employment program supervised
and sponsored by the school or school
district such child attends.
A minor who has passed his 14th
birthday, but is under 16, may not be
employed during regular Khooi hours,
unless ranted a special employment
certificate under specific arrangements
and subject to regulation of the Commis-
goner of Labor.
..,.- A minor . who has passed his 14th
birthday, barb under eighteen, may not
be employed, permitted, or suffered to
work in any place or at any occupation
that the Commissioner of tabor shall
determine to be hazardous or injurious.
(The Commissioner will be guided by
Federal Guidelines as listed in Child
Labor Bulletin No. 101
Hours and days per week are subject to
control by the Commissioner. Present
restrictions for 14 and 15 year-olds are no
more than six consecutive days, not
eiceeding 8 hoots in one day, not
exceeding 40 hours in any.week during
period when not attending school. For 16
and 17 year-olds when not attending
school, a maximum of six 8-hour days,
not to exceed 48 hours. If he has
graduated or no longer attends school,
the maximum is six consecutive 10-hour
days.
You can best protect yourself from
unintentional violation of the Child-labor
rules by obtaining from each minor an
age certificate issued in Kentucky or
issued by the local board of education
through its superintendent or authorized
agent. A promise of employment by the
prospective employer setting forth die
specific nature of occupation and nurrxber
of hours per day and days per week,
should be inclu 'along with evidence ofetc
age.
SOCIAL
SECURITY
Questions and
Answers
Summer is just around the cor-
er and you farm operators are
ready in "high gear". Some
f you will be hiring help this
eason and you need to know
at a social security report
ay be required of you. Many
m workers fail to qualify for
social security benefits became
farm operators do not report
their wages, according to Char-
es M Whitaker, Manager, of
-Paducah District Social Secu-
rity Office.
All farmers who employ- part-
time or full-time employees shou-
ld keep complete records on each
person. The record should show
the name, social security num-
ber, days worked and the amount
earned.
If a farmer pays an individual
$150.00 or more in a calendar
year, he must report the wages.
If a worker performs some work
on any part of 20 clays in a calerr
dar year on a time basis, those
wages must be reported. These
reports on farm work are made
In January following the end Of
the calendar year in which this
work is done. This report is not
optional, but is required by the
law.
Whitaker suggests that all far-
mers who have employees start
keeping records now for the re.
port which will be due next Jan.
nary. This will make it easier
on you, and will insure that your
employees will get social sear
illy credit for the work they do.
It's yo ENOMY
% Use•Neyer
20 III UNEMPLOYMENT 1118 TIlT
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1%.1 , ••• •• • a•
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• Seasonally adjusted
.\\. Teen-agers
J
All workers
Married men
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• 1 1 1N.
Data: BLS 33.
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By CARL N. MADDEN, CHIEF ECONOMIST
Chamber ef Commenas ef the United Stems
MI UNEMPLOYMENT RATE is the most clos
ely watched of
the dozens of indicators of economic activtty. Despite its
popularity, the overall rate for "ail workers" is crude. As a
refinement. the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics publishes
unemployment rates by marital status, color, age. sex and
occupation. The "all workers" rate dropped steadily from 7
per cent in the 1961 recession to 3.4 per cent a year ago, and
then rose to 4.2 per cent. A probably more meaningful rate
-that for "married men"-has followed the same pattern,
but at a level roughly half that for "all workers." The "teen-
agers" rate also trended downward in the sixties and has
recently turned up as well. The significance of all of these
unemployment rates will be increased when the BLS starts
a monthly "job vacancy" rate. By comparing uneMpioy-
ment and job vacancy rates we will know better whether
rising unemployment is due to fewer jobs or to lack of skill*.
"`Z, ,
irt-40
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NONONICI Al — Twos •
*tn. Jens 30 after a Neel el 71 years ef ear
hens, Saterdsr. They eve (from left): Dr.
affairs; Miss Itsbeeta Whitesh, professor ef
er ef German in the department ef ranter,s
send by His Scheel of Arts and Sciences. Min
Neigh yeses, and King Moe years. Miss
wftli names ef reciehoon ef • $100 chemistry
Mterray State University faculty meenbses
vice hewn with pride at a reception in their
WItlism 0. Nash vicar president for academic
chemistry; and Dr. Reif II. P. Kim br040,1011'
foreign languages The reception was soon-
White.% has been on tbo faculty 30 roof%
Whlinah is holding a plaque to be inscribed
annual scholarship inaugurated in her homer:
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)
Pollution control
makes profits
PITTSBURGH (U-P1)
There's money in- dirty air.
Numerous businesses are
discovering they've been let-
ting valuable assets go up in
smoke and have started doing
something about it.
Fly ash removed from ex-
haust gases at electric power
plants is now being used ex-
tensively in concrete mixes and
asphalt, reports Joy Manu-
facturing Company, which pro-
duces pollution control equip-
ment. Utilities, which once
had the headache of disposing
the residue, now are selling
part of it.
In the cement industry
much of the dust collected -
in the interest of pollution
prevention - from gases before
it goes up the stack is returned
to the cement-making-process.
Valuable quantities of copper,
silver and gold are being re-
tovered from ore-roasting_ pro-
:eases by filtering the "dirty"
poses emitted.
a..
The leader
BONN (UPI) - Volkswagen
remains West Germany's big
gest industrial enterprise, with
vies of 13.9 billion marks
(416 billion) 1969, up 19
per cent over the previous
year.
A survey by the Institute
of German Industry showed
Siemens was number two and
Thymen third. Fried. Kru
'once-considered the, largest,
was in 10th place.
• * •
tx-seaneedr
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PALM SPRINGS, Calif.
(UPI)-The Ocotillo desert cac-
tus, which grows wild in this
area and throughout the
Southwest, is believed to have
.beirn a seaweed that adapted
itself when the ocean receded.
ALMANAC
By United Press International
Today is Wednesday, June 3,
the 154th day of 1970 with 211 to
follow,
The moon is new.
The morning stars
Mercury and Saturn.
The evening stars are
Mars and Jupiter.
On this day in history:
In 1937 the Duke of Windsor,
formerly King Edward VIII of
Great Britain, was married to
Mrs. Wallis Simpson of Balti-
more.
In 1940 the allied evacuation
if Dunkirk, France that started
May 28 was completed.
In 1963 Pope. John XXU died
at the age of 81 after a loci
Illness.
In 1965 the U.S. orbited
astronauts Ed White and Jim
McDivitt in the Gemini IV
are
. 
Venus,
MOON HAD SIEEP--This mi-
cro-organism, streptocoocus
mitts, is shown at the Spice
Center in Houston, Tex.,
,after surviving the journey
to the Moon and 950 days on
Us lorface --in the Surveyor
III TV' camera recovered by
the Apollo 12 mission. Ap-
parently the organism (black
dotal got Into the camera
Accidentally prior to launch.
Environments/ versatility
UNION, NJ. (UPI)
Quality control IMMO more
than turning a switch on and
off to see if a computer or
its related equipment works
ro ens. In mile-high
• Colo., for iostessee,
), mellow owilehing 1114111s 2400
odd 24(r). tape units to the
Most arkente prrating ear
AI*** in a chamber that s' 
late**Pin lovelorn-vital extreme*.
, tccording to NIonree
dlefignian.- Vreeland of Tenor,
higinceriug. Inc.. producer of
ftininmmental test equipment.
the company, in order to meet
needs at 5,400 feet above sea
level, designed the chamber to
operate at 7,000 feet below
sea level to 16,000 feet above
sea level, 50 degrees below to
150 degrees above zero
Fahrenheit, and 5 to 95 per-
cent relative humidity.
* • *
Hong Kong shipping
koNI; (I PI) - A
total of 6.816 ocean-going yew
isrls called at the port of [long
kong during 1%9 The net
:etiered I Jr of the ye*.s 22.277.1 III lone.-
S 
.indiVILIW 
y
1-0•011
0:031
Yers Ask 11?4, S]
This column of questions and answers on federal
tax matters is provided by the local office of the U.S.
Internal Revenue Service and is published as a public
service to taxpayers. The column answers questions
most frequently asked by taxpayers.
Q) Is it tree yes sae &hal
the expenses of a boss.-hat-
ing trip ender the new us
law?
A) If the move is for jot
reasons and you meet the mile-
age and employment tests, you
may be able to deduct your
transportation, meals and lodg-
ing costs on a house-hunting
trip. This provision was added
In the 1969 Tax Reform Aet
and Is effective for tar years
beginning after December 31,
1969.
Other expenses that may
now be deductible under the
new law are meal and lodging
cents for up to 30 days at the
new job loestkp. Expenses re,
lated to the sale of a house or
the settlement of a lease at the
old job location and the pur-
chase of a house or acquisition
of a lease at the new location
also may be deducted for the
first time.
The total amount that may
be deducted under thr-t,
provisions is $2,500. Not more
than $1,000 of this may I. for
house-hunting trips or Irving
coats.
Q) When are rompanie, .up.
mod to start withholding
taxes at the korner .rates?
A) The new withholding
rates become effective the first
payday after June 30,_1970.'
the -afffeturts-
to he withheld will be sent to
employere in June.
The new rates will be lower
since there will be no with-
holding for the income tax
surcharge whsch is due to ex-
pire June 30, 1970. Also, each
exemptiell will be worth $660
for withholding purposes rath-
tr than 1600, after that data.
Q) Will the Post Office for.
card my refund check to my
new add riles ?
A) Yesizour refund cheek
sill he fo •riled if you have
left choke* of address notice
at your falemer Post Office.
Failure to provide this in,
toeleatiec to the Pest ()Mee
held up t ounands of refund
year. They were
IRS because the
id not have an up-
retie for these tax-
thecks Is
returned
Post Ofli
to-date
as soon as the new address rr,
obtained.
Any taxpayer who moved
without giving his Postmaster
his new address and has
waited at least ten weeks for
a refund, should send his
name, new address and Social
Security number to the IRS
service center rhere he filed
his return and ask ¶ sat the re-
fund be mailed.
Q) How much sh...ild I pay
on my iseeliThr quarter esti-
mated tax? •
A) Use the worksheet you
filled out when you filed your
estimated 1970 declaration to
determine the amount of your
second installment. 314e what-
ever adjustments are neided to
take care of any changes in
your estimated income and de-
ductible expenses which may
have occurred since you filed
your declaration.
Q) If I provide room and
hoard for a strident this sum-
mer, can 1 claim any deduction
for what I apend7
A i If the student.. is a mem-
ber of your household under a
p *rim n this happens, the written aggreement between
,fund is rmhted to the tax- 
you and a qualino.i organize
mires strounr lest •nviikoett-r -Nen 
in-ereierste-- pearkw-ino,
educational opport&illes, taus
you_r casts may be deductible
as a charitable contribution.
The deduction must be for it
full-time student up to the
12th grade, wh^ is neither-
your dependent nor relative, at
an educational institution lo-
cated in the United States.
The amount of the deduction
may not exceed $50 times the
number of full calendar months
of your tax year during which
the student is a member of
your household.
• .
Greatest gulper
PORT TOWNSEND, Pi ash.
(UPI)-Robert Cooper of
Eglon, Wash., retained his
title of "World Champion Clam
Gulper” when he ate 220 of
the bivalves at the fifth annual
championships sponsored by
the Part Townsend Elks Lodge.
Dave Barnes was second
with' 192 clam*. The only
wonsen gulper among the coo-
lestatile was Happy Def:oteu
Isuotsii2.---. •
spacecraft. White became the
first American to walk in
space.
---
A thought for the day: British
poet William Cowper said,
"Fools must now and then be
right by chance."
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UPI Sports
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McDowell Pitches Cleveland
To 4-1 Victory Over Brewers
By VITO STELLINO
UPI Sports Writer
How can a pitcher look so
good at times and still manage
to lose 14 or more games in
each of the last thAe seasons?
The Cleveland Indians' hard-
throwing lefthander, Sam Mc-
Dowell, who has seven one-
hitters to his credit, was
brilliant again Tuesday night
when he had a no-hitter for seveni
innings and wound up with a
two-hitter and a 4-1 victory
over the Milwaukee Brewers in
the neat 'ame of a doublehead-
er. The Indians won the second
game, 9-5, to complete the
sweep.
Danny Walton broke up
McDowell's bid for a no-hitter
when he doubled in the eighth.
Walton moved to third In
Roberto Pena's single and
scored on Phil Roof's ground-
out.
Graig Nettles hit a homer in
the first game and added two
more in the second as the
Indians breezed to the sweep.
Duke Sims added two homers
for the Indtan_s.
In other games, Washington
edged Chicago, 4-3, New York
nipped Kansas City, 3-2, Boston
beat Minnesota , 5-1, California.
nipped Detroit, 3-2, in 10 Linings
and Baltimore beat Oakland, 5-
In the National League San
Diego routed Pittsburgh, 14-8,
St. Louis blasted San Francisco,
12-1, Atlanta topped New York,
4-1, Houston beat Montreal, 6-4,
and Cincinnati beat Philadel-
phia, 7-2, in a game called by
rain in the eighth inning The
Los Angeles-Chicago game was
rained out.
Jim Palmer pitched a five-
hitter as Baltimore beat
Oakland. Palmer and Poog
Powell each had three singles.
Mery Rettenmund doubled in
the final two runs in the
seventh.
Billy Conigliaro homered and
Mike Andrews collected four
hits as the Red Sox beat the
Twins. Ray Culp pitched an
eight-hitter for Boston while
Jim Perry took the loss.
Ed Stroud touched off a two-
run tie-breaking rally in the
eighth inning with his fourth
straight hit as Washington beat
Chicago. Horatio Pina got the
win in relief.
Curt Blefary hit his first
homer of nip season and a
sacrifice fly as the Yanks beat
the Royals. Fritz Person
staggered to his eighth win as
he gave up 10 hits in 8 2-3
innings before Lindy McDaniel
got the final out, _
Jim Fregosi's sacrifice fly
with one out in the 10th gave
California its victory over
Detroit. Jay Johnstone tripled
off loser Joe Niekro to lead off
the 10th. Nieloro retired one
batter and then walked two
batters intentionally to bring up
Fregosi, who lifted a shallow
fly to Jim Northrup in right.
Johnstone beat Northrup's
throw to win the game and give
reliever Paul Doyle the victory.
1968 Ohio State
Team Named Team
Of The Decade
Quality Replaces
Quanity in Today's
English Derby Race
EPSOM, England (UPI)—
Quality has replaced quantity in
today's English Derby:
Only 12 horses will go to the
post for the one and a half mile
classic on the Rolling Downs
south of London— the smallest
field in 63 years.
Nijinsky, the Irish-trained
-colt unbeaten in seven outings,
was a strong favorite to give
champion jockey Lestor Piggott
his fifth Derby win. Charles
Englehard of New York, is the
colt's owner. — —
Piggott was hoping for a
double on Nijinsky since the
pair von the 2,000 Guineas
April 29.
Three other runners were the
only serious contenders for the
$223,920 race as far as the
oddsmakers were concerned.
With Nijinsky the overwhelming
favorite at 5-4 against, the
French challengers Stintino and
Gyr, stood at 9-2 and England's
hope, Approval, at 5-1.
Other odds quoted were 25-1
Meadowville, 50-1 Mon Plaisir
and The Swell, 60-1 Cry Baby,
100-1 Long Till, 200-1 Eucalyp-
tus and Great Wall and 500-1
Tambourine Man.
NEW YORK (UPI)—The 1968
Ohio State team, which swept
to a 10-0 record with 12
sophomores in the startingt
lineup on offense and defense,
was named the college football
"Team of the Decade" Wednes-
day in a poll conducted by ABC
Sports.
Writers and broadcasters
from all over the nation, voting
on a 5-4-3-2-1 point basis, picked
the Buckeyes with 870 points
over the 1969 Texas team,
which had 658 points. The 1961
Alabama Team (619 points)
was third with the 1962
Southern California club (576
points) fourth and the 1963
Texas team (432 points) filth.
A screening committee
picked those five teams—
national champions in the UP!
ratings— as the five best am
almost 200 writers and br
casters selected the Team
the Decade for ABC,
televises college football.
Nickname
ATLANTA (UPI) — Joe
Caldwell, Atlanta Hawks for-
ward, received his nickname
"Pogo Joe" when he jumped
over a convertible while a stu-
dent at Ariasma State Uni-
versity.
* * •
He was first
NEW YORK (UPI) — Pete
Rose became the first player
in the history of, the Cin-
cinnati Reds to put together
back-to-back batting cham-
pionships, winning the 1969
National Ceague title with a
.348 average and 1968 with
.335.
* * *
MEXICO CITY (UPI)_Rus.
la and host Mexico battled to a
coreless tie in the first match
the sixth World Cup soccer
amplonships.
Bing Devine
Testifies In
Flood Case
NEW YORK (UP1)— bug
Devine, the general manager of
the St Louis Cardinals, testi-
ffed under cross examination in
federal court Tuesday that he
exercised the option renewal
clause this spring to force
Richle Allen and Steve Carlton
to end their holdouts.
Devine, who traded Curt
Flood to the Philatielnllin
Phillies only to have Flood file
a $3 million suit in court to
overturn the reserve clause,
was one of four witnesses who
testified Tuesday that the
clause is necessary for the well-
being of baseball.
But under cross examination
by Jay Topids, one of Flood's
lawyers, Devine said he sent
both Allen and Cannon notices
that their options were being
exercised after they refused to
report.
Under baseball's contractural
structure, the player is automa-
tically signed for the new
season if the club exercises its
option. Flood is contending that
this aspect of the reserve
clause is in restraint of task.
Devine said that both players
signed shortly afterward. Allen
received an estimated 121/2 per
cent raise and Carlton received
a 20 to 25 per cent boost.
Devine also said that Flood
told him he was going to quit
last winter after he was traded.
Also testifying Tuesday were
National League President
Chub Feeney, American League
President Joe Cronin and
firmer catcher Joe Gargiola.
All three supported the reserve
clause.
MAST SIGNED
NEW YORK (UPI)—Eddie
Mast, former Temple Universi-
ty star who led the Owls to the
National Invitation Tournament
championship in 1969 and later
earned Rookie of the Year
honors in the Eastern League,
was signed Tuesday by the
National Basketball Association
champion New York Knicker-
bockers for the 1970-71 season.
Dale Morey
Makes Bid,
In Amateur
By JOE NAGLE
NEWCASTLE, Northern Ire-
land (UPI)— Ex-Walker Cup
golfer Dale Morey naturally
wants to keep on winning in his
bid for his first British
Amateur golf chanipionshw
But he also wants Scotland's
Charlie Green to knock over a
few more opponents.
Morey, from High Point,
N.C., reached the quarter-finals
last year at Hoylake, England,
where he lost to the eventual
winner Mike Bonallack, Bri-
tain's Walker Cup skipper. But
the pan he beat to. get to the
stage was Bonallack's team-
mate Green. And if both
progress this year they will
again clash in the fifth round.
Morey likes his chances,
highly—In fact he was rubbing
his hands at the prospect
Tuesday after both he and
Green won first round matches.
"Yes sir, I'm looking forward
to that prospect very much,"
Morey said, "particularly since
Charlie had such r struggle
against Mark McCormack."
Green was three up with four
to play against the Cleveland,
Ohio lawyer but in the finish
only scraped through at the
20th
Bruce McClaren
Killed In Wreck
GOODWOOD, England (UPI)
— Bruce McLaren, a successful
driver who turned to building
race cars, died in the flaming
wreckage of an auto he
designed and was testing for
this year's Canadian-American
Challenge Cup series.
McLaren, a New Zealander
who learned about cars as a
helper in his father's Auckland
service station, was killed
Tuesday when his car exploded
and rammed a concrete mar-
shal's post during tests on the
little-used Goodwood Circuit.
The 32-year-old McLaren was
found 20 feet from the
distingegrated remains of the
car he was testing. Police said
his face was burned and
concluded his engine must have
exploded as he tore down the
fast straighaway, hurtling the
car into the reinforced bank.
The quiet, well-liked New
Zealander was one of the
world's fastest drivers both in
sports cars and Formula One.
He also was a top designer. His
cars brought him the Can-Am
championship in 1967 and 1969,
while in the year between,
fellow New Zealander Denny
Huime piloted one to victory.
The joint managing director
of McLaren's comapny, Ted
Mayer, said the cause of the
accident was not yet known.
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Sports Parade
By MILTON RICHMAN
UPI Sports Writer
NEW YORK (UPI)—
body keeps asking Jim houtot
the same question.
Why?
Why did he ever write a hook
like "Ball Four" which already
has evoked almost as much
controversy as Bowie Kuhn's
decision about what to do with
Denny McLain.
Bouton's book hasn't even
been published yet but the
knuckle-balling Houston reliever
has been doing a lot
catching, from all sides, evet
since Look magazine beg
printing some of the excerp
Everybody's Mad
"I don't know whatever m
him do it," says one
Bouton's teammates with Hou
ton, "But I know this: Not o
has he got all of us mad
him, but all the guys oq the
other clubs feel the same wag.
too. How could he do what he
did? Did he forget most of is
have wives? The first thing my
wife asked me after she got
through reading what he wrotik
In the mgazine was 'llo yoe
have any airline stewardesses
Living at your hotel?'"
"I did it for only one reason,"
Jim Houton says. "1 did it to
share with others some of the
fun I've had in baseball."
One of the passages in his
book that has drawn a lot of
fire his way had to do with one
of his former Yankee team-
mates, Mickey Mantle.
"The worst thing I said,'
says Houton, "is his 'Muriel
might've healed quicker if te
had gotten more sleep insteac
of loosening up with the boys al
the bar. Is that so bad? I alsc
said I liked his sense of humor
and his boyishness and I
respected him for being a great
ballplayer."
Jim Houton said a lot of other
things in his book, too. He told
how ballplayers and airline
desses usually hit it o
beautifully together, how some
ballplayers are peeping toms
and how ballplayers kid about
their wives in clubhouse conver-
sation.
- Better Off Unsaid
My own personal reaction to
Bouton's published excerpts
was that they made for light
evening reading but that Bouton
would've been much better off
had he left them unsaid. I'm
sure I'd have felt more strongly
about some of the things he
said if I were one of his
teammates and if it was my)
wife who read them.
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Yesterday's Results
Boston S. Minnesota I
Washington 4, Chicago 2
New York 3, Kansas City 2
Cleveland 4, Milwaukee 1, first
game
Detroit at ralifornia; night
Baltimore at Oakland, night
end Larry Eisenhaner, a nine-
year veteran of the Boston
Patriots who was nicknamed
"Wild Man" for his ability to
get at a ball carrier or
quarterback, Tuesday retired
from professional football.
Allen Drives In 7 To Lead
* aia
Cards In 12-1 Romp Tuesday
By FRED DOWN
UPI Sports Writer
Richle Allen is giving the St.
Loins Cardinals the kind of
home-run power they haven't
had since before Stan Musial.
Allen drove in seven runs
with his 17th and 18th homers
of the season and a single
Tuesday night to lead the
Cardinals to a 12-1 romp over
the San Francisco Giants. The
big night enabled Steve Carlton
to coast to his third victory
against six losses.
"Every time Allen hits a
homer you've got to be
impressed," commented Car-
dinal General Manager Bing
Devine, who engineered the
deal. "There's just no substi-
tute for that kind of sheer
power."
Carlton, a 17-game winner
last season, pitched a four-
hitter, walked three and struck
out five.
The Cincinnati Reds defeated
the Philadelphia Phillies, 7-2,
the Atlanta Braves beat the
New York Mets, 4-1, the
Houston Astros downed the
Montreal Expos, 6-4, and the
San Diego Padres topped the
Pittsburgh Pirates, 14-8, in
other National League games.
Los Angeles at Chicago was
rained out.
In the American League, it
was Cleveland over Milwaukee,
4-1 and 9-5, Washington 4
Chicago 3, New York 3 Kansas
Cfty 2, Boston 5 Minnesota 1,
Baltimore 5 Oakland 1 and
California 3 Detroit 2.
john Bench hit two homers
and drove in four runs an
Tony Perez hit his 19th homer
of the season as the Reds
stretched their winning streak
to five games in a game halted
by rain in the top of the eighth.
Wayne Simpson, the Reds' 21-
year-old rookie right-hander,
pitched a six-hitter, walked two
and struck out six in raising his
record to
Phil Niekro pitched a four-
hitter to square his record at 6-
6 and Hank Aaron hit his 17th
homer for the Braves, who
dealth Gary Gentry his thin
defeat. Tommie Agee homered
for the Mets' run.
40h11 Edwards, who started
the game with a .167 average,
drove In two runs with a single
and a triple and scored two
runs for the Astros, who
stretched the Expos' losing
streak to nine games. Jim Ray
allowed seven hits and two runs
In 6 1-3 innings of relief to
square his record at 2-2.
Steve Huntz and Tonhily
Bean had four hits each to leadL
a 19-hit attack which carried
the Padres to their victory over
the Pirates' Bob Veale.
Clarence Gaston homered for
the Padres and Willie Stargell
connected for the Pirates. _
j.
&Jaw.
Buddy Baker Has
Hope In Motor
State 400 Sunday
CAMBRIDGE JUNCT1
Mich. (UPI).—Big Buddy Bak
Is hoping the second ann
Motor State 400 is where his
uck catches up with his skill.
Baker, a burly 6-foot-5 and
225 pounds, will be one of tb
stock car drivers who start
three days of qualific
trials Thursday for the 40
available spots in Sunday's raeali
at Michigan International"
y.
The 12-year veteran of the
stock car circuit from Char-
otte, N.C., owns the only over-
miles per hour qualifying
average on a closed track. '
Baker continually wins the pole
position, yet in eight races
started this year he's only
around at the end one time. A
Still. Baker is a top threat to
win only his third race ever on
the Nascar circuit.
The first 15 positions will be
determined Thursday, the neai
15 on Friday and 10 more cart', ‘,1
will qualify Saturday. Bakfidr:
should be one of the first 15—
unless his luck has changed lad
the worse. •
• bt.1
Marichars mark Man
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI) —
loan Marichal of the San Fran-
(la-CO Giants was the iNationk.1
League's earned run averair!fl
leader in 1969 with a Maa.•
of 2.10.
'II
• * *
Mete-Ord& -
rw • nxkq, .d
New York Mats put together •
the National League's longest
%inning streak in 1969 with
11 consecutive victories.
THIS WEEKEND ONLY
BLACK PATENT
SHOE & BAG
SALE
20% 40% Off
SHOE
Naturalizer
Life Stride
Miss America
STYLES FOR EVERYONE
SIZES LIMITED
ADAMS STORE
Downtown Murray --
-1
sek
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Mini-Courses Concocted By Students At
Pomona, California, Many And Varied
ay PATRICIA Mc Cormack
NEW YORK (UPI)-. Drat
racing, knitting, civil disobe
hence, and karate have some-
thing in common with- creative
appreciation, meditation, moun-
tain climbing, hypnotism and
stocks and bonds.
All are titles in a catalog oh
courses students concocted at
Gary High in Pomona, Calif.
The mini-courses also include
mythology, poetry, business
laboratory, blueprint reading,
contemporary black writers',
black Is beautiful, guitar
playing, song leading, gangs
and mobs, narcotics, soul music
appreciation- whatever, really,
students want.
Charles R. Wiese, principal of
Gary High, reports on the mini-
courses in nation's schools, a
journal for school administra-
tors.
He sees the courses as a
spark for student enrichment.
All taxpayers will be pleased
about the courses not costing
extra money.
"Extra funds are not always
necessary," Wiese said.
Extra Planning Necessary
Extra planning was necessa-
ry, however-as experts in
various fields from the commu-
nity were recruited as whin-
teer teachers for some of the
mini courses. They taught such
things as television script
writing and karate.
Volunteer student teachers,
Vain=
actually high school students,
taught photography, guitar
playing, knitting and other
courses.
Among the unpaid teachers
were armed forces recruiters,
city councilmen, college profes-
sors.
Wiese credits mini-course
with spicing student interest
a broad range of subjects not
available in the traditional
curriculum.
To the students, having an
opportunity to plan curriculum
for special academic fare
provided participation in educa-
tion- and relevance.
Now this school did not throw
out its meat and potato courses
-such as math, language,
science, ersglish.
Now have Seven Periods
They stayed on. The mini
courses were worked in by
rescheduling, giving the school
day seven 45-minute periods
instead of six.
Wiese said during a year, a
student may select eight mini-
courses- each of five weeks
duration, including one week in
evaluation.
There are no grades in the
mini-courses. No tests. No
homework. But students who
meet attendance requirements
receive one credit for the
year's mini-work,
"Evaluations of the program
so far have indicated that the
courses are being enthusiasti-
cally accepted by both teachers
students," Wiese said.
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ridal Couple Is
onored At Dinner
I Stewart Home
Miss Patricia Ann Parker and
her fiance, Loren Green w
ere
honored at an impressive can-
dle-light buffet dinner, at the
lovely country home of Mr. and
Mrs. John Stewart located on
the New Concord Road ces Sat-
urday. May 23 at seven-thirty
o'clock in the evening.
For this prenuptial event the
bride-elect chose to wear from
her trousseau a blue and white
knit dress with a hostess' gift
corsage of white pom-poms. Her
mother, Mrs. V. W. Parker,
wore a pink embrolderied linen
dress and her hostess' corsage
was of white pom-poms.
The entrance hall and living
room were adorned with floral
arranjiements of white snap-
dragons, yellow pom-poms, and
baby's breath.
The beautifully appointed
dining table was overlaid with
a white cloth trimmed with
heavy lace. The centerpiece was
a lovely floral arrangement of
white gladioli and red carnat-
ions with baby's breath in an
imported hand carved brass
vase. On each aide were hand
carved India brass candle hold-
ers with red tapers. The buffet
was also striking with match-
ing hand carved candle holders
of assorted heights with burn-
ing red tapers. The red and
white color scheme compliment-
ed the elegant dining room with
its deep ruby red carpet and
velvet draperies.
Ten guests attended this en-
joyable occasion.
The Senior Citizens Club will
have a picnic at Reelfoot Lake.
Members will leave the Com-
munity Center by chartered bus
at 9 am. Each is to bring a
sack lunch. Drinks and breed
will be furnished. For further
information call 0. C. Melee
more 753-5790.
• • •
Miss Lillian Watters will pre-
sent her second recital for her
piano pupils at the Murray High
School auditorium at 7:30 p.m.
• • •
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star will
observe Friendship Night at the
Masonic Hall at 7:30 p.m. A
potluck supper will be served
following the entertainment. All
members are urged to attend
• • •
Saturday, June 6
A rummage sale will be held
at the American Legion Hall
starting at 8:00 am., sponsored
by the Reorganized Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints.
Ladies From Oaks
Play In Tri-State
Golf Tournament
Ladies from the Oaks Conn
try Club played in the Tri-Stats
settles Golf tournament held at
the South Highland Country
Club on Wednesday, May 27.
Those playing were as fol-
lows-
Championship flight - Sue
Kerrie Latin Parker (tied for
3th place), and Sandra Edwards
(runnerup).
First flight - Mabie Rogers.
Sue McDougal, and Grace James
(tied for 5th place).
Second flight - Marie Weav-
er, Mali Read, Mary Alice
Smith, and Molly Jones.
S e.
PERSONALS
Steve atimper of Gary, Ind.,
and three of his sons, }Lonnie,
Donnie and Tommy are spend-
ing the week camping on Ken-
tucky Lake and visiting his bro-
ther-in-law, Dee Halconab of
Bente 5, Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray West, 150x
Oak Drive, Murray, are the par-
ents of a baby girl, Sandra
Faye, weighing six pounds 12
ounces, born on Friday, May 29,
at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Their other children are Jeff
ery, age 11, Jenise, age 9, De-
bra, age 8, and David. age 7.
The father is retired from the
Air Force and is now a student
at Murray State University.
rerandparents are Mr. and
Mn, Henry C. West of Murray
and, Mr. and Mrs. Henry M.
Keil of Houston, Texas. Mr
and Milo C. C. West of Murray
are great grandparents.
'as
Stacy Lynn is the nuns cho.
see by fur. ask Nee. Melvin
Walter Smith of Hazel Route
One for their baby boy, weigh-
ing eight pounds four ounces,
born on Friday, May 29, at 3:45
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
They have one daughter, Cyn- that allow 
air to enter. - Pat-
this Carol, age 4\4. The father
is 'employed at the Freed Co-
tham Company.
Kr. and Mrs. Noel Smith of
New Concord and Mr. and Mrs.
Hobert Underwood of Hazel
Route One are the grandpar-
ents. Great grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Key of Hazel
Route One.
To4 hoa?*
S's
Mr. and Mrs. David Frizzell,
713 Murray Court, Murray. an-
nounce the birth of a baby gal,
Anisha Laurel., weighing seven
pounds four ounces, born on
Saturday, May 30, at 10:30 p m..
at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The new father is a student
at Murray State University.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Mahlon Frizzell, South 9th
Street, Murray, and Mr. and
Mrs. Dalton' Parker, North 10th
Street, Murray.
Great grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. J. Equal Williams of
Murray Route Three and Mrs.
J. E. Johnson of 722 Nash Drive,
Murray.
Rev. and Mrs. John C. Sand-
Freezer burn is the drying
out of the surface of a food,
giving it a white appearance. It
is not harmful, but does make
the dehydrated area tough and
tasteless when cooked. It is
caused by improper wrapping
or punctures in the package
ricia Everett, Courthouse, Ben-
ton, Ky. 42025 - Telephone
527-6601.
• • •
PREPARATION OF CLOTHES
FOR WASHING - Care in sort-
ing, mending, removing stains,
and otherwise preparing clothes
for laundering makes the home-
maker's tasks on washday all
the more easy. Soiled clothes
must be thoroughly dry before
throwing them in a hamper.
Washing clothes as they accum-
ulate is a good practice to fol-
low. And, if possible, wash them
before they get oversoiled, be-
cause ground-in-dirt is difficult
to remove. - Barletta Wrather,
209 Maple St., Murray, Ky.
42071. Telephone 753-1452.
• SC. ,
DEVELOPING SOCIAL SKILLS
- New forms of social behav-
ior show up in early childhood.
Most children are eager to en-
joy the social life all about
them and to take part in it in
their own way. Their first ef-
forts may be brief and certain-
ly not skillful. The family pro-
vides the first opportunities and
examples for social relation-
ships. The way family members
feel abot others and enjoy their
erson of Port-of-SPain. Trinidad,
announce the birth of a baby
boy, Micah Jay, born May 26 in
Port-of-Spain.
They have another son, Sam-
uel Scott, age two. They are
missionaries for the Southern
Baptist Foreign Mission Board.
Grandparents are Mr. a is d
Mrs. Voris Sanderson a Mur-
ray and Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Trigg of Bardstown.
Ky. Lake Lodge Restaurant
* SPECIAL
June 4th & 5th
FRESH KY. LAKE CATFISH
Fiddler Steaks and Filets
-- Served Family Style -
Adults $2.00
Children According To Age
June 6th & 7th
COUNTRY STYLE DINNERS
"JUST LIKE DINING AT HOME"
You Get a Variety of Meats
and Vegetables
- Same Price tv Above -
Milk. Ice Tea. and Coffee Included
KENTUCKY LAKE LODGE
RESTAURANT
Hwy. le Auroa, Ky.
Home Beauty Remedies Of Countess Of
Lands feld in 19111 Century Are Given
By GAY PAULEY
UPI Women's Editor
NEW YORK (UPI) -Lola
was a girl who got what she
wanted -including a king,
The charm of Lola Montez
(1818-1861) undoubtedly was one
factor in her way with men.
But her beauty secrets also
undoubtedly helped to make her
so appealing that King Louis I
of Bavaria fell for the dame'
and named her evident at
Landsfeld.
Men all over the world talked
and reamed of the fabled
loveliness of the Irish-born girl
who as a "Spanish" dancer
became the toast of 'the
Continent, married three times
(never to a noble), lectured in
the United States on fashion,
gallantry and beauty, and died
In New York in 1861.
Writes Book
Madame Montez also wrote a
book, "The Arts and Secrets of
Beauty," only recently discov-
ered and published (Chelsea
House, New York). Certainly,
It's easier to go to the nearest
cosmetics counter for beauty
aids, but what Lola concoted
must have worked well too.
"To give a polished whiteness
to the neck and arms", she
suggested this mixture Steel)
wheat bran, well sifted, for foot
hours in white wine vinegar
and to it five yolks of eggs and
two grains of ambergris and
till the whole. It should be
carefully corked for 12 to 15
ys, when it will be fit for use.
For a skin wash. she
company will show up in some
way in the children. This isn't
to say that all children of fri-
endly, socialable parents will be
friendly and socialable, but
they're more likely to h a • e
these traits than if family mem-
bers prefer to keep pretty much
to themselves. - Irma Hamil-
ton, Courthouse, Mayfield, Ky.
42066. Telephone 247-2334.
S'S
The home seamstress must
learn to control three basic ele-
ments before selecting home
sewing projects: I. Time that
can be allowed. 2. The sewing
skill she possesses. 3. AMOUR,
of money allowed in budget for
this project. - Catherine C.
Thompson, Hickman, Hy. 42050.
• • •
DID YOU KNOW . . . only
half of the total land area in
the 50 states is devoted to fare
ing' - Maxine Griffin, Federal
Building, Clinton, Ky. 43031.
Phone 653-22.31.
• • •
WHAT'S
NEW
By United Press International
A new travel crib for ear.
airplane and home has a safeti
eetem design. It i molded
of impaciateorbera foam.
certified non-toxic and covered
with a resilent, sunshine gold
cower. Sturdy openinga for
safety belts fai•ilitatr fasten-
ing in car or ain.raft.
(Safets Service Co., Lake-
v ille.
* *
A dimension in eYe
1,1-11.•r.v has finely tapered clois-
ters of long. long lashes radiat-
ing at spacial inters ale on an
isilile band. Each lash is
snails, of European hair. hand
kiuitted 'mho cursed trans-
parent band. The tashee are
designed if, be %lint -without
liner.
recommended boiling a smallr
'Piece of gum benzoin in spirits
of wine till it becomes a rich
tincture. Fifteen drops of this
poured into a glass of water
will produce a mixture which
looks like milk and emits a
most agreeable perfume, she
wrote.
Madame Montez said that
19th century Spanish women,
squeezed orange juice into their
eyes td make theta brailant,
Jut to her, the best resfat
IN2210 was 111) klagiV4
hours. Just soongri
natural sleep is the "great
eukindler of woman's most 
Miss Diana Kay Beane
charming light." 
(Photo by Love Studio)
-Aping L.19Colerlog sad Mrs
. Roy Beane of Murray Route One announce
Lola was against * colorincibt-enikeinent and a
pproaching marriage of their youngest
artificially. Stay healthy and daughter, Diana K
ay, to John A. Youngerman, son of Mr. and
you won't need it, she wrote - Mrs. Al Youngerman
, Locust Drive, Murray.
"there can be no dew on a, The bride-e
lect is a 1966 graduate of Calloway County
painted lip," High School a
nd is presently employed at W.N.B.S. Radio Sta-
One thing about Lola's tion, Murray
.
recipes, most of the ingredients Mr. Youn
german is past president of the Murray Jaycees
are available in grocery storeSand the Mu
rray-Calloway County Fair Board. Re is presentlY
but yooll have to search for ployed at Starks Har
dware.
others The bran, for instance The wedding 
will take place on Sunday, August le. at four
is stecked by many health food-o'clock in 
the afternoon at the Coldwater United Methodist
stores, Church. The reception wi
ll be held at the church following the
iabergris is an animal ceremony.
kosiance used in perfume All friends and 
relatives are cordially invited to attend.
taking. You can substitute a Only out of town i
nvitations are being sent.
elr drops of perfumed bath oil' 
a the sigin 
is 
whitener 
recipe,gummy Piano Students Of Mr
s. Neale B. Mason
Benzoin a fragrant, 
i Mrs. J. B. Burkeen
Beane. Youngerman Engagement
EDNESDAv - JUNE 3, I1774
AMP.
Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947
resin from trees in Java,
Thailand and Sumatra and is
med to treat skin irritations
sad in perfume Making. Ask
your druggist for IL The same
goes for rose water, which is
used in many of today's creams
and lotions,
HOUSEHOLD
HINTS
By United Press International
To keep spaghetti or maca-
roni from boiling orer while
cooking, add a tablespoon of
hotter or margarine to the
cooking water.
* * *
Use a pancake tunier to
-slide sandwiches into paper
bags. The sandwiches won't
fall apart or be crushed.
* 5*
Cloudy egg whites signify
a eteietly fresh egg. They
become cloudier at cold aem-
peratures, -but this effect
pears as the eggs warm up.
A greenish or straw colored
tinge to the egg white also is
normal, as are those ropy white
pieces also sometimes foetid
in egg whites.
•
From a basic nuirition
EAT
Fay
Gene's
Truck
Stop
Good Food
21 Hours
Down The Sine
standpoint, doctors and other
food authorities advise includ-
ing more fish in weekly menu
plans. They point out that
fish,,which cost subetantially
lem than other Mittel of ani-
reel protein, ie .alen e good
source for essential vitamins
and minerals yet has practically
non-existent fat and choles-
terol.
* * *
Make a flexible shopping
list. Frequently you may plan
to buy one kind of meat then
get to the grocery store and
rind a non-advertised upend
theta a better buy. Allow
yourself the chance to change
;our mind -- ou ',hove money
and your menus will become
mime leaned and,imserestiag.
Presented In Recital At The Club House
Piano students of Mrs. Nealeo
the Murray Woman's Club rice Rau in see senior group.
Juru'or group and Lee Ann
B. Mason presented a recital at
House Saturday evening, May 
Rleaedeil_len ,viiEl Burnett, and Jer
-
g honorable mention
30, for families and friends.
Performing in the recital
were Michelle Kelly, Keane Gre-
gory, Sharon and Julie Outland.
Vicki White, Joni Tidwell, Lee
Ann Boone, Beth Wilson, Cathy
Christopher, Kip Mason, Cheryl
Hank, Beth Outland, Bryan and
Becky Terhune, Sharon Under-
wood, Joyce and Paul Reed of
Benton, and Debbie Jenkins, of
Calvert City.
Those who performed and, is
addition, received special a-
wards were Anne Gregory and
Debbie Cunningham who re-
ceived prizes for class perform
ances and progress in the Jun-
ior Class; Sally Materna°, Ju-
lie Lentz, Donna Humphries,
and Verenda Smith of Benton,
who received honorable ment-
ions for class performances in
the Junior .and Senior groups;
Kathy Lovett who received an
award for progress; and Ellen
Burnett of Mayfield, who re-
ceived a special award for musi-
cal achievement throughout the
year.
Jerrice Ross and Lee Ann
Reed, both of Benton, shared
honors for having given the
greatest number of class and
public performances in the Sen-
ior group.
Judged to have given the
most outstanding performances
of Use recital were Arum Gr.
gory and Sharon Outland in the
ANC E
FRIDAY HIVES
Oavkl Sea
Roddy Mack
a The
SANDY
RIVER
BOYS
Coestry Western
- Vocals
MAXINE'S
Highway 79 East
On West Edge
• SATURDAY
MITES
The
RHONDELLS
Chuck Rayrner
- Variety -
- Pop -
- Rock -
Requests Invited
LAKEWAY
MOTEL
Air-Conditioned
Across The 'Street
Trailer Rentals
Day-Week
Month
Reasonable Rates
Phone
642-2.517
SUPPER CLUB
Phone 642-9888
Paris Landing State Park
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for recital performances were
Lee Ann Boone, Julie Outland
Debbie Jenkins, and Kip Mason
Water in the dishwasher
mustsabe at least 140 degrees
so the water heater should be
set higher -- about 150 or
160 degrees. The greater the
distance betwee,n the dish-
washer and the water heater,
the higher the heater should be
wt.
00W
.4
Miss Vicki Hopkins
Honoree At Bridal
Shower Recently
Miss Vicki Hopkins, June 6th
bride-elect of Dale Hughes, was
complimented with a bridal
shower held on Monday, May
25, at seven-thirty o'clock
the evening at the borne of
Mrs. Joe Dee Hopkins.
The gracious hostesses for
the occasion were Mrs. Connie
Jones, Miss Patsy Hopkins, and
Miss Ricki Hopkins.
For the event the honoree
chose to wear a navy and white
stripped dress. She was pre-
sented a corsage of red and
white flowers.
The honoree's mother, Mrs.
Joe Dee Hopkins, and her mo-
ther-in-law to be, Mrs. Wilson
Hughes, were also presented
corsages in the same colors.
Miss Hopkins opened her
many lovely gifts which had
been placed on a table decorat-
ed with yellow and white strea-
mers and a bride doll.
Games were played with the
recipients of the prizes being
Mrs. Jean Turner, Miss Bever-
ly Garner, and Mrs. Willie Hop-
kins who presented the gifts to
the honoree.
Refreshments of punch and
cake were served from the din
ing room table overlaid with e
white linen cloth and centered
with a bridal arrangement.
• • •
PERSONALS
Mrs. Martha Hughes of Mur
ray has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
• • •
Thomas Nevil McCoy was a
patient last week at the Mur-
ray-Calloway County Hcfspital.
lie underwent tests Mr. McCoy
is supervisor for the State De-
partment of Education.
• • •
In buying meals, ,
recognize both the inspection
mark -- a circle - and the
grade mark - a shield. The
inspection mark tells you that
the meat is clean and whole-
some and the grade mark tells
you the quality of the meat.
• is •
When watering the lawn in
warm, dry weather, apply we- r
ter as a gentle spray. 
flooded.moist, but not 
A 
the ordinary task of sealing
new stationary line turns
an evelope into a tasty experi-
ence. Each envelope is sealed
with one of three flavors --
banana, cherry or coconut.
(Paper Trends, 51 Greene
St., New York).
—even for thousands who perspire heavily
A different formula has been found
to keep underarms absolutely dry
-even for thousands who per-
spire heavily. So different that it
contains far more anti-wetness
agent than can post-M.1y he put in
an aerosol spray can, fly anybody.
After decades of common
odorants," it took a chemical in-
vention to make this truly effec-
tive protection lamsible wit hi he
same safety to clothing the same
skin-rnttdness as popular "deodo-
rants." Called Mitchum Ant i-
Perspirant, it is the product of a
trustworthy 57-year-old lahora- •
tory.
By the t hnusasitli, women with
problem perspiration are finding
the prolectilln I 1.1{'Y need, and •
never could find before -eeven in
sprays promising extra.dryness.
Mitchum Anti-Perspirant has
won the Good Housekeeping guar-
antee seal, and is fully effective as
a deodorant, too.,,of course.
If you perspire more than aver/
age --even heavily get the posi-
tive protection 
of 
Mitchum Anti-
Perspirant. Liquid sniaorliali as
Ara aalin. Or Cream -raaishing,
iran-alicky. Each $3.00.
BZITH HAVE MONEYBACK
GUARANTEE If ylni ark not
entirely satisfied with Mite-hum
Anti-Perapirant, liquid or cream,
return package to the store where
you bought it. Stone are author-
ized to refund full each price
HOLLAND DRUG
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Storey's
Food Maul
WE DOZE BUT NEVER CLOSE. BEL-AIR SHOPPRIG CENTIR
We Reserve The Right To Limit,
U.S.D.A. INSPECTED WHOLE
Breast
Legs
Thighs
65c Lb.
49; Lb.
49; Lb.
Necks & Backs I5c Lb.
FRYERS
18.21c
SPLIT
Fine For Bar.B.0 LeAR
CREAM PIES
23cEA.
FRUIT
15 
OZ. $1 00CANS •
LIQUID BLEACH
PHD(
GAL. 49
_ DADS GAL. 490
HYDE PARK
PURENEGETABLE •smo T NING
68c3 LB. CAN
LIMIT ONE
NEAL MARTHA WHITE
5 LB. BAG 49
Save Your Food Giant Cash
Register Tapes And Get
1% Cash Refund For Your
Favorite Church Or Charity.
OPEN 24 hrs. A DAY 1 DAYS A WEEK
U.S.D.A. CHOICE
COUNTRY FRY STEAK BONELELS:. 880
U.S.D.A. CHOICE
CHUCK ROAST 
ENGLISH CUT.
MORRELL'S
BACON PALACE BRAND
JOHNSONwEINERs CAMPFIK BRAND
SMOKED JOWL 
ifiiiEdG  JUICE 
toilito SAUCE 
ALLEN CUT
GREEN BEANS 
JACK SPRAT
CATSUP
ONIONS 
ORANGES 
GOLORID 
DEN
BANANAS 
L6.19
L 19
12 OZ. PKG. 490
L B. 59
3 64c AONZs.89
8 OZ. CAN 100,
615  
CANS 
 OZ.$1 
.uu 
nn
BI 40 04 rs 1 00
•
3 LB. BAG 29
  5 LB. BAG590
2 LBS. 250
OFFER EXPIRES JUNE 9
- BLUE BONNET
WHIPPED
OLEO
1 LB. 19'
Limit One Coupon Per Purchise
GOOD ONLY AT STOREYS
KING SIZE
T. BOTTLE
OFFER EXPIRES JUNE 2
LUX LIQUID
59'
Limit One Coupon Per Purchase
GOOD ONLY AT STOREYS
• • • To Go
BAR-B-0
RIBS Lb.980
FRYERS Lb.590
Beef &
SANDWICHES Chicken 5/$1.00
3 LB. BOX
20 OZ-. LOAF
WE CASH PAYROLL CHECKS FREE
U.S.D.A. CHOICE ROUND BONE
SWISS STEAK
LB.
87C
1/4 PORK LOIN 9 to 11 CHOPS L13.69
BUTTERNUT
BREAD
EA. 1 9
COFFEE s & w 1 LB. CAN 19
HYDE PARK
BISCUITS
6 8 OZ.  CANS 49C
MI•
ICAN BEAUTY ,
TABLES
15 OZ.., oo
CANS#I
GIANT SIZE
AJAX
69c
ICE MILK VANITY )4 GAL. 43C
LYNN GROVE
EGGS
GRADE A MEDIUM
•29
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4inxiety And Despair Are
iVidespread Among Blacks
1 By LOUIS CASSELS
' UPI Senior Editor
WApHINGTON (UPI) -
"Black Americans today are
more pitter and frustrated than
ever i before. The situation is
very , dangerous. The right
spar could set off racial
viol e in any city in the
Y."
words.mere spoken by
I 1 i , Bradley, a Negro city
COUn 4 "an in Los Angeles.
The* summarize expressions of
anxiy and despair that are
end in the black com-
es of the United States.
bag the past six weeks, I
haveftraveled more than 10,000
mile, to talk with-and more
imp4Mnt, listen to - black
peope of all ages and Income
le in all parts of the nation.a
F Harlem in the East to
W in the West, Milli Detroit
in tile Norte to Aigineta in the
1- Mud Sim angry,
coded about white
Illneety critical of
the lit= Misinistration, deter-
campus strife and air pollution.
For many blacks, President
Nixon has become a personal
symbol of the wbite communi-
ty's indifference or hostility
toward black aspirations.
"Black people despise Nixon,
and his attorney general (John
N. Mitchell) even more so,"
said Los Angeles attorney
Halvor T. Miller Jr. "I haven't
met a black man yet who
approves of Nixon. Even his
Repablicams won't defend him."
The latter point was tacitly
confirmed by Sen. Edward W.
Brooke, 8-Mass., only black
man in the U.S. Senate. Brooke,
who campaigned for Nixon in
1968, said Nixon has made "a
cold, calculated political deci-
sion" to slow down the srive for
school integration in order to
win white votes.
mine* to gal equality by
vrhaOver means necessary.
Tt* vast majority of blacks
whorl I interviewed oppose any
repifition of the rioting that
brought many U.S. cities to the
brink of chaos during the 1960s.
Thee. don't see any future in
burning down their neighbor-
hoods,
Defines Riot
',tut riots don't break out
because black people consider
them a good tactic for bringing
=I social change," Bradley.1 "A riot is a spontaneous
expksion of rage. And black
rage is at an even higher pitch
oo .11ian it was in 1965"- the
year in which the Watts section
of Las Angeles erupted in a
week-long riot that cost 34 lives
and more than ;50 million in
property damage.
"There's a greater sense of
bitterness now," said Lewis
Robinson, who helps manage a
development program in the
Hough area of Cleveland.
"People had hopes after the
riots, because all those promi-
ses were made. Now they feel
there's almost no way to make
it. That's dangerous because
then they get to feeling, 'if I
can't have it, anbocly, sbotald
have it.'
"The white man either is
going to have to give us an
equal'etelre in Mi.? country, or
he's going to have to destroy
us, and very damn soon."
Cleveland's popular and re-
spected Negro mayor, Carl
Stains, said black people are
well aware that if they resort
toliriolence, "it will be met by
overwhelming counterviolence."
Other Avenues Failed
"But they've tried peaceful
demonstrations to appeal to the
white man's conscience- and
that didn't work. They've tried
poAttical action- and they find
in power a national administra-
tion that seems utterly unre-
sponsive to their needs. So now
they're bewildered, They don't
know just how to act. There's a
feeling of helplessness wet
hopelessness."
It is a measure of the racial
gulf that exists in America
today that many whites will be
surprised, and some irritated,
by the news that black people
still feel put upon. Many white
people cherish the myth that
blacks have made tremendous
progress in recent years.
But blacks find it hard to
discern any improvement in
their .overall situation. They
acknowladge that new opportu-
nities have opened up for a
relatively small minority of
blacks who are prepared to
benefit from easier access to
college, white collar jobs and
green lawns in suburbia. But
the great mass of black people
remain as poor, unhealthy
housed and inadequately edu-
cated as they were a decade
age.
Spreading Gap
"He said he wanted to bring
us together, but everything he
has done so far appears to be,
designed to push whites and
blacks farther apart," Brooke
said.
Although Negroes feel Nixon
has retreated on civil rights,
their chief complaint against
him is that there is an
economic recession from which
black people are suffering more
than anyone else.
"It's jobs my people are most
upset about," said Alex McKin-
non, a waiter in Washington,
D.C. "They see unemployment
rising and they know black
workers will be the first laid
off."
By official figures, the overall
unemployment rate rose in
April to 4,8 per cent while the
unemployment rate for blacks
rose to 8.7 per cent,
Black teen-agers have an
even harder time finding jobs
than adults. Many of them have
enrolled in government-spon-
sored job training programs
with high hopes, only to
discover upon graduation that
union restrictions, employer
prejudice or simply a lack of
openings kept them from
getting jobs,
Panthers "A Menace"
The revolutionary organiza-
tion that gets the most
publicity, and stirs the stron-
gest fear reaction among
whites, is the Black Panther
party, A recent Harris Poll
showed that two out of three
white people regard the Black
Panthers as "a serious menace
to the country,"
The Panthers I interviewed
were delighted to be taken so
seriously. But it is my
Impression that the actual
strength of the party is
considerably less than the
commonly-quoted official esti-
mate of 2,000 members natio&
wide. Aside from having a
knack for inflammatory rhetor-
ic that gives whites the
shudders, the Panthers are
Important mainly as a symbol
of armed black resistance to
white police power. There is
widespread sympathy for them
within the black community,
but it seems to stem primarily
from a belief that they have
been subjected to murderous
persecution. "Frankly, the po-
lice raids are keeping the
Panthers in business," said a
Los Angeles sympathizer.
The more serious black
revolutionaries operate with
greater secrecy and sophistica-
tion than the Black Panthers.
They also have stockpiles of
arms, but they have no
Intention of using them "pre-
maturely" in sporadic shoot-
outs with police. They are
understandably wary of discuss-
ing their plans with white
reporters, but if assured of
anonymity some will speak
vaguely of a new type of urban
guerrilla warfare, employing
bombs and arson to disrupt
vital public facilities such as
electric power plants.
"The more industrialized a
society, the more vulnerable it
is to sabotage," said a young
black in Cleveland.
Concerned with Acceptance
Black moderates - meaning
those, however militant, who
are still committed to working
within the system- say the
advocates of armed revolution
are still a relatively small
minority, probably under 10 per
cent of the total Negro
population of 23 million, But
they are concerned about the
growing acceptance, especially
among the young, of the idea
that the Negro's choice lies
between violence and a retreat
into docile acceptance of second
class citizenship, which bur-
geoning black pride will no
longer tolerate.
Blacks fears in every commu-
nity tend to focus on the police
department, which is frequently
viewed as an agency through
which white society enforces
the repression of blacks, Even
In cities such as Los Angeles
and Detroit, where massive
efforts have been made to
improve police-community rela-
tions, many blacks remain
convinced that the police are
eager to gun them down or beat
them up if given half an
excuse.
In many communities across
the nation, black people are
arming to defend themselves.
Prominent Negro professional
men took the lead In organizing
armed defense squads in
Jackson, Miss., after the killing
of two students at Jackson
State College.
A Warning
"We know this is a hell of a
thing to be doing," said Dr.
Negroes still have a median
family income only 60 per cent
as large as whites, Their
unemployment rate still is
twice as high as that of whites.
Most urban blacks still live in
overcrowded, rat-infested slum
apartments for which they pay
exorbitant rents, A black
mother is four times as likely
to die in childbirth as a. white
mother. A black baby has less
than half the chance of a white
baby to live until it h first
birthday.
Bitterest Pill
• The list of black grievances
could be lengthened indefinitely
but the bitterest gatl in the
Negro's cup is the conviction
that he is now fighting his
battle alone. The federal
covernment, which he so Long
counted as his ally, now seem
to htm an enemy. And the
white liberals wfi0 once
espoused his cause have turned
their attention to Vietnam.
Daybook, of America 1.1 °C7A147°N;Aig°
No. 48 for 
Daybook scrapbooks. There
was more than one reason for
Samuel Augustus Maverick's name to be
memorable long after his death a century
ago than its haying become a synonym for
"a person not labeled as belonging to any
one [political] party, faction, etc."
This is another definition for a term ex-
plained in An Encyclopedic Dictionary of
American History, by Howard L. Hurwitz
i Washington Square Press):
"Unbranded cattle in Texas came to be
known as 'one of Maverick's.' Samuel A.
Maverick. a lawyer, had acquired some cat-
tle in 1845, but his help were too shiftless to
brand the cattle. After the Civil War thou-
sands of unbranded cattle wandered the
range and they became known as 'mayet-
ick's.' Any cattleman was free to brand any
such cattle he found [on his range]. The
term was extended to dissenters who take
pride in standing alone."
An authority for The Roundup, document-
ary monthly organ of the Western Writers
of America. annotated that,Leawyer Maver-
ick, having taken some foe beeves on a
1,200 debt, put them in charge, unrealistic-
ally, of a lone cowboy. After eleven years- -
that would be in 1856—the herd was smaller 11.
than originally. Neighbors had branded freely
hundreds of the neglected increase. It seems
• Lno one was hesitant about getting anything
for nothing from a lawyer. 
However, Sam Maverick had a relatively
good reputation for a frontier lawyer. A
graduate cif Yak, kie was a descendant of one
of the original settlers of Charleston, S.C., in
1670, and of a soldier in the War of Inde-
pendence. He himself was among fathers of
'nor-
the Texas reiolution and a member of the
Lone Star Republic's first congress who re-
fused to be considered for ti4 Presidency in
place of Sam Houston.
I
71 moeinsisai move' , Sa, and autograph, from
National Cycle ha of American iiiographyi
Copylight 1970, Clark Kinnalrd. Dlidiihnti.d by King r,:tureit Syndirati•
Aaron Shirley, a physician,
"but we've seen too many of
our people killed and nothing
done, From now on, when law
enforcement officers are hell
bent on killing some black
folks they'll do it at some risk
to their own lives."
To moderate black leaders,
such as Urban League Director
Whitney Young Jr., it is sheer
madness even to talk about
race war. Blacks are so heavily
outnumbered, he said, that any
large outbreak of racial fighting
would be "a massarre, not a
war."
However "enraged" black,
people may be, Young said,
they must in the interest of
survival try to avoid violence,
and concentrate their energies
on "building black economic,
political and brain power."
It will take more than words
to convince black people that
their problems are getting the
right priority from the national
administration. But even words
from the White House could
have a healing effect.
"It would help a great deal of
the President would show some
understanding of and concern
about the !lack community,"
said Longworth Quinn, editor of
Detroit's black weekly, The
Michigan Chronicle. "I wish
he'd just let people know he
cares."
J ou nudism attracts
- NEN ORK (UPI)-Journal-
inn enrollment in the nation's
colleges has increased 174 per
cent since 1959, the Newspaper
Fund, Inc. reports. College
enrollment in the same period
rose-97per cent.
* 5*
Victory over pollution.
TORONTO (UPI)-Pollution
control and new sewers have
cleaned the water off Toronto's
West End beaches to such •
degree that for the first time in
10 years, signs warning swimm-
ers away will not have to be
put up this summer.
in the last five years the city
has spent 154 million on sewer
reconstruction. Pollution con-
trols also have been in force on
the-Humber River.
▪ *
Dry White House
CHICAGO (UPI)-The wife
of Presi&nt Rutherford B.
Hayes was kap* ow itormon
ade Lucy" Liqtatikpalse *used
to permit dtinliRlror Wirving
of alcoholic beverages in the
White House while she was
First Lady, says the World
Book F.ncyclopedia.
4 4i 4
•
e
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INTEtROGATION LOOKS COMFY-A captured North Viet-
namese soldier Smokes a cigarette and appears at ease
during interrogation at a South Vietnamese fire support
base in Cambodia. Beside him are captured weapons ail
Sun not 'guilty
ITHACA, N.Y. (UPI)-A
Cornell University professor
;has discovered that it isn't the
sweltering sun that keeps far-
mers in tropical lands from
growing vegetables commonly
found in northern countries.
It's the oven-like tempera-
tures below ground that des-
troy the roots, says Prof. Peter
Steponkus, who made his
theory known at an inter-
national horticultural congress
in Tel Aviv. He contends that
proper irrigation would allow.umws
tropical countries to grow iuchiq
northern vegetables as peas,
broccoli, lettuce and cibbage.
HOLLYWOOD ((WI)-1)
Coutars
Joan Collins and Wes Stern co-
star in American Internationall
"Up in the Geller" on locatio
in Las Cruces, N.M.
0
E•4
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Mini-Courses Concocted By Students At
Pomona, California, Many And Varied
By PATRICIA Mc Cormack
NEW YORK (UP Drab
racing, knitting, civil disobe
fleece, and karate have some-
thing in common with- creative
appreciation, meditation, moun-
tain climbing, hypnotism and
stocks and bonds.
All are titles in a catalog of
courses students concocted at
Gary High in Pomona, Calif.
The mini-courses also include
mythology, poetry, business
laboratory, blueprint reading,
contemporary black writers,
black is beautiful, guitar
playing, song leading, gangs
and mobs, narcotics, soul music
appreciation- whatever, really,
students want.
Charles R. Wiese, principal of
Gary High, reports on the mini-
courses in nation's schools, a
journal for school administra-
tors.
He sees the courses as a
spark for student enrichment.
All taxpayers will be pleased
about the courses not costing
extra money.
"Extra funds are not always
necessary," Wiese said.
Extra Plazming Necessary
Extra planning was necessa-
ry, however-as experts in
various fields from the commu-
nity were recruited as volun-
teer teachers for some of the
mini courses. They taught such
things as television script
writing and karate.
Volunteer student teachers,
Mr. and Mrs. Ray West, 150Y
Oak Drive, Murray, are the par-
ents of a baby girt, Sandra
Faye, weighing six pounds 12
ounces, born on Friday, May 79,
at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Their other children are Jeff
ery, age 11, Jeni.se, age 9, De-
bra, age 8, and David, age 7. 
Thefather is retired from the
Aix Force and is now a student
at Murray State University.
lirandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Henry C. West of Murray
and Mr. and Mrs. Henry M.
Keil of Houston, Texas. Mr
and Mrs, C. C. West of Murray
are great grandparents.
• • •
Stacy Lynn is the name the
see by Mr. wad Mrs. IWO'
Walter Smith of Hazel Route
One for their baby boy, weigh-
ing eight pounds four ounces,
bore on Friday, May 29, at 3:45
Pon at the Marray-Calloway saused by improper wrapping
County Hospital. or punctures in the package
They have one daughter, Cyr- that allow air to enter. - Pet-
tish Carol, age 4%. The father rich Everett, Courthouse, Ben-
is employed at the Freed Co-
them Company.
Mr. and Mrs. Noel Smith of
New Concord and Mr. and Mrs.
Hobert Underwood of Hazel
Route One are the grandpar-
ents. Great grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Key of Hazel
Route One.
actually high school students,
taught photography, guitar
playing, knitting and other
courses.
Among the unpaid teachers
were armed forces recruiters,
city councilmen, college profes-
sors.
Wiese credits mini-course
with spicing student interest t
a broad range of subjects not
available in the traditional
curriculum.
To the students, having an
Opportunity to plan curriculum
for special academic fare
provided participation in educa-
tion- and relevance.
Now this school did not throw
out its meat and potato courses
- such as math, language,
science, english.
Now Have Seven Periods
They stayed on. The mini
courses were worked in by
rescheduling, giving the school
day seven 45-minute periods
Instead of six.
Wiese said during a year, a
student may select eight mini-
courses- each of five weeks
duration, including one week in
evaluation,
There are no grades in the
mini-courses. No tests. No
homework. But students eno
meet attendance requirements
receive one credit for-the
year's mini-work.
"Evaluations of the program
so far have indicated that the
courses are being enthusiasti-
cally accepted by both teachers
d students," Wiese said.
Bridal Couple Is
onored At Dinner
I Stewart Home
Miss Patricia Ann Parker and
her fiance, Loren Green were
honored at an impressive can-
dle-light buffet dinner, at the
lovely country home of Mr. and
Mrs. John Stewart located on
the New Concord Road on Sat-
urday, May 73 at seven-thirty
o'clock in the evening.
For this prenuptial event the
bride-elect chose to wear from
her trousseau a blue and white
knit dress with a hostess' gift
corsage of white pom-poms. Her
mother, Mrs. V. W. Parker,
wore a pink embroideried linen
dress and her hostess' corsage
was of white pom-poms.
The entrance hall and living
room were adorned with floral
arramgements of white snap-
dragons, yellow pom-poms, and
baby's breath.
The beautifully appointed
dining table was overlaid with
a white cloth trimmed with
heavy lace. The centerpiece was
a lovely floral arrangement of
white gladioli and red carnat-
ions with baby's breath in an
imported hand carved brass
vase. On each side were hand
carved India brass candle hold-
ers with red tapers. The buffet
was also striking with match-
ing hand carved candle holders
of assorted heights with burn-
ing red tapers. The red and
white color scheme compliment-
ed the elegant dining room with
its deep ruby red carpet and
velvet draperies.
Ten guests attended this en-
joyable occasion.
S's
Mr. and Mrs. David Friszell,
713 Murray Court, Murray. an-
nounce the birth of a baby *it
Anisha Laurel, weighing seven
pounds four ounces, born on
Saturday, May 30, at 10:30 pm..
at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital
The new father is a student
at Murray State University.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Mahlon Frinell, South 9th
Street, Murray, and Mr. and
Mrs. Dalton Parker, North 10th
Street, Murray.
Great grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs: J. Equal Williams of
Murray Route Three and Mrs.
J. E. Johnson of 722 Nash Drive,
Murray.
• • •
Rev. and Mrs. John
T.040 W444 What&
Freezer burn is the drying
out of the surface of a food,
giving it a white appearance. It
is not harmful, but does make
the dehydrated area tough and
tasteless when cooked. It is
ton, Ky. 42025 - Telephone
527-6001.
• • •
PREPARATION OF CLOTHES
FOR WASHING - Care in sort-
in* mending, removing stains,
and otherwise preparing clothes
for laundering makes the home-
maker's tasks on washday all
the more easy. Soiled clothes
must be thoroughly dry before
throwing them in a hamper.
Washing clothes as they accum-
ulate is a good practice to fol-
low. And, if possible, wash them
before they get oversoiled, be-
cause ground-in-dirt is difficult
to remove. - Barletta Wrather,
209 Maple St., Murray, Ky.
42071. Telephone 133.1652.
• • •
DEVELOPING SOCIAL SKILLS
- New forms of social behav-
ior show up in early childhood.
Most children are eager to en-
joy the social life all about
them and to take part in it in
their own way. Their first ef-
forts may be brief and certain-
ly not skillful. The family pro-
vides the first opportunities and
erson of Port-of-Spain. Trinidad,
announce the birth of a baby
boy, Micah /ay, born May 26
Peat-or-Spain.
They have another son, Sam-
uel Scott, age two. They are
missionaries for the Southern
Baptist Foreign Minion Board.
Grandparents are Mr a n d
Mrs. Voris Sanderson of Mur-
ray and Mr. and Mrs. RobertC. Sand- Trigg of Bardstown.
CuiL CP) c
The Senior Citizens Club will
have a picnic at Reelfoot Lake.
Members will leave the Com-
munity Center by chartered bus
at 9 am. Each is to bring a
sack lunch. Drinks and breed
will be furnished. For further
information call 0. C. McLe
more 753-3790.
• • •
Miss Lillian Watters will pre-
sent her second recital for her
piano pupils at the Murray High
School auditorium at 7:30 p.m.
• • •
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star will
observe Friendship Night at the
Masonic Hall at 7:30 p.m. A
potluck supper will be served
following the entertainment. All
members are urged to attend
• • •
Saturday, June 6
A rummage sale will be held
at the American Legion Hall
starting at 8:00 am., sponsored
by the Reorganized Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter D a y
SainU.
Ladies From Oaks
Play In Tri-State
Golf Tournament
Ladies from the Oaks Coun
try Club played in the Tri-Stan
Ladies Golf tournament held al
the South Highland Countrj
Club on Wednesday, May 27.
Those Playing were as fol-
lows:
Championship flight -.- Sue
Morris, Laura Parker (tied for
5th place), and Sandra Edwards
(runnerup).
First flight - Mable Rogers
Sue McDougal, and Greet James
(tied for 5th place).
Second flight - Marl. wow.
er, MaliMaliRead, -Ain_Mini
Smith, and Molly Joao.
• • •
PERSONALS
Steve stamper of Gary, Ind..
and three of his sons, Ronnie,
Donnie and Tommy are spend-
ing the week camping on Kea-
tucky Lake and visiting his bro-
ther-to-4w, Dee Halcomb of
'Mute 3, Murray.
Home Beauty Remedies Of Countess Of
Lands feld In 19th Century Are Given
By GAY PAULEY
UPI Women's Editor
NEW YORK (UPI) -Lola
was a girl who got what she
wanted - including a king.
The charm of Lola Montez
(1818-1861) undoubtedly was one
factor in her way with men.
 t But her beauty secrets also
undoubtedly helped to make her
so appealing that King. Louis,
of Bavaria fell for be
and named her cemefesie 'OF
Landsfeld.-
Men all over the worhi talked
and reamed of the tabled
loveliness of the Irish-born glrl
who as a "Spanish" dancer
became the toast of Rh
Continent, married three times
(never to a noble), lectured in
the United States on Diddle;
gallantry and beauty, and died
in New York in 1861.
Writes Book
Madame Montez also wrote a
book, "The Arts and Secrets of
Beauty," only recently discov-
ered' and published (Chelsea
House, New York). Certainly,
It's easier to go to the nearest
cosmetics counter SOT beauty
aids, but what Lola concoted
must have worked well too.
"To give a polished whiteness
to the neck and arms", she
suggested this mixture Steep
wheat bran, well sifted, for four
hours in white wine vinegar;
and to it five yolks of eggs and
two grains of ambergris and
distill the whole. It should be
carefully corked for 12 to 15
examples for social relation- days, when it will be fit for use.
ships. The way family members For a skin wash. she
feel abot others and enjoy their 
Ky. Lake Lodge Restaurant
* SPECIAL -4(
June 4th & 5th
FRESH KY. LAKE CATFISH
Fiddler Steaks and Filets
- Served Family Style --
Adults $2.00
Children According To Age
June 6th & 7th
COUNTRY STYLE DINNERS
"JUST LIKE DINING AT HOME"
You Get a Variety of Meats
and Vegetables
- Same Price Af. Above -
Milk Ice Tea. and Coffee Included
KENTUCKY LAKE LOW
RESTAURANT
Hwy CI Auroa, Ky.
company will show up in some
way in the children. This isn't
to say that all children of fri-
endly, socialable parents will be
friendly and socialable, but
they're more likely to have
these traits than if family mem-
bers prefer to keep pretty much
to themselves. - Irma Hamil-
ton, Courthouse, Mayfield, Ky.
42066. Telephone 247-23342
S'S
The home seamstress must
learn to control three basic ele-
ments before selecting home
sewing projects: ). Time that
can be allowed. 2. The sewing
skill she possesses. 3. Amount
of money allowed in budget for
this project. - Cathertne C.
Thompson, Hickman, Ky. 42050.
• • •
DID YOU KNOW . . . only
half of the total land area in
the 50 states is devoted to fair
ing? - Maxine Griffin, Federal
Building, Clinton, Ky. 421331.
Phone 853-2231.
• • •
WHAVS
NEW
By United Press international'
A new travel crib for car,
airplarie and home has a saki%
4y stem design. It is molded
of impact-absorbent foam.
certified rion-toxie and covered
with e resilent. sunshine gad
cover. "turd t oprtlings for
safety belts facilitate fasten-
ing in car or aircraft.
(Sal-t Service Cit. Lake-
%ille.
*5*
recommended bailing a smailt
'piece of gum benzoin in spirits
of wine till it becomes a rich
tincture. Fifteen drops of this
poured into a glass of water
will produce a mixture which
looks like milk and emits
most agreeable perfume, she
wrote,
Madame Mcntez said that
19th century Spanish women
squeezed orange juice into their
,Mes to Mate than hqUeitt,
Kat to bet, the best reetalead
lad paInfill) vat la Janntgeso
hours. Just enotigh rifelgar
natural sleep is the "great
'Wise Diana Kay Beanetheausdarminer ileabft.,,woman's most
(Photo by Love
-4 141C0berlag Mr. and Mrs. Roy Beane of Murray Route One announce 0199; .  
Lola was againid the engagement and approaching marriage of their youngest
ficially. Stay healthy daughter, Diana Kay, to John A. Youngerman, son of Mr. andarti 
you won't need it, dm wrote Mrs. Al Youngerman, Locust Drive, Murray.
"there can be no dew on The bride-elect is a 1966 graduate of Calloway County
painted lip." High School and is presently employed at W.N.B.S. Radio Sta-
One thing about Lola' tics, Murray.
recipes, siost of the ingredien Mr. Youngerman is past president of the Murray Jaycees
are available in grocery stun and the Murray-Calloway County Fair Board. He is presently em-
but you'll have to search for ployed at Starks Hardware.
others. The bran, for instance, The wedding will take place on Sunday. August 16, at four
is stoned by many health 'clock in the afternoon at the Coldwater United Methodist
stores. well. The reception will be held at the church following the
Ambergris is an animal mony.
iseance used in perfume All friends and relatives are cordially invited to attend.
hang. You can substitute a out of town Invitations are'beLug sent
few drops of perfumed bath oil
WEDNESDAv - JUNE 3 DM
Mrs. J. B. Burkeen
ovytte#4
Phone 753-1917 or 153-4947
Beane-Youngerman Engagement
ii the skin whitener recipe.
Benzoin is a fragrant, gummy
realm from trees in Java,
Thailand and Sumatra and Is
used to treat skin irritations
and in perfume making. A
your druggist for it. The same-
roes for rose water, which is
used in many of today's creams
and lotions.
Studio)
HOUSEHOLD
HINTS
iano Students Of Mrs. Neale B. Mason
Presented In Recital At The Club House
Piano students of Mrs. Neale Junior group and Lee Ann
BliouseMas°San turpredleayntedeveanin 
recital
the Murray Woman's Club thrice Ross in e senior group.
Reed, Ellen Burnett, and Jeri.
By United Press International
To keep spaghetti or maca-
roni from boiling °ter while
cooking, add a tablespoon of
butter or margarine to the
cooking water.
* • *
Use a pancake turner to
slide sendwiohes into paper
bags. The sandwiches won't
fallapart or be crushed.
* • *
a strictly fresh egg.
Cloudy egg whites signify
Tbey
become cloudier at cord tem-
peratures, but this effect &sap
pears as the eggs warm up.
A greenish or straw colored
tinge to the egg white also is
normal, ware those ropy white
pieces also sometimes found
in egg whites.
• • •
From a bask nuisidtse
standpoint, doctors and other
food authorities advise includ-
ing more 6sh in weekly menu
plans. They point out that
fish, .which coat substantially
less than other IPOUTTC* of ani-
mal protein, is also a good
source for essential vitamins
ad minerals yet has practically
non-existent fat and choles-
terol.
* * *
Make a flexible shopping
list. Frequently you may plan
to buy one kind of meat then
get to the grocery store and
find a non-advertised "anal
!hats a better buy. Allow
yourself the chance to change
your mind -- youlleeve money
and your mann will become
ware skied itimiatonsseeing,
30, for families and friends.
Performing in the recital
were Michelle Kelly, Keane Gre-
gory, Sharon and Julie Outland,
Vicki White, Joni Tidwell, Lee
Ann Boone, Beth Wilson, Cathy
Christopher, Kip Mason, Cheryl
Mazak, Beth Outland, Bryan and
Becky Terhune, Sharon Under-
wood, Joyce and Paul Reed of
Benton, and Debbie Jenkins, of
Calvert City.
Those who performed and, la
addition, received special a-
wards were Anne Gregory and
Debbie Cunningham who re-
ceived prizes for class perform -
ances and progress in the Jun-
ior Class; Sally Mittman°, Ju-
lie Lentz, Donna Humphries,
and Veranda Smith of Benton,
who received honorable ment-
ions for clam performances in
the Junior and Senior groups:
Kathy Lovett who received an
award for progress; and Ellen
Burnett of Mayfield, who re-
ceived a special award for musi-
cal achievement throughout the
Year.
Jerrice Rom and Lee Ann
Reed, both of Benton, shared
honors for having given the
greatest number of class and
public performances in the Sen-
ior group.
Judged to have given the
most outstanding performances
of the recital were Anne Gre-
gory and Sharon Outland in the
A new ct,..
1.1-4,crt has finelt, tapered clus-
ter, of long. long !Ales radiat-
ing at liaceil inters als on an
in isilde baud. Fat•li la-ii is
made Ettroitrall hair. hand
It milted /Mil/ a curved ItAer'
parent band. lie-lie's sore •
tle-igued to lie %lint without
liner.
EAT
Fay
Gene's
Truck
'Stop
Good Food
24 Hours
Down The Street
A
FRIDAY HIVES
David See
Buddy Midi
a The
SANDY
RIVER
BOYS
Country Westin
- Pep -
- Vocals
MAXINE'S
Highway 79-East
On West Edg
C
SATURDAY
MITES
Ttes
R HON DEL IS
Chuck Raymer
- Variety -
- Pop -
- Rock -
Requests Invited
LAKE WAY
MOTEL
Air-Conditioned
Across The 'Street
Trailer Rentals
Day -Week
Month
Reasonable Rates
Phone
612-2517
SUPPER CLUB
Phone 642-98.88
Patis Landing State Park
Receiving honorable mention
for recital performances were
Lee Ann Boone, Julie Outland
Debbie Jenkins, and Kip Mason.
• • •
%later in the dishwasher
must be at least 140 degrees
so the water heater should be
set higher -- about 150 or
160 degrees. The greater the
distance between , the dish-
washer and the water heater,
the higher the healer should be
set.
Miss Vicki Hopkins
Honoree At Bridal
Shower Recently
Miss Vicki Hopkins, June 6th
bride-elect of Dale Hughes, was
complimented with a bridal
shower held on Monday, May
23, at seven-thirty o'clock
the evening at the home of
Mrs. Joe Dee Hopkins.
The gracious hostesses for
the occasion were Mrs. Come
Jones, Miss Patsy Hopkins, and
Miss Rick' Hopkins.
For the event the honoree
chose to wear a navy and white
stripped dress. She was pre-
sented a corsage of red and
white flowers.
The honoree's mother, Mrs.
Joe Dee Hopkins, and her mo-
ther-in-law to be, Mrs. Wilson
Hughes, were also presented
corsages in the same colors.
Miss Hopkins opened her
many lovely gifts which had
been placed on a table decorat-
ed with yellow and white strea-
mers and s bride doll.
Games were played with the
recipients of the prizes being
Mrs. Jean Turner, Miss Bever-
ly Garner, and Mrs. Willie Hop-
kins who presented the gifts to
the honoree.
Refreshments of punch and
cake were served from the din
ing room table overlaid with a
white linen cloth and centered
with a bridal arrangement.
• • •
PERSONALS
Mrs. Martha Hughes of Mur-
ray has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
• • •
Thomas Nevil McCoy was a
patient last week at the Mur-
ray-Calloway County Hospital.
He underwent tests. Mr. McCoy
is supervisor for the State De-
partment ,.qf Education.
In buying meats, leant to
recognise both the inspection 1
mark -- a circle - and. the
grade mark - a shield. The
inspection mark tells you that
the meat is clean and whole-
some and the grade mark tells
you the quality of the meat.
'0* * *
When watering the lawn in
warm, dry weather, apply wa-
ter as a gende spray. Keep
soil moist, but not flooded.
A new -stationary line turns
the ordinary task of sealing
an evelope into a tasty experi-
ence. Each envelope is sealed
with one of three flavors --
banana, cherry or coconut.
(Paper
York).rTrenda' 
51 Greene
St., N 
els
PROBLEM
PERSPIRATION
SOLVED
—even for thousands who perspire heavily
A differ-ens formula has been found
to keep underarms absolutely dry
-even for thousands who per-spire heavily. So different that it
conttlIns far more anti-wetness
agent than can possibly.be put in
an aerosol spray can. By anybody.
After decades of common "de-
odorants," it took a chemical in-
vention to make this truly elTec-
tive protection possibk• with the
same safety to clothing thesame
skin mildness as popular "deodo-
rants.:' Calleil Mitchum Anti--... Perspirant, it is the product of a
trustworthy 57-year-old laboia-'
tory.
By the thousands, women with
Problem perspiration are finding
the protection they need, end
never could find before-even in
sprays promising extra dryness.
Mitchum Anti-Perapirant hason the Good Housekeeping guar-
antee seal, and is fully effective asa deodorant, too, of course.
If you perspire more than aver,age even heavily get the posi-tive protection of Mitchum Anti-
Perspirant. Liquid sriworkes onlitre satin. Or Cream rank/tine, .'ton-sticky. Each 13.00. ...
130TH HAVE MONEYBACK
GUARANTEE -If you are not
entirelysitatistied with Mitchum
Anti-Perspirant, liquirtor cream,return package to the store whereyou bought it. Stores are author- -'Zed to refund full rash Klee.a
HOLLAND DRUG
WE BE B
Breast
Legs
Thighs
Necks t
SPLIT
CI
FRUIT
•
•
MEAL
70 MOE 11112 TEE LEDGER & TIMES -- MURRAY, KENTUCKY
7
WEDNESDAY - IAREINENIEMIL-
; 1
mmEN.
•••
Storey-"$
Foodaint
WE DOZE BUT NEVER CLOSE. BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER
We Reserve The Right To Limit.
U.S.D.A. INSPECTED WHOLE
FRYERS
Breast 6.5c Lb.
Legs 49c Lb.
Thighs 49c Lb.
21C
Necks & Backs I5c Lb.
LB.
SPLIT
Fine For Bar-B.0
LB. 390
CREAM PIES
EA 23c
- • '
IT T IL
15 OZ.
„CANS
Sate Your Food Giant Cash
Register Tapes And Get
1% Cash Refund For Your
Favorite Church Or Charity.
U.S.D.A. CHOICE
COUNTRY FRY STEAK BONELESS 880LB.
'U.S.D.A.
ttiCEROAST ENGLISH CUT LE/190
MORRELL'S
BACON PALACE BRAND 1-8790
OPEN 24 his. A DAY 7 DAYS A WEEK
_
•
JOHNSON
$1.00 WEINERS 
CAMPFIRE BRAND
12 OZ. PKG. 490
SLICED
LIQUID BLEACH
PHU
GAL. 49
RN DADS ' S GAL,
HYDE PARK
PURE VEGETABLE"SHORTENING
3 LB. CAN
LIMIT ONE
68C
MEAL MARTHA WHITE
5 LB. BAG 490
--'SMOKED JOWL L..590
iiiiTIEGE JUICE  3fl  
46 OZ.890
CANS
E'1 
TO
TOMATO SAUCE 8 OZ. CAN 1 (k
ALLEN CUT
GREEN BEANS  6 NS 15 OZ.S1CA 
NO0
CATSUP  41,34cmflflciy;i 00
YELLOW
ONIONS 3 LB. BAG 29
FLORKINGE$  5 LB. BAG59
GOLDEN RIPE
BANANAS 
-. 
2 LBS. 250
OFFER EXPIRES JUNE 9
BLUE BONNET
WHIPPED
OLEO
1 LB. 19c
Limit One Coupon Per Purchase
GOOD ONLY AT STOREY!
OFFER EXPIRES JUNE 2
LUX LIQUID
KING SIZE 59,
QT. BOTTLE
Limit One Coupon Per Purchase
GOOD ONLY AT STOREYS
• • To Go
BAR- B-0
RIBS
FRYERS
SANDWICHES
Beef &
Chicken
Lb.980
Lb.5%
WE CASH PAYROLL CHECKS FREE
U.S.D.A. CHOICE ROUND BONE
SWISS STEAK
LB.
87c
V4 PORK LOIN 9' "
COFFEE S W
CHOPS
L a. 690
1 LB. CAN 19C
HYDE PARK
BISCUITS
6 8 OZ CANS 49c
• - ICAN BEAUTY
TABLES
15 OZ.
$1 00_CANS •
GIANT SIZE.A1Alt
3 LB. BOX
69C
ICE MILK VANITY s GAL. 43C
LYNN GROVE
EGGS
GRADE A MEDIUM
••f
7.
• ""..- '•• . • 11 `.• • •
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.tnxiety And Despair Are
idespread Among Blacks
} By LOUIS CASSELS
UPI Senior Editor
W,OHING.TON (UPI) —
"Black Americans today are
more .bitter and frustrated than
ever before. The situation is
very. dangerous. The right
spar could set off racial
viol ce in any city in the
COUn 1."
se words were spoken by
Tno Bradley, a Negro city
cowsilman in Los Angeles.
The./ summarize expressions of
anxi4y and despair that are
widpread in the black com-
es of the United States.
lug the past six weeks, I
havetrave1ed more than 10,000
mill to talk with— and more
imp4tant, listen to — black
people of all ages and income
le , in all parts of the nation.
ro
F3
Harlem in the East to
W in the West, from Detroit
in tile North to Augusta in the
South, I found them angry,
reseetful, cynical about white
intWhow, bitterly critical ot
the ixon administration, deter.
min to gain equality by
wh ver means necessary.
. vast majority of blacks
viten* I interviewed oppose any
reptatiou of the rioting that
brought many U.S. cities to the
brink of chaos during the 1960s.
They. don't see any future in
burning dawn their neighbor-
hoods.
Defines Riot
"TOW riots don't break out
because black people consider
them a good tactic for bringing
about social change," Bradley
sair "A riot is a spontaneous
exPlOsion of rage. And black
rage is at an even higher pitch
txrg,,Zan it was in 1965"— the
year in which the Watts section
of Los Angeles erupted in a
week-long riot that cost 34 lives
and. more than $50 million in
property damage.
"There's a greater sense of
bitterness now," said Lewis
Robinson, who helps manage a
development program in the
Hough area of Cleveland.
"People had hopes after the
riots, because all those promi-
ses were made. Now they feel
there's almost no way to make
It. That's dangerous because
then they get to feeling, 'If I
can't have it, tiptoe should
have it.'
"The white man either is
going to have to give us an
equal 'glare in this country, or
he's going to have to destroy
us, and very damn soon."
Cleveland's popular and re-
spected Negro mayor, Carl
Stales, said black people are
well aware that if they resort
totriolence, "it will be met by
overwhelming counterviolence."
Other Avenues Failed
"But they've tried peaceful
demonstrations to appeal to the
white man's conscience— and
that didn't work. They've tried
polittical action— and they find
In power a national administra-
tion that seems utterly mire-
spoosive to their needs. So now
they're bewildered. They don't
know just bow to act. There's a
feeling of helplessness and
hopelessness."
It is a measure of the racial
gulf that exists fa America
today that many whites will be
surprised, and some irritated,
by the news that black people
still feel put upon. Many white
people cherish, the myth that
blacks have —made tremendous
progress in recent years.
But blacks find it hard to
discern any improvement in
their overall situation. They
acknowledge that new Opportu-
nities have opened up for a
relatively small minority of
blacks who are prepared to
benefit from easier access to
college, white collar jobs and
green lawns in suburbia. But
the great mass of black e
remain as poor, unhealthy
housed and inadequately edu-
cated as they were a decade
age.
Negroes still have a median
family income only 60 per cent
as laree as whites-. .Their
unemployment rate still is
twice as high as that of whites.
Most urban blacks still live in
overcrowded, rat-infested slum
apartments for which they pay
exorbitant rents. A black
mother is four times as likely
to die in childbirth as a white
mother. A black baby has less
than half the chance of a white
baby to live until its first
birthday.
Bitterest Pill
The list of black grievances
could be lengthened
but the bitterest gall in the
Negro's • r:up is the conviction
that he is now fighting his
battle alone. The federal
movernment, which be so long
counted is his ally, now seems
to him an enemy. And the
white liberals who once
espoused -his ,..iuse have turned
their attention to Vietnam
campus strife and air pollution.
For many blacks, President
Nixon has become a personal
symbol of the white communi-
ty's indifference or
toward black aspirations.
"Black people despise Nixon,
and his attorney general (John
N. Mitchell) even more so,"
said Los Angeles attorney
Halvor T. Miller Jr. "I haven't
met a black man yet who
approves of Nixon. Even his
Republicans won't defend him."
The latter point was tacitly
confirmed by Sen. Edward W.
Brooke, R-Mass., only black
man in the U.S. Senate. Brooke,
who campaigned for Nixon in
1968, said Nixon has-made "a
cold, calculated political deci-
sion" to slow down the srive for
school integration in order to
win white votes.
Panthers as "a serious menace
to the country,"
The Panthers I interviewed
were delighted to be taken so
seriously. But it is my
impression that the actual
strength of the party Is
considerably less than the
commonly-quoted official esti-
mate of 2,000 members nation-
wide. Aside from having a
knack for inflammatory rhetor-
ic that gives whites the
shudders, the Panthers are
Important mainly as a symbol
of armed black resistance to
white police power. There is
widespread sympathy for these-
within the black community,
but it seems to stem primarily
from a belief that they have
been subjected to murderous
persecution. "Frankly, the po-
lice raids are keeping the
Panthers in business," said a
Los Angeles sympathizer.
The more serious black
revolutionaries operate with
greater secrecy and sophistica-
tion than the Black Panthers.
They also have stockpiles of
arms, but they have no
Intention of using them "pre-
maturely" in sporadic shoot-
outs with police. They are
understandably wary of discuss-
ing their plans with white
reporters, but if assured of
anonymity some will speak
vaguely of a new type of urban
guerrilla warfare, employing
bombs and arson to disrupt
vital public facilities such as
electric power plants.
"The more industrialized a
society, the more vulnerable it
Is to sabotage," said a young
black in Cleveland.
Concerned with Acceptance
Black moderates — meaning
those, however militant, who
are still committed to working
within the system— say the
advocates of armed revolution
are still a relatively small
minority, probably under 10 per
cent of the total Negro
population of 23 million. But
they are concerned about the
growing acceptance, especially
among the young, of the idea
that the Negro's choice lies
between violence and a retreat
into docile acceptance of s
class citizenship, which bur-
geoning black pride will
longer tolerate:
Blacks fears in every commu-
nity tend to focus on the police
department, which is frequently
viewed as an agency through
which white society enforces
the repressice of blacks. Even
In cities such as Los Angeles
and Detroit, where massive
efforts have been made to
Improve police-community rela-
tions, many blacks remain
convinced that the police are
eager to gun them down or beat
them lip if given half an
excuse.
In many communities across
the nation, black people are
arming to defend themselves.
Prominent Negro professional
men took the lead in organi+in 
armed defense squads in
Jackson, Miss., after the killing
of two students at Jackson
State College.
A Warning
"We know this is a hell of a
thing to be doing," said Dr.
i
Spreading Gap
"He said he wanted to bring
us together, but everything he
has done so far appears to be.
designed to push whites and
blacks farther apart,"' Brooke
said.
Although Negroes feel Nixon
has retreated on civil rights,
their chief complaint against
him is that there is an
economic recession from which
black people are suffering more
than anyone else.
"It's jobs my people are most
upset about," said Alex McKin-
non, a waiter in Washington,
D.C. "They see unemployment
rising and they know black
workers will be the first laid
off."
By official figures, the overall
unemployment rate rose in
April to 4,8 per cent while the
unemployment rate for blacks
rose to 8.7 per cent.
Black teen-agers have an
even harder time finding jobs
than adults. Many of them have
enrolled in government-spoce
red job training programs
with high hopes, only to
discover upon graduation that
union restrictions, employer
prejudice or simply a lack of
openings kept them from
getting jobs.
Panthers "A Menace"
The - revolutionary organiza-
tion that gets the most
publicity, and stirs the stron-
gest fear reaction among
whites, is the Black Panther
party, A recent Harris poll
showed that two out of three
white people regard the Black
-*
•k
Thybook orAmerica 1110-1870-1910
No. 48 for Daybook scrapbooks. There
wits more than one reason for
Samuel Augustus Maverick's name to be
memorable long after his death a century
ago than its having become a synonym for
"a person not labeled as belonging to any
one [political] party, faction, etc."
This is another definition for a term ex-
plained in An Encyclopedic Dictionary of
American History, by Howard L. Hurwitz
Washington Square Press):
"Unbranded cattle in Texas came to be
known as 'one of Maverick's.' Samuel A.
Maverick, a lawyer, had acquired some cat-
tle in 1845, but his help were too shiftless to
brand the cattle. After the Civil War thou-
sands of unbranded cattle wandered the
range and they became known as 'maver-
ick's.' Any cattleman was free to brand any
such cattle he found [on his range]. The
term was extended to dissenters who take
pride in standing alone."
An authority for The Roundup, document-
ary monthly organ of the Western Writers
of America, annotated that Lawyer Maver-
ick. having taken some 400 beeves on a
$1,200 debt, put them in charge, unrealistic-
ally, of a lone cowboy. After eleven years--
that would be in 1856—the herd was smaller
than originally. Neighbors had branded freely
hundreds of the neglected increase. It seems
no one was hesitant about getting anything
for nothing from a lawyer.
However, Sam maverick had a relatively
good reputation for a frontier lawyer. A
graduate of Yale,* was a descendant of one
of the original settlers of Charleston, S.C., in
1670, and of a soldier in the War of Inde-
pendence. He himself was among fathers of
-the Texas revolution and a member of the
Lone Star Republic's first congress who re-
fused to be considered for the Presidency In
place of Sam Houston. -
P
- ce
Origlinal May.
National Cyc
anus, mid autograph. fromt
is of American Biography,
Copyright e 1970. Clark Kinnur 1 111.11,ilatt..11 by El litirrg Synt11,11..
aron Shirley, a physician,
"but we've seen too many of
people killed and nothing
e. From now on, when law
enforcement officers are hell
bent on killing some black
folks, they'll do it at some risk
to their own lives."
To moderate black leaders,
such as Urban League Director
Whitney Young Jr., it is sheer
madness even to talk about
race war. Blacks are so heavily
outnumbered, he said, that any
large outbreak of racial fighting
would be "a massacre, not a
war."
However "enraged" black
people may be, Young said,
they must in the interest of
survival try to avoid violence,
and concentrate their energies
on "building black economic,
political and brain power."
It will take more than words
to convince black people that
their problems are getting the
right priority from the national
administration. But even words
from the White House could
have a healing effect.
"It would help a great deal of
the President would show some
understanding of and concern
about the black community,"
said Longworth Quinn, editor of
Detroit's black weekly, The
Michigan Chronicle. "I wish
he'd just let people know he
cares."
Journalism attracts
NEW YORK (UPI)—Journal-
lam enrollment in the nation's
colleges has increased 174 per
cent since 1959, the Newspaper
Fund, Inc. reports. College
enrollment in the same period
rose 97 per cent.
* * *
Victory over pollution
TORONTO 01M-7-Polio lion
control and new sewers have
cleaned the water off Toronto's
West End beaches to such a
degree that for the first time in
10 years, signs warning swimm-
ers away will not have to be
put up this summer.
In the last five years the city'
has spent 154 million on sewer
reconstruction. Pollution con-
trols also have been in force on
the Humber River.
•S .
I if
INTERROGATION LOOKS COMFY —A captured North Viet-
namese soldier smokes a cigarette and appears at ease
during interrogation at a South Vietnamese fire support _
hasc in Cambodia. Beside him are captured weal:ions.? ami
Sun not guilty
ITHACA, N.Y. (UPI)—A
Cornell University professor
has discovered that it isn't the
sweltering sun that keeps.far-
mers in tropical lands from
&owing. vegetables commonly
found in northern countries.
It's the oven-like tempera-
tures below ground that des-
troy the roots, says Prof. Peter
1. Steponkus, who made his
theory known at an inter-
national horticatural congress
in Tel Aviv. He contends that
proper irrigation would allow ''s
tropical countries to grow such ),q
northern vegetables as peas,f
broccoli, lettuce and ciibbage.
HOLLYWOOD (UPD—
Co-stars
Join Collins and We Stern co-
star in American International r
"Up in the Celler" on locatio
in Las Cruces, N.M.
* * *
Dry White House
CHICAGO (LPD—The wife
of President Rutherford R.
Hayes was knowp oss "hemon
ade Lucy" begstajo_lbe rWfutie,d.
to permit 4161W, or 'trying
Of alcoholic beverages in the
Alike House while she was •
First I.ady, say* the W orld
Book Encyclopedia.
150 YEARS OF MAINE STATEHOOD is eommem ted in this
6-center to be issued July 9 at Portland. Maine, the state's
first capital It will be yellow, blue, red and black. Design
is Edward Hopper's oil, "Lighthouse at Two Lights. Maine."
rigifeeedd I
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European Allies Fear U. S.
May Withdraw From Europe
By JOSEPH W. GRIGG
ROME (UPI) -America's
European Allies are obsessed
these days by a continuing
nightmare - that the United
States might pick up its
marbles in Europe and go
home.
The marbles in this case are
the 310,000 U.S. troops and
airmen who constitute the
strongest single contingent in
the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization (NATO) forces
defending Western Europe.
A new reduction in NATO
forces would come on top of the
pullout of France's NATO
contingent by former President
Charles de Gaulle in 1966 and
the halving of the 10,000-man
Canadian NATO force this
year.
President Nixon has promised
he will not call back American
NATO forces before June, 19'71.
But that is only a year away.
Behind all the talk at the two-
day NATO council session here
this week was this nagging
worry: can Europe defend
Itself if the Americans pull out
even a part of their forces?
There is no general agree-
ment even now among defense
experts just how far NATO's
existing forces in Europe could
hold an all-out Communist
a csanit.
The authoritative Institute for
Strategic Studies in London
estimated recently that Wes-
tern and Communist forces in
Europe are roughly evenly
balanced.
Reds Assessed
It said the Soviet Union and
its Warsaw Pact allies have
more army divisions, more
Con Tho
S.VIETNANI 
mows ma path of a South Vietnamese armored column
driving up east bank of the Mekong River from Neak Luong
In Cambodia. Its goal is Kompong Cham, to meet South
Vietnamese boats, then south again. trapping Red troops.
No Ft ATERNiziNG- A guard pushes away a
rm of Avis
Costa, 21, divorced from Anton Costa, as she t
ries to touch
Costa as he's led from courthouse in Barnst
able, Mass
where he is on trial in the murder of two 33-year-old
 women.
ground troops, more planes and
more than twice as many
medium and heavy tanks as the
United States and its NATO
Allies.
But the Institute said NATO
could reinforce quickly to
numerical strength with the
Communists, its tanks are
more modern and probably
better armed, and its air forces
are better trained and have
much larger reserves.
Other informed assessments
of relative strengths are less
optimistic. There is widespread
talk among experts of a two-to-
one or even three-to-one Com-
munist edge over the West.
Some defense experts say
NATO's theoretical tally of 23
divisions guarding the 500-mile
frontier between the Baltic and
the Alps does not, in fact,
amount to more than 20 full
strength divisions, totalling
perhaps 600,000 men.
Total Communist strength is
estimated at 65 divisions, of
which 39 are Russian. Since
Warsaw Pact divisions are
smaller than NATO's, their
total manpower is estimated at
around 925,000.
But it is generally conceded
the Communists could mobilize
and reinforce faster and more
than NATO could hope to.
Many Western experts estimate
within a week after the
outbreak of war the West, by
then fully mobilized to perhaps
30 divisions at most, would lind
Itself up against 80-90 Warsaw
Pact divisions.
Many Western experts, in
fact, question seriously whether
in the event of an all-out
Communist attack, NATO for-
ces could hold the Communists
east of the Rhine for more than
48 hours.
Diamond signed
Fit iLLYWOOD (UPI)-
Producer - director William
Wyler signed Oscar winning
writer I.A.L. Diamond to write
the screen adaptation of "Forty
Carats" for Columbia Pictures.
Title change
*
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)-For
some mystical reason Universal
Pictures changed the tide of
George Peppard's new horse
ra from "Hark" to
I, Robber."
• 41,
a.. -
Carpi to London
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)-Carol
Burnett completed ..aping of
her regular weeklli- musical
shoo fejt CBS-lirdt-kfted to
London for a British special.
iF • *
"That Cif change
HOLLYWOOD (UP1)-Next
fall "That Girl," starring Mario
Thomas, will be seen on Friday
nights in place of its usual
Thursday night time slot.
Another awl
for John Wayne
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)-John
Wayne won the Golden Saddle-
man award of the Western
Writers of America as "the man
who has contributed most to
the history and legend of the
miTelevision
In Review
by RICK DU BROW
HOLLYWOOD (U P 1)- N BC-
T V's Wednesday night bour
documentary, "The Shining
Mountains," using the Rockies
as a backdrop for some
anecdotal American history,
was a surprising success.
Surprising because it is
natural to look for, and hope
for, more and more documenta-
ries that are relevant to the
tumultuous happenings of our
times. "The tShining Moun-
tains" was out of it- as a
topical item.
But nothing is more self-
justifying than a job well done.
And such a job was Wednesday
night's hour in the "Project 20"
series of occasional specials,
this one narrated and hosted by
the valuable Milburn Stone,
who plays "Doc" on "Gure-
moke."
What was best about this
nostalgic, beautifully crafted
program was the sense of unity
that held fast to the theme. And
this mark of professionalism
was- no surprise because the
producer-director was Donald
B. Hyatt, who in the past has.,
indicated his grasp and love oi
the American West in other
documentaries.
Furthermore, he was aided
immeasurably by a splendidly
droll script by Philip Reisman
Jr., and a delightful- and often
amusing- original music score
by Robert Russell Bennett.
Together, this mixture of
anecdotal script, appropriate
music, expert narration and an
exceptional selection Of old still
photon- as counterpoint for
current shots of the Rockies'
grandeur- emerged with just
the right feel.
From the gold and silver
mines to the barroms to the
brothels, the photos made the
small screen come alive. And it
was correctly pointed out that
these gold and silver rushes
were really the chief birthplace
of the American get-rich-quick
philosophy.
Mr. Reishman's script had
numerous gems. Who, for
instance, could ever forget the
frontier gentleman who was
convicted of killing and then
eating lye of the seven
Democrats in Uinulale County,
Colo.?
In his account of the cranial'
of the railroads, Reismati
observed there were so mar
tracks laid, "it was as 'if
somebody had dropped a bag ot
snakes into the mountains."
And taking note of the skiing
business that in recent years
has made the Rockies popular,
he noted: "The Rockies had
created a new industry out of
jest being perpendicular."
STRIKE PILES
GARBAGE IN
WASHINGTON
WEST, EAST GERMAN
LIMN'S MEET AGAIN,
THIS TIME IN WEST
GERMANY'S KASSEL
LABOUR'S PROM
MINISTER WILSON
SETS JUNE 111 FOR
UNCOUNTIII
HUNDREDS
DEAD IN
WORLD WEEK
BRITISH ELECTIONS
RomAsaa
FLOODS,
WORST IN
611;41
CENTURIES
DEMONSTRATIONS, 
-
STRIKES ALMOST
"THE DANGER Of A WORLD'„
OW 
WAR EXISTS TODAY " SAYS
PARALYZE ITALY MAO IN PEKING BRO
ADCAST
A-06
FOOD CHAINS EXPERT
SAYS IN WASHINGTON
1970 PRICES TO RUN
5.6 PEE CENT OVER
1969-1I5ING LADOE,
TRANSPORT COSTS
64)6.
IN EGYPT, MISSILES
AGAINST ISRAEL JETS
10 IS OPERATED BY
SOVIET OFFICERS,
IT IS IEPORTED
WELL GO
ON HITTING
OVER SUEZ,
SAYS ISRAEL
FORMER DEFENSE MINISTER
V K KRISHNA MENON FADS
500 DEMONSTRATORS IN
BURNING NIXON IN ER IGY
IN NEW DELHI—CAMIODIA
US DEATHS IN INDOCHINA
TOP 50 000 SINCE JAN 1961
I
Lamas directs
HOLLYWOOD (LIPI)-Fer-
nand° Lamas, actor-turned-dir-
ector, will direct Mike Connors
in a segment of the latter's tele-
vision series "Mannix."
Air-cooled.
All Volkswagens are air-cocled, but some ar
e more
air-cooled than others.
Jake the Kormann Ghia convertible, (Cr e
xample.
With the top up, you get a watertight, weath
erproof
coupe with o solid glass rear window. Plu
s an inch-thick
hand-podded top thot hides the meta
l bars you see in
V 11•1•10•411% C'" -.era, ••••-.,
cst other convertibles.
With the top down, you get everything you get with
the top up.
Plus all the fresh air in the world.
The Kormonn Ghia convertible costs #2.734.25
...ale fresh air is anus.
CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN, INC.
BOO CHESTNUT STREET MU
RRAY, KY.
'Godfather as movie
HOLLYWOOD (UP!)—
Mario Puy), author of "The
Godfather,'? will write the
screenplay Tor.
movie production of the novel.
Historic convoy
SAN FRANCISCO (UP!)-
The first motor convoy to cross
the continent took place in
1919 to test 20 Army trucks to
see if they-could withstand the
rigors such a journey presented._
The convoy started out
from Washington, D.C. traveled
over all types of terrain, and
arrived at its destination in
San Francisco 56 days later.
Among the men participat-
ing was Dwight D. Eisenhower,
then a Tank Corps Captain.
Casa added
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)-Sin-
ger Mama Case Elliot has been
added to the cast of "Monte
Walsh" starring Lee Marvin and
Jeanne Moreau.
1/ PRICE
SALE
THE FOLLOWING ITEMS & DEPARTMENTS ARE 1/2 PRICE
PURSES SHEETS CURTAINS BRAS
BILLFOLDS BLANKETS DRAPES GIRDLES
ALL SHOES ALL SOCKS DRAPERY M. PANTIES
RUGS LUGGAGE ALL PILLOWS
SWIM WEAR WINDOW SHADES UNDERCLOTHING SCARVES
SPORTS WEAR INFANTS WEAR
BATH TOWELS
KITCHEN TOWELS HANDKERCHIEFS
BEACH SANDELS MEN & BOYS WEAR DREssEs SLACKS
SLEEP WEAR HOUSE SHOES SHORTS ' DUSTERS -
EVERY ITEM -IN THE STORE
NOT LISTED ABOVE WILL BE
DISCOUNTED 25% (1/4 off)
ALL SALES FINAL NO REFUNDSNO EXCHANGES
LE NOW IN PROGRESS DOWNTOWN MURRAY
BEN FRANKLIN
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By EUGENE V. RISHER
WASHINGTON (UP!) — The
limitations on America's ifr
volvement in Cambodia are still
murky.
This much is known:
— At the end of June, all U.S.
troops will be out of Cambodia
and U.S. warplanes will cease
bombing inside the formerly
neutral country.
— U.S. troops will not be sent
back into Cambodia, but the
bombing will be resumed if the
security of U.S. forces in South
Vietnam is threatened.
Broad Umbrella
This security element is the
broad umbrella President Nixon
used originally to justify the
controversial Cambodia opera-
Wm, Translated into practical
language it means, according to
informed sources, that continu-
ing military operations by
South Vietnamese forces inside
Cambodia will not be supported
by American warplanes or
advisers.
But American planes will
bomb supply trails and storage
areas if the North Vietnamese
attempt to re-establish their
border sanctuaries.
What is less clear is how far
President Nixon is willing to go
to prevent a Communist
takeover in Cambodia.
In the view of some, such a
takeover would create a situ*.
tion similar to what the United
States has been fighting for six
years to prevent in neighboring
South Vietnam.
The emphasis in all the
statements emanating from the
White House has been on "U.S.
security"— that the Cambodian
operations were promoted by
the threat to American forces
In South Vietnam.
Official Position
As far as Cambodia itself is
concerned, the official position
simply is that the United States
supports its neutrality.
The President apparently is
counting on the ability of the
South Vietnamese army—with
some help perhaps from
Thailand— to sufficiently bolster
the forces of the Cambodian
government to deal with the
Communists there.
According to administration
Officials, the President believes
that the North Vietnamese no
more want to become involved
in Cambodia than we do, and
their interest there is in having
a sale sanctuary from which to
conduct operations in South
Vietnam.
Nixon's critics will charge
that he is waging war In
Cambodia through surrogates,
The administration position is
that this is a legitimate
implementation of the Nixon
doctrine, outlined in Guam last
June, which calls for regional
alliances for mutual self
protection.
Chain letters chained
BONN (UPI)—West German
postal authorities have confis-
cated thousands of chain letters
sent into this country by
Dutchmen and Belgians hoping
to get rich quick by selling
names and addrews to keep
the game of 'American Rou-
lette 'going.
Chain letters are an "illegal
form of gaming" in West Ger-
mifny, as in the Netherlands
and Belgium. But the laws in
the two latter countries do not
prohibit organizers there from
sending chain letters into
Germany.
JOBLESS PAY TRIM -James
Hammond iabovei. man-
ager in California's unem-
ployment office in Monterey.
confirms that men with
shoulder-length hair, untidy
beards and untidy sideburns
are being denied $inemploy-
ment par because their ap-
pearance restricts their
charier of gettinra job. The
same goes for micro-skirt-
ee. wearing women. The state-
wide policy is being chat-
as ms3mstitutiortil
PORK STEAK PORK CUTLETS SHORT RIBS
Lb 59' 69 Lb 49'
U. 
Tangittlitra" 1 kali Any 
Thickness
STEAK
HAMBURGER SLICEliviACON
PRICES GOOD THRU WEDNESDAY
JUNE 10th
Martha White
CORN
MEAL
5 lb. bag 39°
Tissue
CHARMIN
4 roll pkg. 39*
DOli
- FOOD
Golden Rich
Is oz. can 6 / 49° 2um 39°
Frosty Acres — (assorteklisvors) 1440z.
CREAM PIES 
Frosty Acres —
ORANGE JUICE 
Frosty Acres — (excluding
TV DINNERS 
Frosty Acres — 10 Oz.
CUT CORN 
Frosty Acres —10 Os.
BABY LIMAS  - 
Redeemable only at
Expires 64"  Without Coupon King Size 69c 
Dinhwashing Liquid
KING SIZE
(32 oz )
WITH THIS
COUPON
Limit 1 coupon per
bottle purchased
Parker's Grocery
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PERFECT "A" AVERAGE—Joe Rowe wears his graduatiOn 
cap at the Univeridty of Texas.
Arlington, with a happy smile. A polio victim 'and paralyzed since he -Was 5 years old, .
Joe uses his toes for typing while out of his iron lung. He got 'a _perfect 
"A" average.
"USERATION DAY" on Alcatraz Island in San Francisco Ray
finds Bear Forgets, 47, a Sioux, delivering a proclamation.
, printed on that sheepskin stretched on a frame. It goes "We
. afitlibtn- Kalf a air The Indian people or tribes from
Ithis day forward we shall exercise dominion and all rightsof use and possession. of Akatraz Island." The Interior De-
partment says no, it's going to be a national Park.
FADE THEM OUT
'Weathered brown
spots on the surface
cif your hands and face tell the
world you're getting old—perhaps
before you really are. Fade them
away with ESOTERIC& that med-
icated cream that breaks up masses
of pigment on the skin, helps make
hands look white and young again.
Equally effective on the face, neck
and arms. Not a cover-up. Acts
in the skin-not on it. Fragrant,
greaseless base for softening lubri-
cating akin • as it clears up those
blemishes. If you have these age-
revealing brown spots, blotches, or
if you want clearer, 'lighter skin,
use ESOTERICA. At your favorite
drug and toiletry counter $2.09.
ESOTERK A SOAP softens skin.
- Mips clear surface blemishes.
Combats *Inn*.
HOLLAND DRUG
Lassessa elkiehrr • -
HOLLYWOOD (LPH-
Belinda N1ontgoiiiery. a 19-
year-old Canadian beauty, will
co-star in -Whet Are We Going
to do ithout "kipper?
URANUS, five times sharper
than the best photos so far.
says the National Science
Foundation. The photo was
made via a 36-inch telescope
held at 80.000 feet by bal-
loon launched at Pale-Xtine,
Tex.,. in March. Scientists
hope tg disrover if- the
planet has stirfaee features
'unobscured by clotal.s.
Searching The Truth
Not en young People shoukd be stigmatized because of
the behavior of their peers. In many ways, the youth of
this nation have never been better, however, it is equally
true that some have never been worse. Drug abuse Ls a
problem. Immorality is also a problem as documented
by the fact that one out of every six brides between the
ages of 15--19 is pregnant when she marries.
It is a sad commentary on many parents and adults who
get themselves worked up over air and water pollution,
but who show utter disregard and disinterest in the moral
and spiritual pollution of their children. In the coming
weeks we plan to note some of the causes of crime and
rebellioti among the youth of our day. By studying the
MINS In the light on God's word, we hope to extend solu-
tions to the problems. But the first thing that must be
done Is to awaken parents to their responsibilities.-NO
CaniPetii can succeed, be it against air pollution or N.
veal* delinquency, unless the people become concerned.
Any effort to better the tot and plight o; man which is
noklitesed on Use fundamental principles of ,tryth and rtit-
ersen-es as found in the Bible Is doomed to failure.
No government nor authority of any kind can legislate
morality, purity, or peace. They can be achieved by
awakening the soul to its responsibility before God. Better
homes, more jobs, the eradication of poverty, ignorance,
and disease--these are noble aims, but they will not halt
crime and prevent lawlessness.
All of the Roman Empire's greatness and grandeur, Its
might and magnificence, did not prevent its death and
decay. A "Great Society" is not the answer. Hence,
In the coming series of articles we shall consider our
subject based on the firm foundation of the word of God.
"Wherewithal shall a young •fian cleanse his way? By
taking heed thereto according to thy word," (Psi.. 119:11)
We continue to appreciate hear trig from our readers.
Let WI bear from vou at any time
Address All
Comments To:
Thomas Keaton, 1404 Poplar St
GLUCOSE SAMPLES
CAN BE CHECKED
IN THREE MINUTES
By DEAN C. MILLER
UPI Business Editor
NEW YORK (UP1)- A new
glucose analyzer can check out
samples within three minutes
after a comatose patient is
wheeled into the emergency
ward of a hospital.
Programmed electronic devi-
ces now detect changes in the
heartbeat of a patient on the
operating table faster than a
trained nurse taking his pulse.
A e electronic revolution
sweeping American hospitals is
saving lives and raising hopes
that hospital costs can be
brought wider control. It also is
feeding one of the fastest
growing segments of U.S.
business.
Ultimate Solution
ear y 1,000 companies
active- in the field of medical
Instrumentation, about 400 of
them heavily, according to the
Health insurance Institute of
.;ew York: The nation's 7,137
's, hundreds of research
lostitut ,ns and other buyers of
medical instrumentation spent
between $500 million and $1
billion annually on equipment.
Growth has been between 15
ind 20 per cent per year.
Aside from input value to the
econom y, sophisticated in-
strumentation may be the
ultimate solution to holding
medical costs within rational
RmW. Right now they are
ft ,...ening.
In 19'75, an estimated 224
million Americans may be
spending about $100 billion a
year on health services accord-
ing to a recent forecast by the
'President's National Advisory
Commission on Health Manpow-
er.
By that time, more than 5
million persons, or 6 per cent of
the entire civilian labor force,
will be working in the health
services industry. It is expected
to stirpass agriculture and
construction and become the
largest industry in the country
in terms of personnel.
$500 Per Day
In most industries, growth
creates efficiencies and lover
costs. Not the health-hospIal
area. The cost of quality
hospital care is nearing $100
per day. By the turn of the
century medical economists
expect it to be $500 per day
unless the rate of increase can
be changed or stabilized.
Hospitals are what econom-
ists term "labor intensive"
operations. Two-thirds of their
total costs are in payroll and
one one-third in materials,
supplies and other overhead
expenses. And trained manpow-
er is getting scarcer and more
expensive.
Since electronic equipment
eliminates some hospital work-
ers and makes those remaining
more efficient, there is hope
the cost curve can be halted.
Rattles bad breath
-v Am:4 orcit, it.c. P1)
Spurred on by seeing a sign
reading "halitosis is better than
no breath at alb- an associate
professor at the 1:111‘ersit%of
British Columbia ,tas ,-. he has
l'ini1411114hely identified and
mea,ureil Iwo I' hemii-als which
calltle Ltd brraill.
Dr: 111,4.1l11 ifilletif II. I/I
the tttt
oral Nil/bow, . 11'1)1111.
pi drl•us .11•11g4.11 `4111)1111.•
1111 Mcri
work .1111 lead I,. onlr,,l of
ball breath mid to earls (kb, •
lion of villain llic
human boil% .
WE FOUND
THIS RALEFACE
SPYINO IN THE
RUSHES, CHIEF
H lAWATHA
PICNIC TIME
with the
Convenient Family of
O.U.NT
Beaut Aid
Prices Enoctiv• 4 3.111“Righ Jul" 16, 19"
ultra brit
507,
Ultra-Br ite
TOOTHPASTE
Regular Price 894
411.""'"""aiimisa
154 O
on Giant Ve
Tide Detergent
CONVENIENT
OFFER EXPIRES JUNE 16.1970
UMIti COUPON PER PURCHASE
..........-
PAYNE s7,
es
i.;
es
i
i
2I
6
1
ille
SHARPE ST.
OLIVE ST.
211/' irI
WALNUT ST
•..0
•
z
YOU'RE OFF YOUR
ROOCER, SON. I
CAME HERE ON
A MISSION OF
PEACE.
4.6 oz.
New "Close-Up.' 4
TO
Regular Price 894
BABY PANTS
Medium, Large &
Extra Large
Del Monte 46 oz.
'PINEAPPLE-
GRAPEFRUIT DRINK 290
100's
Bufferin
TABLETS
Regular Price $1.49
MN HARTS
QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED
WEDNESDAY — JUNE 3. vino
TIE HIM UP. WE'LL
HOLD A POWWOW
AND DECIDE HOW
TO DISPOSE OF
HIM
New
"Super Saver"
WHISTLE WETTER COLA
In non-returnable 28 oz.
bottle with re-sealable cap
12 illeh
New Seetionle'.."
PICNIC PLATES
'Extra Large Sire
*Dishwasher Safe
• Unbreakable
14 oz.
Lavoris
MOUTHWASH
Regular Price $1 19
4.5 or. Aerosol
Bactine
ANTISEPTIC
Regular Price S1.59
.11111 1111.
15t OFF I
oh Giant Size Ivory Liquid
3
IMMI
CIA
Ar10
CONVENIENT
OFFER EXPIRES JUNE 16, 1970
LIMIT I COUPON PER PURCHASE
808 CHESTNUT STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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flail Of American Adults
ot Read Well Enough,
ducation Specialist Says
fractionally illiterate Una-
b14 to read at a level required
to {get along in today's society.
By DAVID HASKELL
CEMBRIDGE, Mass. (UPI)—
Aft-Aisraeli education specialist
says that half of the American
adults over 25 cannot read well
enough to get along in today's
society. They are, he said,
fun,. sully illiterate.
ch common things as
• lers job applications,
dri ers instruction manuals,
e tax returns (which
e even Many literates), on-
thejjob instructions and televi-
s guides are beyond the
ility of these functional
ates to read and compre-
of reading ability
es these persons to
oc ns from which they
ha little or no chance of
• unless their skills are
im ved through adult educa-
urses.
Works On Doctorate
viii Har man, 25, of Jefisa--
1 em , Israel, formed his hypoth-
esis after studying adult
education as it exists in the
United States. Harman, who
presently lives in Cambridge, is
working on his doctorate at the
Harvard Graduate School of
Education.
He is on leave from the
Ministry of Education and
Culture in Israel where he was
director of the adult literacy
campaign.
Harman said official esti-
mates of the U.S. Census
Bureau that 8.3 per cent of the
population over 25 is functional-
ly illiterate Is a vast under-
statement
He said it is clear that a lack
of testing, reliance on grade-
completion criteria and made-'
quate definitions of functional
literacy combine to produce
serious official underestimates
of the extent of illiteracy in the
United States.
Must Relate
"In order to arrive at a
definition of functional illiteracy
In the United States, you have
to relate that level of literacy
to specific things adults nee4 to
be able to read in this society"
Harman said.
With this in mind, Harman
concluded that around 50 per
cent of the adult population in
this country, those 25 and over,
a r e functionally illiterate.
"Their literacy skills do not
permit them to function, given
what society offers them to
read and society makes it
necessary for them to read," he
said.
IS THE BOOM GOING BUST'
DOWN, DOWN, DOWN prices have gone on the New York
Stock Exchange to a seven and one-half year low, so the
news spotlight is on these photos. Many a broker and trader
old enough remembers with a shudder the market catas-
trophe of four decades ago. Multi-millionaires wound up
broke and selling apples and riihning elevators. Pre-Black
Friday, a trader could buy stock by putting up only 10 per
cent of its market value. If you sank your bundle and the
stock went down, you had to have more cash. If you didn't
have .. . well, that's what pauperized millionaires
Painting depicts brokers conducting business under -a but-
tonwood tree in a lane called Wall Street in Ne%% York in
1792. On May 17 that year, 21 brokers formed the forerunner
of today's Stock Exchange with the Buttonwood Agreement.
als
Shortly after Black Friday—the great decline of Nov. es,
1929, that brought on the great depresidon of the 1930s--
this was the scene in front of the exchange (right), ruined
brokers milling about in despair. There were many suicides.
I 1••••• . A  MSS VMS 11111111111 assq ;up401  lilg
• .4c• . ----- -..--•••••••••-
n .kle the esrhanze today. it hit.. of buy-and-sell nefhlly.
JONSSONS
FIELDS
Bninschweiger
LB 49c
PURE
SWIFTS PREMIUM PROTEN
ROUND STE K
SWIft'S
PRIM t*.
LB.
PRICES IN THIS AD GOOD THRU JUNE 9th.
Store
Hours:
7 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Mon.-Sat.
LOIN
PORK C11041
BEEF..TENDEREST BEEF IN TOWN
GROUND BEEF
C
LB.
FIELDS CHESTNUT
BACON
LB 69
* FROZEN FOODS *
AcresFrosty 
1 
Frosty Acres
WAFFLES
Frosty Acres
TATER TOTS 
Frosty Acres
FISH STICKS 
12 oz.
5 oz.
1 Lb.
14 oz.
FIELDS
WIENERS
LB 590
FIELDS SLICED
LUNCH MEATS
Pickle Pimento Bologna and
Liver Loaf
6 Oz. Of Each
In A 18 Oz. Pkg.
$1.33 VALUE
* PRODUCE
CARROTS 
RED POTATOES 
FRESH SLAW 
BAG LEMONS _ _
YELLOW ONIONS
 1 lb. bag
10 Lb. Bag
12 oz.
Doz.
3 lb bag
100
590
190
390
250
SUNSHINE FLAVOR KIST
TALK TURKEY
Snack
Crackers
FUDGE CREMES
FOLGERS
COOKIES COFFEE
UZ. 250 1 LB.
MUSSELMAN5
39C
APPLESAUCE
c
303 CAN
KR AF—T-GREEN-Otti,LON
DRESSING itc
80z. L7
SALAD B?WL
Salad Dressing
OT 115c
KREY ALL MEAT
PRIDE OF ILLINOIS
t VIENNA
SAUSAGE CREAM STYLE
._4 OZ. 21
CORN
303 LAN
2/35c
1 LB. 850
CRISCO
SHORTENING
3 Lbs. 79
McCORMICK
BLACK PEPPER
ARMOUR ---
VERI - -BEST
CHEESE
2 LB. 75C
Johnson's Grocery
Everyday Low Price
TIDE
Giant Size
15
3 OZ.
4 OZ
INSTANT
4ew tppTON
TEA
1.05
FIELDS
PLASTIC PAIL
LARD
4L6. 85
CLIP THIS•COUPON,A
1.7 Oz. 471.4e
NESTEA MIX
JOHNSON GROCERY
C'0&,, EXPIRES 7/4/70 - 0%>, 9, 'noA:__________:_._ 
---- — O_. __.....___-x_ .1 PER-f-MAILY--- C,C
DELIGHTED PINK LOTION
APPLE . GRAPE EASY
JELLY ,19,,!DAY!
180Z. 341
HUNGRY JACK
BISCUITS
Sweet Milk Or
Buttermilk
9 OZ.
/5c
anerr012F-4/4rotiam-..
Hawaiian Punch35c
460Z.
10 OZ. 6 PACK limit 3
PEPSI COLAS
Plus Deposit
On !softies
3/S M
DEL MONTE
ENGLISH
PEAS
303 CAN
2/49
ARGO
LIMA
BEANS
303 CAN
illamil11116411L
•
4
t
•
4
• 1, t •• • •
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$5 Artificial
Kidney Near
Reality
By DEL( S SMITH
UPI Science Editor
UPTON, N.Y. (UPI)_A $5
artificial kidney is almost a
practical reality, thanks to a
stickier glue.
The co-inventor, Finley W.
Markley, distributed a model to
participants in a symnpsium on
atomic medical research spon-
sored by the Atomic Energy
Commission at its Brookhaven
National Laboratory Wednes-
day.
- One has kept a patient alive
for three months and has been
successfully used in eight
others. But a much improved
model is on its way. The better
glue makes it positively leak-
proof. Testing in patients will
start next month.
Markley is a physicist who ,
specializes in adhesives at the
commission's laboratory in
Argonne, M. His glue is applied
to the ends of 80 identical
cellophane casings each a little
more than a foot long and held
(Vie by this plastic membrane.
They are stacked in the plastic
container.
When glued together the 80
casings become a continuous
tube which if stretched out
would be almost 90 feet long.
An opening at one end of the
box books up to a simple rotary
pump costing about $60 which
pulls some 70 gallons of sugary,
salt water through the tube and
out through the other end and
Into a sink or some other
disposing vessei.
Two other knobs for the
attachment of tubes are in the
sides. One tube leads to an arm
artery in the patient, the other
to an arm vein. His heart
pumps his blood into the box
and around the glued-together
casings which uy negative
pressure through minute holes
Wall Street
Chatter
NEW YORK (UPI)—E. F.
• & Co., although it sees a
strait possibility of a test of
Tuesday's lows later on, thinks
"the overall market has seen
Its worst for a while and the
near term is likely to see more
up days than down ones.
— --
Standard & Poor's noted that
Wall Street gave a positive
response to President Nixon's
Wednesday dinner meeting with
business and financial commu-
nity leaders. More important,
however, it stressed, was the
fact the market has staged a
technical rally that seems to
have more staying power than
anything in recent weeks. If
this gain an be held over the
next day or so, S&P feels it will
be a good technical sign.
---
The most impressive thing
about the dramatic market
upswing is the fact that it came
without the help of a single
news factor, Shearson, HammM
h Co, -said. At this state,
11131mi/ter, tfirlfetr noteci, it
must be regarded as a
technical comeback because the
functtmental news backgrommi
remains unchanged.
extracts the poisons. The
cleansed blood goes back into
him by way of the veins. It
takes about two hours.
The spaghetti - box device
needs no added safety devices.
Permanent shunts installed in
the patient's arm permit him to
attach the artery and vein
tubes easily. The total cost of
its plastics is $2. Models made
in the Argonne Laboratory coat
$15 when labor is added.
Marwey said mass production
techniques could make them to
sell at retail for $5.
They can be used only once,
and the patient must cleanse
his blood at lease twice a week,
preferably once a day. Even so,
Markley said, continued life is
brought within the financial
range of all victims.
WI-1ERE ARE '1th.
GOING, CHARUE
BROWN?
WEDNESDAY — JDNE 3, 1f/70
PEPPERMINT PATTV'S
TEAM 15 SHORT A
6LOVE,50
LLIALKIN6 OVER TO
LENCifi4EM MINE
One good turn etc...
f.. III. PI)-
The tables bine turned for
Mrs. James Coleman -- and
that's good.
Mrs. Coleman worked to
put her hu,liand through Pur-
due Universit!, and now- that
he's about to graduate he's
helping her to get racking in
the race for sa ..lieepskin. It's
happening • v. ith asristance
from the Purdue l'niversity
Dean of Women %. "pan Plan
21g program cenourager stu-
nt wives to resunie educa-
tions that may have been in-
terrupted when they married.
The dean's office provider
small scholarships.
- •
Avoid furniture gyps
NEW YORK (UPI) V. ben
shopping for basgains in furni-
ture these tips from tie Better
Business Bureau of Neu York
may help you avoid being
gy pped:
ary when salesmen.
spc4 if-really asked, won't state
Earning charges. Be the same
if the eelliearprice for a 1.70411,-
ing of filmdom in the whuh ,w
he not the same as the <whin;
price for the same grouping
lit the store. kuti he wary
once more if "mile" signs•
the *Pillow di.a not relape, to 
• _pay,  ed %Indio* Brow,.
=41i
• C.-:._1111111i
C.:.77:211111
INFANTS CHILDS YOUTHS & BOYS
HI & LO CUT
BASKETBALL SNEAKERS
+Sbirdy canvas uppers
+Grip soles and heavy duty bumper guar 
SIZES: Infants 5-8, Childs 812-12, Youths 12%-2,
Boys 2z-6
In High Only Youths & Boys Sizes: 61/2-101/2 11-2
In black
YOUTHS, INFANTS, CHILDS & WOMENS
DENIM SNEAKERS
+Sporty, longwearing denim uppers
+Full sponge insole for added comfort
+Longwearuig moldea rubber sole
SIZES: Youths ten -12, Infants 5-8,
Childs 12'/2-3, Womens to 10 in blue
INFANTS, GIRLS & WOMENS
SNEAKERS
* Colorful Terrycloth Uppers
* Soft Foam Lining And Innersole
* Soft, Sponge Cushioned Innersole
* PVC Sole Guaranteed
Never To Wear Out
Sizes: Infants 5-8, Girls 9-12, 13-3,
Womens To 10
In Assorted Colors
SCATTER RUGS
pycE 100
EXTRA RICH
LIQUID
SHAMPOO
16-oz.
IMPERIAL SIZE
(Save up to 98)
BIG K
IRONING BOARD
LIOUIRE KIDIAN6!
pot41- 1/41x114INIK
THELNE TAKING
ADVANTAGE
OF YOU?
NO, I'M DOING IT BECAUSE
I WANT TO DO IT
WHAT ARE q0U, SOME
KIND OF MYSTIC?!
it Costs You PEAMITSPURING
s 111:NWS 0 0 0
SCOPE
NOUTINIASII
24-oz.
SUPER SIZE
[Save up to 69C)
EIG K PRICE
BANKAMEBICARD
Assorted Sizes
Colors
and
Patterns
ilEAD &
SHOULDERS
• ICES IN THIS
LOTION
6/2-oz.
FAMILY SIZE
(Save up to PRICE
00
It Cosfs
PANAW71
Exciting Colors
Ribbed Bottom
Ribbed Sleeves
Small - Med. - Large
Big K Special
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5**Poison warn ng-
ALBANY, N.Y. (UP1)—To
prevent accidental poisoning,
all cleaning supplies, medicines,
insecticides and other toxic
household products should be
stored welt out of reach of
small children, the New York
tlealth Department warns.
In addition, the department
says, remember minutes saved
can mean lives saved. Keep
emergency numbers —doctor, tons in ..1969, the port
nritiTag one.
AGS_THIRTEEN
ENVOY TO U.S.--CsmbodIa's
:ambassador to France, M.
Sonn Voeunsai, shown at a
luncheon in Paris, has been
appointed ambassador to the
United States
William Averitt
To Get Fellowship
William Ayeritt, a senior from
Paducah, will be Murray State
University's first graduate lathe
new BM degree in composition
offered by the music department
In the School of Fine Arts. To
continue his study he has been
awarded a National Defense Ed-
ucation Act fellowship from Flor-
ida State University in Tallaha-
ssee.
The fellowship Consists of a
three-year program of study lead-
ing toward a doctorate in compos-
ition. The coveted award provid-
es a waver of tuition and all fees
for the entire period. In addition,
living expenses are covered by in-
creasing financial assistance
each year. Averitt will receive
$2,400 the first year, $2,600 the
second, and $2,800 the third.
Performances of Averitt's
compositions have been plentiful
at Murray.
Computer-aided "drum '
NEW YORK (UPI) — To-
day's traveling salesman is get-
ting-w hand from the com-
puter. Unlike the old-
fashioned "drummer" who
knocked on any likely-looking
home or factory door, the
salesman of 1970 can have
his prospects for an industrial
product or service pinpointed
for him by a computer.
One national service firm,
Dun & Bradstreet, Inc., main-
tains a Computerized file on
nearly 3-million businesses,
with about 15 different infor-
mation items on each. In-
cluded are such data as the
company's address, sales vol-
ume, and name of chief execu
tive.
imbu anc.e f#Ds_e talciszitim.-....swompgrogrorts, —
Backstairs At The
White House
By HELEN THOMAS
WASHINGTON (UPI) —
Backstairs at the White House:
Two top presidential advisers
— Dr. Henry A. Kissinger and
Dr. Daniel P. Moynihan— have
until next February to decide
whether to return to their
classrooms at Harvard Univer-
sity.
Two years is the maximum
leave period Harvard will grant
its elite professors for White
House duty.
Kissinger, President Nixon's
top foreign affairs adviser, and
Moynihan, chief adviser on
domestic issues, have been with
Nixon since his inauguration in
January, 1969.
It's doubtful either man will
choose to return to the
Cambridge, Mass., campus.
Observers sense that both
Moynihan and Kissinger, who
brighten the White House with
their wit, eloquence and irrev-
erence, enjoy being near the
seat of power. And both are
getting used to living in the
bullseye.
Has Popular Following
?Aoynihan, who sports the
longest hairdo at the White
House, still has a popular
following in the Harvard
community. But the now
famous leaked memo to the
President, in which Moynihan
proposed that American
Negroes could profit from a
little "benign neglect," got him
Into hot water with many of his
liberal friends.
But Kissinger, who recently
joked about joining the faculty
at "Arizona State," seems
almost resigned to finishing his
teaching career in the acade-
mic boondocks.
There is precedent for such
banliment in the case of Walt
W. Rostow, Kissinger's counter-
part during the Lyndon B.
Johnson administration. For his
apparent complicity in John-
son's Vietnam policy, Rostow's
former colleagues at the
Massachusetts Institute o f
Tcw•hnoloev refused to take him
back on the faculty. Rostow went
into exile at the University of
Texas
Loses Many Friends
Kissinger sees the handwrit-
ing on the wall. Nixon's
decision to send ground combat
troops into Cambodia, which
Kissinger supports, lost him
many friends in the academic
community and especially at
Harvard.
Kissinger has a saving grace.
His Sense of humor always
prevails. At press briefings he
tells reporters, with a twinkle
in his eye, "I have the answers
to your questions" even before
they berin to Quiz him.
He is also free with
wisecracks about his thick "Dr
Strangelove" German accent.
At the White House he is
known as "Henry" and he
keeps an affable, informal air
with younger, more status
conscious staffers.
Container ship traffic
increases at Anhverp
ANTWERP, Belgium (UPI)-
Container ship traffic at the
port of Antwerp has grown
from 196,000 tons of goods
handled in 1966 to 1.1 million.'
SALMON
LILLY PINK
16 01%CAN,L_TBr,;.69 C
HUNT 
CATSUP B200TOTZL.E 39 C
HUNTS FRUIT
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OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK TILL
MIDNIGHT FOR YOUR
SHOPPING CONVENIENCE.
DOUBLE STAMPS ALL DAY
TUE. & WEDNESDAY
WE REDEEM U. S. GOV. FOOD STAMPS
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT.
LIQUID BLEACH
WITH COUPON
HALF GAL.
LIQUID
WITH COUPON
GIANT BOTTLE
MISS LIBERTY
WHITE
BALLARD OR PILLSBURY
NPRIDE OF ILLINOI
Illf rib
STRAWBERRY
PRESERVES
1 1,4 LB. LOAF
iØ3 8 OZ.
CAN
S 005303 CAN
18 OARJAR
FRESH WATER
CATFISH
STEAKS
WEDNESDAY — JUNE 3, 1970
U.S. PRIME
FIRST CUT
CHUCK
U. S. PRIME
ROUND
LB.
LB
MISS LIBERTY 
9CSLICED
LB. 
89C
24 OZ.
BOTTLE
WESSON
OIL59c
REEL FOOT
RD
COCKTAIL
RouR 58AGs1.89
NO. 214 39t
CAN
MASTER BAKE Le.2
LADY SCOTT Facial
TISSUE 200 CT.Boxes
DIXIE BELIE SALTINE
CHIEF CHUM
1 60 Z . 59
CAN
MUTTON
FORE QTR. HIND QTR.
Le 390 LB 490
CHICKEN PARTS
BREAST LB. 59c
THIGHS LB. 59c
LEGS LB. 59c
LEGS & THIGHS LB. 55c
WINGS LB. 29c
BACKS & NECKS LB 19c
FRESH FRESH
LIVER GIZZARD
LB. 79c LB. 39c
COFFEEpoGER5  65c 439etuGAR5BLAillyBet:$1 29 FRANKS PKG.
LB. CAN 88C 
ItiD FASHIONED LARGBEy12:HZE.
STICK
LB
LIPTON
TEA 48 CT, 65tPKG. 4 OZ.PKG. 
3C ItOUNTRY STYLE
LB.1119e
OCA COLAS0010.e
EDPLUS BOTT. DEP.
BLUESEAL
OUR.
JOHNSON SKINLESSDCHAUX
— 6 ursrAL
  CRACKE MEAL
LB BOX 25c 5839
NEED MORE PRACTICE T1H N..ivv tin,. of tioops Will
sal alight.n 0144--by-41iv•-4415av ilittl1liet-oh.orvonce of4,,ineen
EllzabeLtis. actriat. bulimia% June l. Ti,. Vont ci11404.4 ere
t,'Pi, ir.Inc in London r rtibb plod")
ROYAL DANISH CHAMP
LUNCH MEATL0z490
ARMOUR
TREET 12 OZ. CAN 59
SHOW BOAT 144 OZ. CAN
Pork & Beans 100 
LIBERTY COUPON
LIQUID BLEACH
GAL. lc
WITH THIS COUPON
AND $5100 Additional
Purchase.
Tab. Exc.
Vold After Juni 9th.
566A9C NEC FRESII: NES "1 9C
ADE A
EGGS
JDOZ.
PEACH ES
3Nat$A00
l'piaM PIES 1417EBEUCE LARGE HE A119C
SOFT WEAVE GOLUEN RIPE
TISSUE 6 ROLLSS1FOR BANANAS LAC
Cheese Food 2490 CARROTS 2cEBLALG°25C
CHEFS DELIGHT
LIBERTY COUPON (Save 50c)
LIQUID 320Z.
IVORY BOTTLE 39c
WITH THIS COUPON AND
$5.00 Additional Purchase
Toth. & Dairy Products Exc.
129. Price 89c Save 50c
Coupon Void After June 9th.
LIBERTY COUPON (Save 15c)
SOFT WHIPPEELB. 29c
BLUE BONNET PKG.
MARGARINE
WITH THIS COUPON
Coupon Void After June 9th
LIBERTY COUPON
FREE
1.7 Oz. Pkg. of NESTE A
WITH THIS COUPON
Good At Liberty
Super Market Only
Coupon Void After July 11th
P AGE FOURTEEN
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Perfect for her
but not quite
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I go with this guy who says be lov
es me,
but listen to this. Every time be shows up, be has 
garlic or
onions on his breath and be knows how much I 
hate it
because I have told him so. No amount of chewing 
gum,
breath freshener, or mouthwash helps. A breath
 like that
really turns me off, Abby. What do you think I 
should
do about it? Don't tell me to find another boyfrie
nd because
he is perfect for me in every way but this.
DEBBIE IN THE BRONX
DEAR DEBBIE: Beware of a guy who says he "
loves"
yes but eas't resist food that leaves his breath less
 Max
lovely. He is obviously more concerned with his
 own
pleasure than yours. Now if you are willing to settle 
for a
"perfect guy" with just one "faun," you have him.
DEAR ABBY: After going steady with Melvin for three
years, we announced our engagement officially, and I started
making plans for my wedding.
I thought Melvin's mother would make a perfect
mother-in-law because she was always so nice to my face,
but listen to this: She called up my mother and said, "I hope
Cindy (that's me) won't wear false eyelashes on her wedding
day, and please tell her in a nice way that those false hair
pieces she should please leave in the drawer, too."
[Abby, I have some very nice hair pieces which Melvin
likes on me.] Not knowing what else to say, my mother said,
"I will give Cindy the message."
What right has Melvin's mother to tell me how to look on
my wedding day? I don't want trouble with her because I
love Melvin, but what is your opinion of such a lady?
• MELVEN'S BRIDE
DEAR BRIDE: I think Melvin's mother is treating yea
like a "daughter" already.
DEAR ABBY: t.usually agree with your answers, but I
disagree with your reply to "THINKING IT OVER." [Her
husband is sterile and opposed to artificial insemination, but
she wants to be the baby's "natural" mother in preference to
adopting a child.] You said, "Tell him that it's easy to be a
father, it's more difficult to be a man."
Since "THINKING'S" husband is against the idea of
artificial insemination [and I happen to agree with OW then
why, for pity's sake, can't this woman bring herself to open
her heart to a homeless child who is already on this
overpopulated earth? WAUKEGAN MOTHER
CONFIDENTIAL TO EVERYBODY: The man who says
he doesn't want to become involved in politics is like a
drowning man who says he doesn't want to become involved
with water. Vote as you please, but PLEASE VOTE. And the
time to make sure you are properly registered for that
privilege is NOW
What's your problem? You'll feel better If you get it elf
year chest. Write to ABBY, Box 1571111, Los Angeles. CaL
MINS For a personal reply enclose stamped, addressed
esvelope.
Letter writing can be a breeze. For Abby's booklet.
"Hew to Write Letters for All °cessions," send Si is
Abby. Bea Mee. Los Angeles, CaL
Television
In Review
By RICK DU BROW
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) — Many
local television stations don'
think the Federal Commimicri
lions Commission is doing then
any favor by mattar-ApossIP.1.1
kir them to originate more 01
their own prime time shows
next year.
The FCC recently decided to
limit network television shows
to only three of the four prime
time hours starting Sept, 1,
1971, in order to promote
diversity and local program-
ming,
Critics of the FCC decision
have already pointed out that
most local stations simply don't
have the resources to do
steadily ftrst-rate shows, and
will put on cheap programming
as a rule.
Now the stations are begin-
ning to make themselves heard.
As an example, representatives
of ABC-TV affiliate stations
who recently met here said
they oppose the FCC ruling.
As another grassroots exam-
ple, the news editor of the
Medford, Ore., Mall Tribune,
Cleve Twitchell, interviewed the
general managers of his town's
two television stations. And, he
wrote in his report, they both
think "it's a bad rule."
Writes Twitchen: "Although
the rule applies only to the tap
50 markets (Medford ranks in
the 70s), it is expected to affect
all TV stations, because the
networks most likely would not
find IL profitable or feasible to
transmit extra programming
tor small markets only."
Twitchell says one of the
general managers, Jerry Poulos
of KOBLTV, feels that while
the decision will be a bonanza
for the top 50 markets because
they have advertisers "standing
In line," it will especially hurt
small television markets like
Medford.
Poulos believes, says Twitch-
ell, that in the smaller cities
"loss of network programming
will mean a decrease in
revenue (because other adverti-
sers are not standing in line)
and an Increase in expense to
fill the vacated time." He also
agrees there would be more
talk and game shows, "which
are the cheapest to produce."
Ray Johnson, general mana-
ger of Medford's KMED-TV,
observes that the FCC wants to
revitalize syndication, but ac-
cording to Twitchell he says the
trouble is that not many
stations can afkird to buy
syndicated programs. Twitchell
notes that networks pay local
stations to carry their shows,
but these stations must pay to
get syndicated material like the
Mike Douglas series.
Writes Twitchell "He (John-
son) also raised this point: The
FCC decision Is designed to
cause more diverse program-
ming to be developed, so he
contends the FCC is, in effect,
telling viewers that they don't
know what they want.
"The material now available
on television is what the people
want,' he declared, saying that
If it weren't the networks would
be providing whatever it was
that the people did want."
SHOOT-UP - Scott L.td 12,
displays In Sacramento thnr,e
pairs of shoes he has out-
grown since January after
taking hormone shots three
days a week Scott was tic,
tined to be four feet tall at
the age of 21. but the pitui-
tary growth hormone will
zoom him to avcrawe huight
Trick with drapery
NF:n Mils (I \lake
I+ look a ider thaii they
really are by ex lending the
drapery rod on either
die window frame
Hot fir,t asidih oi
window from frame to frame.
For the wider look e‘h•mt the
rod the Name distancv in sot
both tiw right and 1111.. 1,41
i1at7-• inrrow- —
Tab for disorders
NEW YORK (UPI) - Riots
and civil disorders throughout
the United States last year
caused insured property dam-
age of more than $31 million,
according to the American In-
surance Association.
- Incidents involving damage,
ap.parr.rythAmaiyated by Leeial
or socia i.ntrest-,-occurred dur-
ing the year in 350 cities and
41 states and the District of
Colum him.
New Mexico state engineers
indicate then. state will need to.
import 1.5 million acre-feet
of water annually by the year
2020 to meet needs.
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1-Superlative
ending
4-A continent
tablit.)
Grd's nickname
11 Hit
13-Peaceful
15-Compass point
16 -Father and
mother
18 Prefix: down
19 Part of to be"
21 Part in play
22 Bond
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(11440
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Nett s I nited ture Syndicate, Inc. 3
U .S .D .A. INSPECTED WHOLE
FRYERS
Limit 4 With Acc.itional Purchase 
,..25c Where FreshThings AreHappening!
(No Limit-No Purchase Require 29 Lb.)
SUPER-RIGHT
BLADE CUT
CHUCK ROAST
LB. 58,
Boneless
Chuck Roost
"SUPER-RIGHT"
CHUCK LS.
MAI
....................
SUPER -RIGHT
BEEF
PRICES
EFFECTIVE
HRU SAT., JUNE 6
Lb  880
Fried Fish F diets
Ocean Perch 
Lb. 69c
Riew
Cat Fish. 
Lb 79
Arm Or English Cut
Chuck Roast
7 Rib Portion.
Pork Roast
Lb 78C
 L.1!..59C
BIBB
LETTUCE
59t
GE14111-14-E IbAlie RUSSET
40,!!.3 s.z .. 2 bunch" 290
cr Green
UNTAlliliPES Each 
49C
Oranges. 10 69
AJAX CLEANSER
21-02.
CAN
First Cut
RIB STEAK
B. 
98c
Pork Chops
3 Lb. Pkg. Or More
Hamburger
3 Lb. Pkg. Or Moro
Ground Beef
Lb' 69
Lb, 590
Lb  6V
Loin SI wen
Pork Chops Lb. 79
Chunk
Bologna
WITH COUPON
IN AD
Jane Parka
Sew 3341 4 2
:2990Bettermilk Breed 
Jaw Portico
Cherry Pie,  49IS... tbi)
(En nta%AP AP
AJAX
1.9.,,, a.,2.= ••'..
"- 
CLEANSER.mth
TM. Coupon ..-.-_..... .._-.. cotioor 11000 Thrn S11,.. hnn sC "00000 Go0d At ASP Su ..-'
_.. RAW Pli.. *11h00, C°.1" Iau-Limit 1 Coupon Fa Customer an-
YeiTiWAIWOM AP
AP
.11Elk
Lb. 69t
5E AR 53
Vlaf
TOWELS VI i
KLEENEX Immo 
ROLL3
1
With This Coulson
(,,,a000 Good Thru Sat. Just 6
Coupon Good Al ASP Stott..
Rea Price Without
I intii I I oupon Per t ustomerRaze
KLEENEX
JUMBO TOWELS
OM 11
$ 0 0
ROLLS
SAVE
UP TO
694
WITH THESE
COUPONS
••4)11ii4
SUPER-RIGHT '‘.11..-"̂X„,„
Beef Rib Roast
4TH
5TH RIB
Lb.
1ST 3 RIBS
• /las. wen! •
• - •
,
95'
Fresh
Ground Check 880
Store Sneed
Breakfast Bacon
Chunk
Brannsaweiger Lb- 690
Bacon
End's & Pieces
Loin End
Pork Roast Lb. 690
Lb. 790
4,1.b. Boxs 1 "
Jumbo
SPANISH ONIONS 5F.394
EIGHT
O'CLOCK
COFFEE
SALE!
al $/99SAVE 25t
Flay Biscuits
Gelatin
Jell-0 Brand
Charm
Cake Mixes 
AJAX DETERGENT
glens-10C
3 Oa. 
631 100
WITH COUPON IN AO
Golden Or White
P Corn
Iona
Sweet Peas
SWAN LIQUID
22-01 Sottle
With Thke Coupon
Coupon Good flint unSat . Je 6Coulson Good Al ALP Stores
10c Off Labe
I iunit I Coupon Ft., I
AP
AP
F 17-0/4 $ 1
j Cans
8 $ 1
AP ...100111111 i itilititi ti l'Ap
'''- 
.0......
...... DETERGEN7 
,......
3-Lble..11.. ....i.!•.... .......... ....-.....
witll Th 
.....,....... ..e..., .....
coorooGood rknac strP", boo 4 ............
on....
.••••
Conroe Good At Itlar Num
5e6 Price Mlitlioet Cowden
==
imit 1 emapee Pm Comeeser
4.7:4„, 
L 
::-....•
AP VAVIVehil'esti AP
rase=
'liesomoc•
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PUT DIS
SIGN
YER
WIKIDONN!!
LIUT- I'L , LOSE
MON L
COMPLETE-
DINNER
5
PAGE-TEN
WOULD
>IA
RATHER
LOSE A
&ME?
RECOGNISE
- D-DIDN'T
Yons Pr  •
Sc'
I //
COMPLETE
DINNER
5
THE PRICE
IS RIGHT!! f'
ciI DON'T P-557:f — TELL HIM HE
WANT SOMA HAVE fr.f.•
AN"!  
TOMATO
SOUP!!
5ORRNI,SI R— IT
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T\
  THE
DINNER!!
6 - 9
6
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POI BMW
TWO • BEDROOM uniaratiaed
duplex apaelmesg, Mese NE
IWC
NICE FURNISHED Mr coed-
timed apartments for college
gide Call 7334106 or 7111146611
17C
FURIIIIIKED epreimmage eel
prive. rooms for college hoye.
Call 78341011 or 753411165. ITC
YOUR-BEDROOM lark* boo&
Paneled dm. New foresee. Ilia
area- 11135.00 per mama NS
Sharpe. Call 7134367 et 1101.-
3474466. TIC
NICE FURNISHED ajortnrant.
Mr conditioesd, electric heat,
carpeted, completely furnished.
Big shady yard. Carbonie drive-
wey, man& entre:los. 110 feet
from edge of campus. Water
end garbage pick-up paid by
landlord. Couples only. $85.00.
Phone 7634605. MC
HOUSE TRAILER 10' x 56', two
bedroosa, air conditioaed. 3%
miles from Murray. Phone NO
7366 or 7534231. 3414
FOUR ROOM furnished apart-
ment, washer included. Located
311 North 5th Street. Available
through summer semester.
Phone 753-1203. J4C
10' x 40' HOUSE TRAILER on
shady lot. All electric, Er-con-
ditioned. Phone 7534203. 3-4-C
ONE SMALL HOUSE. Married
couples only. Phone 753-3784
days, or 753-3076 evening. 3-44
ONE FURNISHED apartment
Would be nice for school girls
or boys. Located 300 Woodlawn
Contact Fred McClure, phone
753-6044. 3-4-C
TWO BEDROOM duplex. Stove,
refrigerator and air conditioner
furnished. No children. No pets.
$105.00 per month. $50.00 de-
posit New 753-5791.
THREE ROOM furnished apart-
ment. For summer. Utilities
nished. Private. Phone 753-
3001 or 474-2280. 3-4-C
SLEEPING ROOMS for boys,
arallable June 7. Call 753-1859.
J-114
EXTRA NICE THREE bedroom
mobile home, for summer
semester. Carpet, air condition-
ed, newly redecorated, new fur-
niture. Phone 753-2748. 3-5-P
NICELY FURNISHED two bed-
room apartment. Also with kit-
chen and den. Couples only.
Located 100 South 13th Street.
Kelly's Put Control. J-5-C
saavicas awns)
HAY CUT, bailed and put In
barn. Phone 7534000
SAWS FILED, lawn mowers and
=All appliances repaired and
yard tools sharpened. 512 ft,
South 12th Street. Phone 733-
6067. June-DC
(tasking.
CUSTOM FARM WORK
rio.%44 Broffbl- Fart
Nights 75340$0
Days, 753-2531
Rey Belling, Wage chop-
Oombining. Plowing and
H-1TC
FLOOR SAND/NO and &di
bit new and old floors, work
guaranteed, 26 years experience.
John Taylor, Wing°, limatado,
Route 2, owe; phone 3764111111.
June43-C
CALL THLS number for panel-
ing, painting or general repairs.
Free eatimatat 753-4884. 3-44
WA,NTED: Vacant lots to mow.
Phone 753-3798. 34-C
WILL DO GENERAL office
work, experienced. Also baby
sitting, experienced. Phone 762.
1116. 3-4-C
.7OLLEGE PERSON traine4 and
?xperience in all types of office
cork. Phone 753-6453 or 762-
1185. J-4C
WILL MOW YARDS, also will
lo all kinds of yard work. Phone
135-4152 3-5-P
KELLY'S Pest Control. Ter.
miwo--eat your home. Roaches
--awry germs. Spiders-are
poison. For free inspecUon call
Kelly's Pest Control 753-3914,
24 hours a day.
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALM
FOUR BEDROOM MODERN brick veneer in Lynn Grove.
situated on a wooded 2 acre lot. HAS a large family
room, air conditioner, electric heat, and a 2 car garage
ON NORTH 6TH STREET across from the National
Hotel, a large business lot with a frame house. $15,-
000.00.
MAGNIFICENTLY DESIGNED tri-level lark* veneer
house located at 814 Olive. This home consists of the
following appointments: 4 bedrooms and bath, upper
level; living room, formal dining room, and kitchen,
middle level; large cozy den with a fireplace, study,
bedroom, bath, and utility, lower level. Many, many
built-ins, plus a stove, dish washer, disposal, drapes,
TV. antenna, a large patio, central heat and air, and
many large oak trees. This home isn't nearly as high
priced as it sounds! Financing available to a qualified
buyer at 74% interest.
A VERY WELL KEPT, 1% story older home. Located 2
blocks west of the University in the Robertson School
district, it has a full basement, living room, kitchen,
dinette, 14 baths, central heat, attached carport, gar-
age. Situated on a well landscaped corner lot. Only
$17,000.00.
FORMAL DINING ROOM, carpeted living room, 3 bed-
rooms, den with fireplace, lots of closets, and garage
are all great features of this lovely ranch style home.
Other outstanding features are: drapes, dish washer,
kitchen range, central heat and air. This home was built
by one of Murray's top builders. It is located half way
between downtown and the University, and is only 3
blocks from the Chestnut Street shopping area.
NEWLY-WEDS' DELIGHT, A very special 2 bedroom
frame, extremely neat and decorated ia excellent taste.
Full basement with large den, central heat and air, food
freezer, dish washer, disposal, washer, dryer, drapes
and refrigerator. $16,800.00.
A MOST IMMACULATE 114 story brick home featuring
4 bedrooms, family room, spacious living room, 2 baths.
Added extras are drapes, dish washer, disposal, built-in
range, carport, paved drive, extremely nice storage
building, and a large well landscaped lawn. You must
see to appreciate.
IDEALLY LOCATED AND ONLY 3.6 miles west of the
city limits, a 26 acre farm. Fenced, deep well, and pole
barn. This is one of the nicest farms we have had in
Years -- small acreage, close in. They are really hard
to find so be sure to call about this one.
FRATERNITIES, HERE IT IV The size is right, the
zoning is right, the lot is large, and the price moderate.
Located across from campus.
250 ACRES ADJOINING the city limits. Excellent farm
land, 205 acres tillable. Lots of railread frontage, water
and sewer available.
IN HAZEL, A VERY WELL BUILT brick building on a
large lot Can be used as a clean up shop, service sta-
tion, dry goods store, paint store - just about anything.
Only $9,000 00.
1106 MAIN, A REAL NICE older 5 bedroom, 2 story
frame. Dining room, drapes, stove, refrigerator, freez-
er, garbage disposal, central gas heat, large lot.
SPACIOUS LOT WITH A 2 bedroom brick veneer on
Highway 121 East near Cherry Corner. Large living
room, separate kitchen, air conditioner, electric heat,
utility, and carport.
A VERY NICE 2 STORY FRAME across from the Uni-
versity on North 16th Street. This home has a real great
apartment with a private entrance. Also, the owner's
downstairs quarters has 2 bedrooms, dining room, liv-
ing room, bath. kitchen, and central gas heat. If you
teach or Work at the University and want to live with-
in walking distance and have an income, you should
buy this house.
A TRULY OUTSTANDING 3 bedroom brick veneer
home located on a quiet street. This home has the num-
ber and size closets ylu have always dreamed of. plus
den, state entrance hall. large fireplace, 2 baths, car-
pets, drapes, dish washer, stove, disposal, T.V. tower,
central heat and air, patio, 2 car carport, and paved
drive. Exquisitely landscaped. Truly has everything -
I am reserving for the very particuls.r buyer.
JUST 1 MILES FROM CITY LIMITS, we have a 20 acre
bedmess.-brirls-asent”isoliorne- Other rine
features include plasteredwalls, dining room, huge liv-
ing room. 2 baths. Excellent well, barn, fenced for cattle
or horses. Remember, this is just a pleasant drive
 from
shopping areas.
IF YOU DESIRE TO RETIRE to a quiet, 40 
acre farm
with a modern 2 bedroom house, we have the 
perfect
place. Located close to the Lake and well off the 
main
road, where privacy is interrupted only by 
whippoor-
wills. Also included: a re il fine well, an 
extra house
in fair condition, and a good stalls. Only $12.000.00
INVESTMENT PROPERTY ONLY 150' off the court
square. Large brick building in good repair. Only $16,-
000.00 - a real hedge against inflation.
APPROXIMATELY 23% ACRES located 4 miles North
of Murray. About 23 acres in pasture. Fenced for cat-
tle, good stock water, no buildings. You can buy this
acreage for only $7,400 00.
DONALD R. TUCKER
REALTOR
502 MAPLE STREET, MURRAY, KENTUCKY
Office Phone 753-4347 - Home Phone 753-5020
IT-C
POlt SAL.
ROOF PROBLEMS: We have the
answer. Apply new roof with
Hy-Klas Fibraced Ambit% Ale
ruin= for only 3 costs per
squire font. Seals eat rain. *
iodates and redeces MMUS
IseeperaUare by 15 degrees.
Wears for years. Ask about spo
dal 30 pike drum Price at
Hughes Ps.lam
Junir26-C
NEW SOFA aaff-alaielling chair
sets, $100.00. New box spring
and mattress sets, $60.00. Glans
top tables. Phone 753-3816.
TIC
SLAMESE =TENS, eight
weeks old. Seel Pcdat Phan
7334762. 144
PANASONIC solid Nile parades
rape recorder. Two tope Rpm"
AC-DC operant. Media No. SQ
Accessarias; Dynamic leo
sapiens with NON, Amain'
earth* micengliiii Nig art
hood belt, nadle lied IL3 iack
reel and a aieglietie 'bow
Splicing tape mil lotaillst
Used one month, NM Mier
753-3147 or 753-4875 Ware
9:00 p. m. TFNC
TWO window fans, also assorh
gd Om canning jars. Phone 4111-
2389. T1111C
HONDA 90, model CM 91. Must
be sold uy June 4. Excellent
condition. Phone 762-2258 at
.17624143 between 3:00 and
p. m. 341P
MILLIONS of rugs have been
cleaned with Blue Lustre. It's
America's finest. Rent electric
shampooer $1. Western Auto,
Home of "The Wishing Well".
3-3-C
BRACE yourself for a thrill the
first time you use Blue Lustre
to clean rugs. Rent electric
shampooer $1. Big K. J-6-C
FRIGIDAIRE DRYER. $25.00.
Please call 435-4782. 3-3-C
1969 PICK-UP CAMPER. Like
new, $700.00. Wood or coal
stove with jacket and thermo-
stat. Will heat average house,
$25.00. 36 in. electric cook stove,
$15.00. Both in good condition.
Phone 753-7698. 3-3-C
COLLECTORS ITEMS: Hawaiian
Monkey Pod; hardwood tables
Phone 753-7720. .14-C
GREY AND white Pinto pony
mare, extra gentle for small
children. Good Sorrell saddle
horse and new saddle. Phone
492-8194 after five pm. .1-4-C
LITTLE GIRLS DRESSES size
8 and 10. Also good used couch.
Phone 492-8360. 3-4-C
POlt SAW
CULVERT, five sections, three
feet by 18 inches. Good condit-
ion, $17.00 Phone 753-6783.
3-4-C
5 MONTHS OLD A.KC register-
ed German Shepherd. Male,
$3500. Phone 753-4819 after
5.00 p.m. .1-4C
21 FT. OUTBOARD Cruiser, 100
HP Mercury Reduced for quick
sale Price, $795.00. Phone 474-
2211 Ext. 171, J. W. William
3-4-C
RCA VICTOR STEREO Hi-FL
portable with two detachable
speakers, $70.00. Phone 733-
9695. .14C
GELDING, GREEN broken.
Saddle mare, reasonable to good
home. No dealers. Phone 43$-
2415 evenings. 3-8-C
AUCTION SALE
AUCTION SALE, Saturday, June
6th, 10:00 a.m. at the late Basel
Rutchin home, five miles west
of Murray, Kentucky on High-
way 94. Will sell a large house
of nice furniture, appliances,
cooking utensils, antiques and
hand, shop and garden tools.
Almost new stove, refrigerat-
or, automatic washer and home
freezer. Living room suit, bed-
room suite, dinnette suite, re-
cliners, antique center tables,
trunks, Seth Thomas clock, 410
pump shot gun, new electric
sewing machine, Cedar ward-
robe. Lots of lamps, appliances.
To many other items to men-
tion. Also a nice 1962 Olds Sup-
er 88, double power and air.
For information call Otto Ches-
ter's Auction Service 435-4042,
Lynn Grove. 1-T-P
AUCTION SALE, Saturday, June
6, 1:00 p.m., 8% miles south of
Murray, just off Old Murray
and Paris Road in Tennessee at
Juanita Lax home. Watch for
auction signs. Selling living
room suite, iron beads, baby bed,
heating stove, magazine table,
antique library table, old chit-
ferobe, lamps, churns, pressure
Cooker, old smooth irons, tea
kettle. wash kettles, some dish 
buttermolds, cane bottom
hairs. One real good rubber
tire wagon. Hand tools, horse
drawn plows and many more
items. Beecham & Roberson
Auction Service, Paris, Tennes-
see. Licensed and Bonded auc-
tioneers, Lic 470-471. 1-T-P
Alf(05 FOR SAL/
JOIN OUR
ECONOMY DRIVE
1969 FORD Bronco, four
wheel drive, lock out
front hubs, metal cab.
Low mileage. Turquoise
and white, $2295.00.
1968 GMC pick-up, long wide
bed, 6 cylinder engine,
standard transmission.
8,000 miles. One owner
only $1895.00.
1967 DODGE 2 ton V-8 four
speed, two speed rear
axle, 30,000 miles One
local owner, only $2595 00.
1967 FORD Ranger pick-up,
long wide bed, V-8 en-
gine. Many other Ford
extras. Light green fin-
ish. Special $1795.00.
1987 INTERNATIONAL Tan-
dum V-8 engine, 5
speed transmission, two
speed axle, 10 yard
dump bed. Good tires.
Ready for lots of hard
work, $2895.00.
1966 F100 FORD pick-up, 6
cylinder engine, stand-
ard transmission, only
28,000 miles. Special,
$1095.00.
1965 FORD pick-up V-8 en-
gine, automatic trans-
mission, custom cab,
long wide bed. Green
and white finish. One
owner. Local truck,
$1295.00.
1963 ECONO-LLNE Van, 6
cylinder engine, stand-
ard transmission. Red
and white. Only 1395.
00,
PARKER FORD INC.
Censer of 7th and Main
Phone 753-5273
J-4-C
1989 JEEP, four wheel drive,
lege :hauge. has two hum Cell
7537350. ITC
1961 CHEVROLET pickup truck,
V-8 motor, new side boards.
Phone 492-8194 after five p.m.
J4-C
AN EXTRA NICE 1959 8-cylind-
er Chevrolet pick-up with wide
bed. See Hewlett Cooper or call
753-3336 after 5:00 p.m. 3-4-P
1969 YELLOW )4USTANG. Per-
fect condition, one owner. Phone
753-2392. 1-4-C
1969 AMX, damaged front end,
parts, $350.00. Phone 753-8769.
J-5-C
1966 CORVETTE Sting Ray,
convertible, four speed, 327.
Excellent condition. Phone 7
8417, Bruce Gillespie, 1610 We
Olive. J-9-P
1967 IMPALA two door hard-
top. Kentucky tags, one owner,
new car trade in, green, pow
steering. $1575.00. Dwain Taylo
Chevrolet, Inc., South 12th
Street. Phone 753-2617.
HIaLP WANTED
WANTED: Homeworkers, enve-
lope addressers. Send self-ad-
dressed stamped envelope for
complete details. Keefauver'i
1474 N. Grand St. Wabash, Ind.
46992. June-&P
WOMEN; can you qualify? Need
somebody to assist an my bust
ness, throe hours a day, five
days a week, $85.00 per week
For personal interview call Mrs
Doran 753-8970 between 2:00
and 4-.00 p.
MONEY! MONEY! MONEY!
You can earn a lot of it selling
beautiful Avon Cosmetics -
hours to suit you - local custo-
mers - and it's fun. Call quick-
ly, collect after 7 p.m., 365-
9424, Mrs. Janet Kunick, or
write Route 2, Box 136-A,
Princeton, Ky.
 8 FOR DEBIT INSURANCE, guar-
anteed salary of 6110.00 to
$135.00 per week plus commiss-
ion. Write Box 32 N, Murray,
Kentucky.
CARD OF THANKS
The family of Joe Richard
Nance wishes to express their
appreciation to the many fri-
ends and neighbors for their
kind expressions of sympathy
during the death of our loved
one.
Thanks so much for all the
lovely flowers, cards and food
brought to the homes. We shall
never forget the many acts of
kindness.
May God bless each and
every one of you and guide you
in your hour of nee.t.
The Nance family
1-T-C
FULL BLOODED Siamese kit
ten. Phone 436-5570. 3-4-C
ONE 1968 SCHULT mobile
home. Used only 21 months
Like new inside and out, has
all the extras. Will be leaving
Murray in Sept. For informat-
ion call 753.6276 after 6:00 p.m.
J-4-P
CAMPERS. Hedrick tent size
10 x 12 and Sears all metal util
ity -trailer, slightly used. Good
condition. Phone 7534116: 3-4P
HELP WANTED HELP WANTED
SOUTHSIDE RESTAURANT
Job available for experienced waitress,
night shift.
HOURS 2 till 10
Sundays off
Apply in person, wearing uniform.
Mist be pleasant, willing to learn
and cooperate.
This is a good job, but it must be filled by a good waitress.
3-5-C
WANTED: Someone to mow our
lawn. Phone 753-3218. 34-C
TRUCK DRIVERS (Straight
Semi). Experience helpful but
not necessary. Now you can
earn $450 an hour and up af-
ter short training; for local and
over-the-road hauling. For ap-
plication write: Nation 'Wide
Semi Division, Suite 214, Mar!
inc Bldg. 171 New Circle Rd.,
N. E., Lexington, Ky. 40535, or
call (606) 299-6912, after 5 p.m.
(606) 252-3484, J-5-C
'BABY SITTER for two year old,
during school hours. Starting
next August. Phone 753-7119.
J-5-C
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank the follow-
ing merchants for donations r
-the MSU Wildlife Society Trap
Shoot held recently for the be-
nefit of Murphy's Pond: John-
son's Grocery, Don & Donna's
Grocery, Bell's Grocery, Park-
er's Food Market, Storey's, Bun-
ny Bread, Blankenship's, and
Starks Hardware. 1-T-P
AUTOS POI SALE
NEW DATSUN
TRADE-INS
1968 DATSUN pickup, 26,
000 miles, nice, white
west coast mirrors
$1395.
1965 CHEVROLET Malibu, 6-
passenger wagon, local
car, exceptionally nice,
only $1095.00.
1966 CHEVY II, 6-passenger
wagon, clean, $1195.00.
1964 FORD Galaxie 2-door
hardtop, radio and heat-
er. Special $595.00.
1964 CHRYSLER 300, 2-door
hardtop, local, power
steering, power brakes,
automatic, $695.00.
1966 DATSUN 4-door sedan.
1300 series, up to 30
miles per gallon. Spec
ial $895.00.
1962 VOLKSWAGEN, blue
local car, nice, terrific
value, $445.00-
1957 OLDSMOBILE 88, 4-
door sedan, automatic,
real transportation, on-
ly $125.00.
1955 CHEVROLET Bel-Air,
almost new tires, good
sound transmission.
Special $95.00.
1967 DATSUN 4-door sedan.
air conditioner, 1300 se-
ries, Good economy,
$895.00
1966 SIMCA 4-door, sound,
real economy, up to 35
miles per gallon, only
$495.00.
1959 FORD 4-door hardtop.
Galaxie, good tires ,au-
tomatic, only $195.00.
1962 PONTIAC Tempest sta-
tion wagon, drives and
runs good, only $195.00
"See This One"
LASSITER-McKINNEY
DATSUN
Open til 13:00 p. m.
Sycanoore Street
OWNS
CRUSHED STONE' oat said 
„ask ...iir-dativar -131.11.3110LUX
um Fred Gergsss 253.1gi13rc, atalit saniloaders.2111  gre 3
82.346817, C
 Lninville, lantucky.
WANT INI YO NIT
OULD LIKE TO BUY good
sed furniture Call 753-4157
nytinse or 753-2930 after 4
ITI Also have for sale good
sed air conditioners 33-C
MU. POTATO POUR PALS
12 ACRES On State Line Road,
2% miles east of Hazel. Good
level land, beautiful building
site. For information phone 492-
MSS. 3.44
REAL /TATO PC* BALI
NEW TWO BEDROOM frame
house with carport and storage,
9: 'acre lot. Carpet through en-
tire house, electric heat, one
mile west of Coldwater Road.
Phone 4802023. 34-P
BY OWNER: Two bedroom 
white frame house with den, TWO LOTS, extra nice. One-
dining area, garage and utility, acre each Couple of hundred l
In excellent location, near town yards off Mayfield Highway on 
THREE-ROOM furnished ePar ' Attendance since the fair
and schools and shopping cell- Penny Road Phone 753-2623 
ment at 801 Waldrop Drive. Fii: wetted March 15 has been 22.5
te-. Phone 753-7664. 
jAcc information call 
753-3264 TF' million,
THIS spot that spot, traffic
paths too, removed with Blue
Lustre carpet shampoo. West-
ern Auto, Home of "The Wish-
ing Wall". .14-C
SINGLE BEDS, unfinished
chests, maple desk, lined barn
boo drapes, goose neck lamps
and odds and ends. Phone 753
6243. 34-C
BABY TURKEYS, baby ducks.
baby guineas, fancy chickens,
ring neck doves. Phone Hubert
Alexander 328-8563, three miles
south of Sedalia. 34-P
lams-1114
NOTICII NOTICI
WANTED; Rider going to Wat-
ertown, New York. Leaving
June 11. Phone 753-5241. J-3-P
GOSPEL MEETING, June 7-14,
Green Plain Church of Christ,
Old Murray-Paris Road. Serf:ices
Lan each evening. 3-9-C
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs
-rent $10.00 monthly, rod ap-
plies to purchase. Used spinet
pianos and organs. Lonardo
Plano Company "Your complete
Mask store". Paris and Martin,
Tennessee. 3-5-P
LABRADOR RETRIEVER, re
gistered, Two years old. Phone
7534505 3-4-P
MOVING. Must sell six months
old Ping Pong table and ac
cessories, $35.00; antique oak
library table, $25.00. Phone 753-
8437. 34-C
12 X 40 ALL GAS trailer. Would
iike someone to take over paY-
ments Phone 753-9614. .1-5-C
WE HAVE A FULL line of
lawn mowers and garden tillers,
still at sale prices. Seaford's
Lawn & Garden Equipment,
phone 437.4412.
INSLTONE factory fresh Mir
lag aid batteries for all mike
haring aids, Wallis Drigp.
11-11C
LOST & FOUND
FOUND: Big black and brown
Sale dog. Found in vicinity of
Eingswood Subdivision, South
Nth Street Phone 753 7810
35 C
BIGGEST DAY
OSAKA, Japan (UP!)- Expo
'70 had Its biggest day Sunday
With 528,294 persons visiting the
fairgrounds.
Ion swim six with top. Joh!). Officiate said the largest
son BO HP motor. All ski31t8,10115'ohwelly crowd 
at the,
equipment included Phone 435 World's Fair 
was , May 3,
4825 Or 753-8756. 3.5.N :7f:institution Day, when 
there
were 510.147 visitors.
, SIGN UP NOW
FOR SUMMER GUITAR LESSONS
(Ages 8 to SO)
LEACH'S MUSIC & TV
Dixie Land Shopping Center
Teacher, Joe Forsee
Phone 753 7575 For Further Information -5-c
• ," 0.1 0.% 0.0 tS.1* .1. •0.1* O..: 0.1 02, OA, O.') el
Amazing Low Price on the All New
Smooth Running
EAN 4-PLY DY COR RAYON
LAIN & TAYLOR GULF STATION
Corner of 6th & Maih Phone 753 5862
51R
ml4c
WOULD EXTEND TAX
WASHINGTON (UPI) - Hep.
Henry S. Reuss, D - Wis.,
planned today to introduce a
bill that would extend for
corporations the 5 per cent tax
surcharge until 30 days after
President Nixon officially de-
clares that U.S. forces have
ended combat operations in
Cambodia,
The surcharge, currently
levied on personal and corpo-
raate income, is scheduled by
law to expire June 30.
NEW DIPLOMAS
PROVIDENCE, R.I. (UPI)-
The 250 gratioating students at
the Rhode Island School of
Design received their diplomas
on a reproduction of a nude
painting by the 19th century
French artist Ingres.
The black and white repro-
duction of the nude woman
declined above the lettering on
the diploma, which was bor-
dered by rust and purple
flowers. The traditional forma-
"Ides of speakers, bands and
SKIL ALICLUEo.s.. were PIP:Wirt %it
Saturday's -c.oremony. The gra-
duate e wocg bright spring
clothing and a cannon was fired
to honor those receiving
degrees,
RECOGNIZE Him! Why, it ,
ftiuky Nelson of the former
lontattlIt NI.I'dox r:aHly TN-
[show. (Ping his thing ut th.-
Nti,  f, -tivit I.- ir
Nit' ri, ft l'o-;,, h 1:1.,
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Ylranglers RidEig Club Wallace...
ym Ride On Friday
The Wranglers Riding Club
will ride Friday night at seven
o'clock at the riding pen locat-
ed on the old Van Cleve road
five miles southeast of
In addition to the re
classes being run, two place
trophies will be given in a spec
ial Nall Driving event. The pub-
lic is invited to enter this spec-
ial event with no entry fee.
Everyone is welcome to ride
at the Wranglers riding pen,
but members only will be eli-
gible to win the ribbons given
In each class.
Sam Workman, from the East
Side Riding Club, Mayfield, will
be the judge for the classes
held this week. Judged events
will include Pony Lead Line,
Ponies 48 in. and under, Pon-
es 49-56 in., Fox Trot, Racking,
Western Pleasure and Country
Pleasure.
Spectators are welcome at
the Wranglers riding sessions.
There is no admission charge
Sandwiches, candy, and cold
drinks will be available in the
!oncession stand.
Crazy World
of
Washinto
By LEON BURNETT
WASHINGTON (UPe— Odds
and ends from the nation's
capital— mostty odct
The scene was a congression-
al bearing on Laos.
Defense Secretary Melvin R.
Lairct "Mr, Conte, I want you
to loiow that, as the secretary
of defense, I support our
activities in Laos from a
military standpoint on the basis
of the need to peptect the
safety and security of the
American forces assigned to
South Vietnam."
Rep, Silvio 0. Conte, R.
Mass.: "There Is a question in
my mind . . unless things
trastically changed in Laos— I
remember eoing there in 1959,
and coming back very dejected
from what I had Seely
"The people, the soldiers, the
advisers then eider the Geneva
accords were in civilian clothes.
They were actually marines
and army boys training these
men. The Laotians were the
saddest sacks I have ever seen
"They had trained them for
about 4 months, and you know
'bat they learned to do—how
to use a latrine."
For this, you'll just have to
take the word— if you care to
start with—of one of those
military informatioo types:
"When army specialist Bruce
Stark arrived in Vietnam from
the army's combat develop-
ments command at Ft. Beivoir,
Va., his quarters in Vietnam
turned out to be on Belvoir
Road.
"The s4sfl of his new unit
had very little trouble learning
his name. He replaced a soldier
named Bruce Starke."
---
Gleanings
—Secretary Robert H. Finch
of Health, Education- and
Welfare has set up something
called "The National erase,
tion Committee on the Simpli-
fied Method or mengemming•
Eligibility in Public Assis-
tance."
— The Washington-based coa-
lition against the SST, drawing
on one of the big prospective
drawbacks of the supersonic
transport plane, has written the
whole thing off as a "boom-
doggie."
(Continued From Fag. 1)
national attention was ealifor-
nia, where the Vietnam War
and student unrest oversha-
dowed state Issues, particularly
ernong Democrats, in primary
contests.
Claims Nomination
Jess Unruh, assemblyman
and former speaker backed by
foes of the Vietnam War,
claimed the Califdrnia Demo-
cratic nomination for governor
on the basis of early returns.
His opponent was Mayor Sam
Yorty of Los Angeles, who
supported Nixon's war policies.
But In the Democratic
senatorial primary, Rep, John
V. Tunney held a narrow lead
over Rep. George E. Brown Jr.,
who had more organized
support in the peace movement.
Gov, Ronald Reagan of
Calibrate was renominated in
the Republican party without
opposition. Sen. George Murphy
woo the Republican renomina-
tion against industrialist Norton
SimOn, who conceded defeat
with only a fraction of the votes
counted.
In other states:
Senate Democratic Leader
Mike Mansfield easily won
renomination over two minor
opponents in Montana, Harold
Wallace, Missoula sporting
goods dealer, -was unopposed
for the GOP senatorial nomina-
tion.
New Jersey Democrats re-
nominated Sen. Harrison A.
Williams Jr., over state Sen.
Frank J. Guerin', candidate of
the powerful Hudson County
(Jersey City) Democratic orga-
nization. Former Republican
state Chairman Nelson G.
Gross easily won the GOP
Senate nomination.
Cargo Loses to Carter
In New Mexico, Gov, David
Cargo lost the Republican
senatorial nomination to Ander-
son Carter, a conservative
former Democrat. Sete Joseph
M. Montoya easily won renom-
ination in the Democratic
primary.
Iowa Democrats chose for-
mer Lt. Gov. Robert Fulton
over state Rep. William Gannon
to run against Gov. Robert D.
Ray, when was unopposed for
Republican renomination.
Gov, Frank L. Farrar of
South Dakota was renominated
over state Sen. Frank E.
Henderson in the Republican
primary,
The Democratic candidate for
governor of South Dakota is
state Sete Richard Knee), a
bulk dairy equipment dealer
from Salem. Kelp, 37, did not
run in the primary because he
was the only Democrat to file
for governor.
In Mississippi, Sen. Jelin C.
Stennis and all five of the
state's House members were
unopposed for renomination in
the Democratic primary. Dr.
Ray Lee was the apparent
winner in the only Republican
congressional contest— for the
nomination to oppose Rep,
Charles H. Griffin.
NOW YOU KNOW
I 0
by United Press International
The first operation for ex-
cision of the kidney was per-
formed in 1861 by the Amer-
ican surgeon Erastus Bradley
Wolcott .
FREE PETS
Work Day Planned At
Kirisey Baseball Field
The Kiitsey Baseball Associa-
tion will have a work day at
the baseball part at the Kirk-
my School an Saturday at three
p.m.
Parents are asked to bring
their tools and mowers to help
get the field in shape for the
season's play.
A meeting of the Kirkeey
Baseball Board will be held im-
mediately following the cleanup
of the field.
17,000...
(Continued From Page 1)
has estimated as many as
30,000 persons may have been
killed in the 'quake Sunday and
equent floods that ravaged
rthern Peru from the desert
to the Amazon jungle.
Paratroopers worked to clear
airstrip at Huar az so
supplies could be flown in to
e stricken inhabitants of
Yungay and other cities in the
allejon de Huylas Valley.
Towns Swept Away
The cities of Yungay and
araz in the valley in the
ndes 250 miles nernheast of
Lima were swept away by floods
en the quake caused Lien-
anuco Lake to burst its dams,
e government reported.
Dozens of foreign countries
ent aid, ranging from frozen
hickens to sophisticated water
ter equipment and hospital
, but the big problem was
bow to deliver it.
Landslides and yawning
acks opened by the quake
ocked road. Bad weather
ited air drops Tuesday.
me cities were invisible from
e air, masked by an 18,000-
thick cloud of dust.
One of the first persons to fly
•vet the area, Don Mathis of
e U.S. Intermation Service in
Lima, said there were few
igns of life in the valley.
Mathis was aboard a U.S. Air
Force C130 Hercules cargo
lane that made reconaissance
t over the area Tuesday
ernoon to give 24 Air Force
escue experts a chance to
vey the damage.
Destruction is Total
Destruction of homes in small
wns and villages in the
tenor was described as total.
Huaraz it was estimated 95
cent of the homes were
amaged.
Ham radio reports said the
•was of Casma and Huarmey
ooked as if they had been
mbed from the air. Hospitals
ere reported to be unable to
with the influx of dead
dying, many of whom were
aced on the floods of
ridors.
Families were said to be
•erforming funeral services in
e open and burying their dead
ere they lay.
The government Tuesday
tared an eight-day mourning
eriod for the victims.
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Murray Chapter Plans
For Friendship Night
Murray star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star will
observe Friendship Night on
Saturday, June 6, at 730 p.m.
at the Masonic Hall.
Free to someone (or pets, full A potluck supper will
 be
blooded German Shepherd pupp- se
rved following entertainment.
lea. Also kittens. If interested All 
members are urged to at-
phone Dianne Elkins 436-2250 t1'nd-
FREE PUPPIES
Six German Shepherd pup-
pies, about six weeks old, are
free to persons for pets. For
information call 435-4292.
FREE KITTENS
LEDGER & TIMER
SEEN & HEARD . . .
_ ell nRAY. KENTUCKY
(Continued From Pegs 1)
developed for automobiles. We
have collapsible bumpers now,
but the new ones will spring
back to their former shape.
Reading "Greenhouse" the other
day in the Commercial Appeal
and Mr. Flowers, the writer of
the column quoted from "The
Vocabulary of Science by Lance-
lot Hogben. Mr. Hogben points
out in this quote that the po,s-
Won of a word in a sentence
may exert massive influence on
meaning and this the example
he used.
"Only Hie bishop gave the be
boon the bun.
The only bishop gave the be
boon the bun.
The bishop only gave the ba-
boon the bun.
The bishop gave only the ba-
boon the bun.
The bishop save the only ba-
boon the bun.
The bishop gave the baboo
only the bun.
The bishop gave the bairn
the only bun.
In another passage, he voices
fear that eventually the dict-
ionaries may list "drink& pinta
milks day" as acceptable ver-
nacular."
"A great man will not trample
upon a woman, nor speak to 2a
emperor" . . . Thomas Fuller.-
Four kittens are free to per
sons for pets. They are six
weeks old. For information call
753-7772.
Reeding the other day where
several Junior High and Sen-
ior High schools were surveyed.
The question was asked of the
pupils "What are the things
you wish your parents would do
or. not do" No guidelines were
issued and nothing else was ask-
ed.
The wishes expressed most of-
ten are as follows:
"Be stricter.
Be more dedicated to church
work and go to church as &-
family.
Be fun loving.
Treat my friends like they
were welcome.
Try to understand me and
my friends.
Don't Out me like a child
but depend on me more.
Tell me right from wrong,
but don't be too harsh about it.
Not-fuss- at me before other
people.
Not curse, not drink, not
smoke.
Answer simple questions yeti
out giving lecture.
Ask my opinion instead of de-
manding.
Be trustworthy.
Sometimes it takes me a long
time to explain why I did some-
thing and I'm convicted before
the trial begins.
I would like my parents to
be more thoughtful of one an-
other. Love one another. Love
me."
Plitt) CATAtilliEtIONE Survivors siii-
thriiiig-h- one or the Peru
. dies ttippltid te, the eirthqiiene The ge
eernment eetinmtes the dead about 1.14141
652's...
(Continued From Page 1)
heaviest losses in six months in
a guerrilla attack Tuesday.
Military spokesmen said the
predawn strikes triggered at
least 50 secondary explosions,
Indicating the bombs scored
direct hits on ammunition
stores or fuel supplies.
The target area three miles
from the Laotian border in
South Vietnam's northernmost
province was described by the
COMtnaelde ea .a.e .atinete
• "enemy activity, bunkers, base
camps, weapons positions, star-
sage and staging areas."
American military officials
said the North Vietnamese had
moved into the region during
the current monsoon season
and were trying to build a
supply road in from Laos to
Join with east-west Route 9 lust
below the Demilitarized Zone,
South Vietnamese infantry-
 men who set up a base camp
near the project Monday were
attacked early Tuesday and
were said to have lost 50 men
killed, 115 wounded and 17
missing—the highest one battle
losses for Allied troops since
late in November. Guerrilla
deaths were put at 105.
The B525 came in before
dawn for their raids agaimst the
North Vietnamese buildup bm
did not keep the emerrlllas from
harassing the South Vietnamese
base again. A U.S. medical
evacuation helicopter trying to
land there was shot down bed
noonoewer basas hurt.
Another 
Ath  less than three
miles away cant under heavy
recollless rifle fire this morn-
Mg. So intense was the barrage
that American helicopters try-
ing to reach landing zone
etangley had to jettison their
cargo to make a quick getaway.
UPI correspondent Barney
Seibert reported from the area
that the B52 raids and Anted
artillery strikes had set fires
throughout the thickly jereeed
region, situated in thenTkIlle of
Or of the C9471.111Uniste
trails leadtrig off the He clie
Minh Trail.
Tamar lc
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Removed From Woman
ATLANTA (UPI) — Surgeons
at Piedmont Hospital 
disclosed
they have removed a 100-pound
tumor from a 58-year-old wo-
man.
The operation sent doctors
searching through medical
books 40 see if it was the larg-
est ever removed.
Dr. John Akin, who headed
up the surgical team, said any
tumor weighing more than 15
pounds generally was consider-
ed extraordinary.
"I don't blame you if you
don't believe it," he said. '3t'
s
unbelievable."
The tumor, described as a
nonmalignant fibroid mass lo-
:atm' in the woman's uterus
,
had been first noticed by the
patient about 20 years ago. She
lid not seek medical advice.
Akin said the woman weighed
130 pounds before the operation
ind apparently felt little di.-
:orafort. She had been working
n her garden as recently as
we weeks ago, according to
P dp-
/
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IN SPACE—Shown during training, the two-man crew 
of Soviet spar ecraft
Earth every 88.59 minutes 129 to 137 maws out. The Sweet , DOWD ,
reported only that the crew was conducting research Into the effects of
man. The spacemen are Commander And -inn Nikolayev (front), 40, 
and •
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Review
books to classes on cassettes., is
so obvious that the current
major sales hurcles are booed
to be dealt with as soon as
possible. These are the hurdles:
— The price of cassette-
playing units must be brought
down. For instance, CBS' unit,
wilinb is set te debut 
this
summer and initially is aimed
at institutional buyers, sells for
about $8130•
— The prices of cassettes
themselves— whether film or
tape— must come down too.
They now are prohibitive for
average-Income buyers.
— Fees are existing entertain-
meat and ether material
transferred to cassettes will
have to be renegotiated.
— Above all, manufacturers
with competing units and
cassette types will have to
make them more compatible—
work interchangeablythat 
each 
otter's 
machines— 
or
home viewers won't bite in a
massive way.
As of now, units and
cassettes by such manufactue
rers as CBS, RCA and Sony are_ 
compatible 
 with onhar.
lse e_e
even 116€16 standard, erasable'
magnetic tape. CBS uses film,
RCA, which is several rears— 
from production, uses a c
phane-like tape employing bolo-
nranbnne a term ni PbuttattTa°117
.Mrs. Ora Grubinl
menu* Dies-- _ #.
ea
BENTON, roy.;Is 2
Ora Grates,sk-,
at WM
today at Liag lara airs
of Salk° lelltalIMIl
She woo a member of Boleti
Church of ChM.
Mrs. Grubbs is survived by a
daughter, mile areuth stump.
field of Chicago, Ill.; a son,
William J. Grubbs of Detroit,
Mich.; two staters, eine Rem
Dexter Gilbertsvtlie
Hospital Report
ADULTS, 84
NURSERY 5
JUNE 1, 1970
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Joyce McDowell and Baby
BoY, 805 No. 17311 St., Murray.
DISMISSALS
Gary W, Melton, 1502 Henry
8t., Ileyny; Mrs, Evelyn Pocock,
1602 W. Man Stn Murray; Mrs.
011ie Roberts, Rte, 3, Murray;
Mrs. Lodie Lawson, 
Hazel; nu.
Pad Brown, 601 Olive, Murray.
,
:REST MOVES TO SEA
VIENNA (tliee-- The Danube
:rest moved slowly eastward
eowaravingd bthehemBlailhotitai htaxodaboyr,
nstanatneas in Romanian eine
ions,
agerpres, the Rornanian news
reported flooding In the
orts of Turnu Severn an
d
%mu Magarele.
Work crews assisted by
elunteers and army units
:trengthened dikes to protect
actories and farmlands from
he floods .
RICK DU BROW
(cm) - For
have been
television set will
a remarkable borne
and information
will deliver meter-
add sources i ition
are endless,
is the explosive
local cable .television
by the 
nannneneag
small video stations
be tuned in on your
however, has
 made
seem more imme-
the development of
cassettes and thewill enable them to
through home video
the hottest develop-
in show bus 
en
dissemination.
target this
of course, the mans
market. -
awesome financial
from home viewers,
be supplied vtith
from movies V-
et and ltrs.
Wilma Baker ofKevil; a broth-
ee. Naelemel McCineien, also d
Kneel; 12 grandchildren, and
'our greet-grandchildren.
Funeral arrangements are In.
menplete.
Friends may call at Linn Fu-
neral Rome after 3 p.m. Wed-
essdry.
made possible by laser light
beams.
But the Potential Is Mere.
Already, Darryl Zaneck, toss of
many, 20th Century-Foe, weeds to put
his company's satire movie
ataxy on CBS' film cassettes
five years after initial theatri•
cal release, for rentals M
moderate prices for average
families. That's the ripen 
,
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GREEN BEANS
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Stokely Whole
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instant
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te Oa.
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Flavor Kist
GRAHAM CRAL1ERS
i i...
_ __ _ 390
.
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*****************************
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* TOWAP") THE PURCHASE* This
* COUPON 4 Oz. REGULAR
* 
WORM • Liptain . INST
ANT TEA
*
* PRICE 11.24 
Limit One leer family
* Redeemable only 
Swarms Market
 at
* E epee', eene it, 1970* .*****************************
Martha White 441-13.
MEAL _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Self Rising 42°
ee I *
*
* Pork
*
*
* Chops
*
*
*
MEATS
----
 — — —
Loin eatt Lb. 890
Center Lb. 79°
End Cut Lb 65°
_11. 
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Club
STEAKS _ _ _u, 79*
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4011
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Of Month
Mr. and Mrs.
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Month" plaque i
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Rural Electric
Congressman
blefield today ann
ral Electrification
tion loan in th -
$667.000 to West
ral Electric Coope
ation. based in
The Corporatio
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Congressman Stu
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